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A BOSWELL OF BAGHDAD

A
J-

—

Introductohy ''

CURIOUS and very entertaining work lies
before me, or, to be more accurate, ramparts

me. for ,t .s in four ponderous volumes, capal.le,
each e-en in Jess powerful hands than those ofthe Great Lexicographer, of felling a bookseller.
At these volumes I have been sipping, beelike,
t od. t.mes for some years, and I now pr„,H.se
o yeld some of the honey-the season having
become timely, since the great majority of the
heroes of its thousands of pages hail from
Baghdad; and Baghdad, after all its wonderful
and^ntact Oriental past, is to-day under Britain's

The title of the book is Ib„ KU/ikans Bio-
graphtcal Dictionary, translated from the Arabicby B„ Mac Guckin de Slane, and printed inPans for the Oriental Translation Fund of Great

*
J



A Boswell of Baghdad

Britain and Ireliuid, 1842-71, some centuries

after it was written, for its author was dead

before Edward II ascended the English throne.

Who would expect Sir Sidney Lee to hav" had

so remote an exemplar ?

Remote not only in time but in distance.

For although we may go to the East for religions

and systems of philosophy that were old and

proved worthy centuries before Hellenism or

Christianity, yet we do not usually find there

models for our works of reference. Hardly does

Rome give us those. But there is an orderliness

and thoroughness about Ibn Khallikan's methods
which the Diclionary of National liiographj does

not exceed. The Persian may be more lenient

to floridity (" No flowers, by request," was, it will

be remembered, the first English editor's motto),

but in his desire to leave out no one who ought

to be in and to do justice to his inclusions he is

beyond praise.

The modernity of the ancients is continually

surprising us. It is one of the phenomenirto which

we are never quite inured (and could we be so we
should perhaps merely substitute the antiquity

of the moderns as a new source of wonder)



A Persian Gossip

but to«„„ls such inuring Ibn Khallikan should
certainly help, since he was eminently a gossip,
and .n order to get hun.an natures fidelity to the
type-no matter where found, whether »ons
ago or to-day, whether in savage lands or, as we
say, cvilized-brought home to us, it is to the
gossip, that we must resort: to the Pepyses and
Boswells rather than to the Goethes and Platos •

thinl/rs
"
Th '"t"'^

""" '"'"' ''^ «-*'
tnmkers. The small traits tell.

Ibn Khalhkan's Dictionary is as interesting a,t .s, not because its author had any remarkable
.nstmct as a biographer, or any gift of selection
but because if a man sets out to take account
of everything, much human nature an<l a little
excellence are bound to creep in.

I do not pretend to have dug i„ these
volumes with any great seriousness. My object
has been to extract what was odd and simpleand most characteristic, in short, what wasmost human, and there is enough residuum
for a horde of other miners. But I warnthem that the dross is considerable. ,bnKhalhkan s leniency to trivialities is incorrigible
and h.s pages are filled with pointless anecdotes,'

3



A Boswell of Baghdad

dull sayiiifjs, anil poetry whose only recommendn-
tion is its richness in the laboured conceits that

he loved. So much did he esteem them that

were, say, all English intellectual effort in

every <Iirection at his disposal to descant

upon, his favourite genius would probably be
John I.yly.

But although most of the poetry admired and
quoted by Ibn Khallikan is marked by affectation,

now and then—but very rarely—it is beautifully

simple. Thus, in one of the poems of Ibn Zuhr,

a learned Moslim teacher and physician of Spain

(1113-9<)), is expressed, with a tenderness and
charm that no modem or no Greek of the

Anthology could exceed, the ardent desire which
he felt for the sight of his child, from whom he
happened to be separated : / have a little one, a

tender nestling, with whom I have left my heart. 1

dwell far from him ; how desolate I feel in the

absence of that little person and that little face. He
longs for me, and I long for him ; for me he weeps,

and I wcef for him. Our affectionate wishes are

weary with passing from him to me, from me to

him.



Himself

II.— Ibn Khallikan

Let me say something as to who Ibn Khullikan
was. His father, Muhammad Ibn Ibrahim, was
professor in the college at Arbela founded by
Kukuburi, or the Blue Wolf, the governor of
that city and the region of which it was the
capital, the brother-in-law of Salah Ad-IJin, the
sultan, whom we in England know as Salldin,
the enemy of the Cross, and the son of Ali Ibn
Bektikin, known as "Little Ali, the Ornament
of Religion." Kukuburi, who, although standing
for the Crescent and all that was most abhorrent
to our Crusaders, was famous as a founder of
asylums, schools, hospitals for the blind, homes
for widows, orphanages, and so forth, made
special favourites of the family of which Ibn
Khallikan was a scion. Ibn himself was born on
September 32, 1211, and before he was two
had begun instruction by his tather and was the
recipient of a certificate from Zainab, a very
learned lady, stating that he was an industrious
pupil.

In 1229, after having already read and studied
much, particularly theology and law, Ibn

5



A Boswell of Baghdad

KImllikan left Arhela with his brother and
entered the college at Alep,™, then an eduea-
tional centre, remaining until I2.)4. After this
he moved from one place to another, always
seeking more knowledge, until 1247 «, when he
«8 found at Cairo occupying a seat in the im
perial triliunal and acting as deputy for the kadi
Sinjar, chief judge and magistrate of all Kgypt.
Later he himself became the kadi of Al-Mahalla]
and by 1256, when he was forty-five, he had
married, become a father, and had completed
the first copy of his Biographical Dulionnry, which
was, of course, as we must always remember in
connexion with the books mentioned in these
Lives, a manuscript.

In 1 261 he was appointed chief kadi over all the
provinces of Syria, with his tribunal at Damascus,
in which post he remained for ten years. He'
was not, however, sole kadi for long, as three
others were appointed to assist him: a develop-
ment that was meat and drink to the local
satirists, one of whom wrote : The .men of
Damascus are bewildered wilh the multilude of legal
decisions. Their kadis are all .v„„.v, and yel Ihey
are in the dark. Another said: The people oj



Law and Literature

DnmiiKiu hmv witnesKd a peifrrl mirmk : l/ie

greater Ine number »/ surni the more the nmrhl is in

the dark. IJeinjf Couiid wanting, and replaced,

Ibn Khalltkan tciok a prol'eNsorshi|> m Cairo,

learned by heart furtl i- tnorinoiis (iiiantities of
poetry, and engaged in literary jlistiissions which,
judging by a speci.nen given in one of his Lives,

were even more futile than discussiois usually are.

The vicissitudes of fortune, always noticeably

extreme in the East, brought bin. again to be
kadi at Damascus in lii/H, when his rcappcint-

ment was signalized by public ceremoni s, includ-

ing the composition by numberless pi ets of

congratulatory and adulatory verses, which must
have bi on very dear to his simple old heart, and
not the less so because he may have discovered

from his astonishing re|)ertory thai not all rtere

strictly original : such discoveries and the tracing

back of the loans to their fji-nt being the greatest

of his pleasures.

Thereafter, until the year i281, the Kadi
lived with much honor.r, famed as the most
learned and widely-read personage in Damascus,
filling his house with scholars and discursive

amateurs of verse, and engaging in conversations

7
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th.t .re dccribed by . We,.d „, „ ^^^ ,„,^

«ortune, for suddenly. i» !««, k ,

nto pnson „„ the charge „f having Id" .remark .,etri„,ental to the sulUn, K.l.v'n ^P-do„ soon after arriving, he was'lihe^t J

»nd died there in the same year
""'"•

Not a word (you will say) ,« f„r as to BaghdadBut a.U,ough ,hn KhalHkan spent .nost'of ^^

= *:;::-•;-"-"•"
al.l^/ I .

'""^"'"fr '<> him it was delect



Contests of Euphuism

™1 the Koran. d.»put«, .. to p.,.nu „f

Wh^ ...deed
. ,«rt.eu.«Hy Hke about thebook i the p.cture that it ^ive, „f .anionic

TiZr ":" '"''"'"'""
"'"' -Phi.t.cated

«" the splendour. .„d Urbaritie, of absolute""toc^cy and .umu.ary juH.dietion. ,t ^w...ewo ,e
,^^^,,^^^^^^ No

Its ^7": ''"" '" ^'""""""'7. -ire thepoets n,eet have .e in E„g,„„d ,„,thing quite

we e ti. :r:
*'"' ^«'"''"' '"" '^---

rotr'^:::^""^""'--"-''-^-^-

III.—Men of Letters

Those of us who k..ow Baghdad only throughthe 4rahian Nights a.») fi, •

""rougn

of Mr (W TT '"gen.ous pnKluctions

iZ^v
^"-•'''"- '"« of the iite..ry life and the

Her TP"*""^'" - ">» Khallikan gives us.Here, for example, is a poem by a book-lover

9
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—or manuscripu-lover, to be more exact—written

by Ibn Paris Ar-Hazi, the philologer, who died

before the Norman Conquest, whicli a later

Occidental can cheerfully accept and could not

much improve upon: Thei) asked me how I was.

I answered : " Well, some things succeed and some

fail ; when mi/ heart isJilted with cares I sai/ : ' One
day perhaps Ihet/ may be dispelled. ' A cat is my
companion ; books, the friends of my heart ; and a
lamp, my beloved consort." That is modern enough !

Something of this kind, which is an earlier

versioii of Omar Kl ,iyyara's famous recipe for

earthly bliss, has often been attempted since by
our own poets; but nothing better. Favourite

books, a lighted lamp, a faithful cat, and the

library were paradise enow. It is odd, by the way,

that Omar Khayyam himself, although his dates

qualify him, is not found in this work. But to

ma^e tents, even with leanings towards astronomy,

was no high road to Ibn Khallikan's sympathies.

Had Omar explained the Koran or had views on

the suffixes of words, all would have been well.

While on the subject of sufficient paradises let

me quote some verses by Ibn Sukkara Al-Hashimi,

a famous Baghdad poet of the tenth century : The



The Seven Essentials

winter set i», and I provided myulf with . •„ thing,
neceuan/ when the rain prevent, us from pnrsuing
our usual occupations. These things are : A shelter,
a purse, a stove, a cup of wine preceded b,, a l,it of
meat, a tender maid, and a cloak.

Ibn Khallikan does not let it stop there, but
fishes up from his memory a derivative, by Ibn
AI-Taawizi, running thus: When .seven things
are collected together in the drinking-room, it is not
reasonable to stay an'a,y. These are : Iioa.sl meat, a
melon, hone,/, a ,/oung girl, wax-lights, a singer to
delight us, and wine.

So much for the modernity and sense of
comfort of the Persian author, as he flourished in
Baghdad all those years ago. But there was then
stdl more in publishing than yet meets the eye.
The books of the juriconsult, Al-Mawardi, for
example, reached j.osterity almost by chance
While he lived he di.l not publish any of his works
but put them all up together in safety. ()„
the approach of death, however, he sai.l to
a person who possessed his confidence: "The
books in such a place were composed by me,
but I abstained from publishing them, because I

suspected, although my intention in writing them
II
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was to work in God's service, that that feeling,

instead of being pure, was sullied by baser

motives. Therefore, when you perceive me on
the point of death and falling into agony, take
my hand in yours nd if I press it, you will

know thereby that none of these works has been
accepted [by God] from me. In this case, you
must take them all and throw them by night
into the Tigris. But if I open my hand and
close it not, that is the sign of their having been
accepted, and that my hope in the admission of
my intention as sincere and pure, has been ful-

filled."

"When Al-Mawardi's death drew near," said

his friend, "I took him by the hand, and he
opened it without closing it on mine, whence
I knew that his labours had been acceirted, and
I then published his works."_But what a re-

sponsibility for a friend

!

Penmanship being, of course, the only medium
between author and readers in those days, it

follows that calligraphy was held in high esteem,
and among iamous calligiaphers was Kabus Ibn
Wushmaghir, who, although '-the greatest of
princes, the star of the age, and the source of

la



The Beloved CalHgrapher

justice and beneficence," thought it worth while
(as all mighty rulers have not) to write a most
beautiful hand. When the Sahib Ibn Abbad
saw pieces in his handwriting, he used to say:
"This is either the writing of Kabus or the
wing of a peacock"; and he would then recite
these verses of Al-Mutanabbi's : In every heart
h- a passion for his handniriling ; it might be said
that the ink which he employed was a canse of love.

His presence is „ comfort for every eye, and his
absence an affliction.

The extraordinary literary activity of those
times may be illustrated by the following passage
dropped casually into the biographical notice of
AliTalib: "The grandson of this thief was the
famous Al-Asmai, the philologer, who composed
treatises on the following subjects : the human
frame; the different species of animals; on the
anwa, or influence of the stars on the weather;
on the letter hamza ; on the long and the short
elif; on the difference between tlie names given
to the members of the human body and those
given to the same members in animals; on
epithets

;
on the doors of tents ; on games of

chance played with arrows ; on the frame of the

'3
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horse; on horses; on camels; on sheep; on
tents

;
on wild beasts ; on the first and fourth

form of certain verbs; on proverbs; on words
bearing each two opposite significations; a
vocabulary; on weapons; on dialects; on the
springs of water frequented by the nomadic
Arabs; a collection of anecdotes; on the
principles of discourse ; on the hoart ; on synony-
mous terms

; on the Arabian peninsula ; on the
formation of derivative words; on th- ideas
which usually occur in poetry; on nouns of
action

;,
on rnjaz verses ; on the palm-tree ; on

plants; on homonymous terms; on the obscure
expressions met with in the Traditions; on the
witticisms of the desert Arabs." Ibn closes the
list with the word "etc." The late John Timbs
could hardly beat this record of industry and
versatility.

There is hope for authors in the following
story of Ibn Al-Khashshab, who knew the Koran
by heart and was a scholar of considerable
attainments. " When he died," says the Katib
Imad Ad-Din, " I was in Syria, and I saw him
one night in a dream, and said to him : ' How
has God treated thee ?

'

H



Crumbs of Comfort

"•Well," he replied.

"'Does God show mercy to literary men ?

'

"
' Yes.

'

•" And if they have been remiss .'

•

a!'k!! it? "'P"""''"^ -"' l-e given, but,'
Al-Khashshab was moved to add, and let us never
forget it, ' then will come eternal happiness ' "

I here are other scraps of consolation, scattered
about the volumes, which apply not alone to men
l^f

letters. The Prophet, for example, once said :

livery he shall be written down as a lie by the
recording angels, with the exception of three- a
l.e told in order to reconcile two men ; a lying
promise made by a man to his wife ; and a lie inwh.eh a man, when engage.I in war, makes a
promise or a threat."

But the most solacing sentiment in the whole
four volumes is by the poet Abu Nuw.Mbn
Hani, who carried Hedonism very hr^MM/./^% ««.« tojhe u,„„.,,for thou arl to ,neet a., ,„,/„/',A-

.

W,u.n thou co,ne.t h.for,. Hi,.,, thou :halt
heholdnren-,, „„,l ,,,,, ,„e g,rat. the po„,er/ut King
Iheu thou .Shalt gua,v thy ha„,l, ,„»,, regret, for the
pleasures ,rhich thou „,-oided.t through fear'of hell
-it .s, says Ibn Khallikan, a "very fine and



original thought."

stimulating one.

A Boswell of Baghdad

It could certainly be a very

IV.

—

The First Grammarian

Grammarians and Traditionists (both given

also to poesy) being Ibn Khallikan's real heroes,

let me say something of each. A Traditionist

was a learneil man intimate with the Koran,

whose duty it was to separate the spurious tradi-

tions which so naturally would have collected

around such a figure as Muhammad from the true.

As to the importance of the Koran in Moslim
life and its place as the foundation of all Moslim
learning, let the translator of Ibn Khallikan be
heard. "The necessity," he st/s, "of dis-

tinguishing the genuine Traditions from the

false gave rise to new branches of literature. A
just appreciation of the credit to which each

Traditionist was entitled could only be formed
from a knowledge of his moral character, and
this could be best estimated from an examination

of his life. Hence the numerous biographical

works arranged in chronological order and
containing short ;>.';counts of the principal

i6



The Birth of Grammar

Iracl.t,on,sU and .locto.s of the luw, witl. the

place of their birth an., residence, the r. ee\ ^wh.eh the, sprung, «„d the ,ear of theird
Ih.s agam led Moslim erities to ti.e study Ifgenea ogy and geography. The use of wrftin

,

-sted in Arabia before the pron-uIg^tlTofam.s„ but gram„,ar w.s not known as a
"
ant.i the difficulty of reoHing the AV«„ el.;;;

".duced the khalif A-i to ,nake it an object
'

h,s attention. He in,posed „„ Abu •,.a1Ad-Duwah the task of drawing up such instru.ons as would enable the Mosh™s to read h r-ored book and speak their language w thoumaking gross faults."
^ °"^

daughters said to him- "[>«„», \ !
beautiful in the sky.."

'^
'

^^at ,s n.ost

To this he answered
: " Its stars"

Butshereplied: "Papa, iao not mean what« the most beautiful object in it; . was onLexp.-essn.g my admiration at its beauty"
'

.7
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*' In that case you must say," he observed,
"

' How beautiful is the sky !
'

"

Upon thiiiliiiig this over, says Ibn Khallikan,

Abu 'l-Aswad invented the art of grammar.

Abu '1-Aswad Ad-JJuwah thus is the father ot

this l)<>ok, for hail there hi en no grannnarians

1 am sure that Ibn Khallikan would never have

written it. Poetry tickled him ; but grammar

was his chief delight, as it was the chief delight

of all his friends and, one gathers, of all Baglulad.

Here is an example : " Al-Mamun, having asked

Al-Yazidi about something, received from him

this answer: 'No; and may God accept my
life as a ransom for yours. Commander of the

Faithful !

•

'"Well said!' exclaimed the khalif. 'Never

was the word aitil better placed than in the

praise which you have just uttered.' " Hi then

made him a present.

We get -in insight both into the passion for

the new science of grammar and what might

be called the physical humour of the East in this

anecdote. Abu Safwan Khalid Ibn Safwan, a

member of the tribe of Tamim, was celebrated

as an eloquent speaker. He used to visit Bilal

i8



Bilal the Logical

,""' "" »""'" ""•'—se with hin,, but hisia".uaKe was f...,„e„tl, un^ra„..„„tie«
. T

h^ VTvZ "'"'"'' ""' '«"" -'' -

( 1.
' "' y"" commit as i„„,v'- tsagamstg„ar as the women who :;WHter III the streets." ^

St.."K with this reproaeh, Khali.l went to l....„.

J™nnj«ratthemos,.e,a..c,sometimeaa
;::

..iieiied
"^

goes a summer-c.oud, so„„ to he

"B?Anh'"T '"'•^'"B'H'>eexclai..,ed.ByAlIahM
shallnotbedispenedtiMheTt

* '"". "''"''"' *'-°™ 't
=
" -<! he then orderel him

" "'h.pping of two hundred strokes
When books were so few wl „, ^ ,

came through the ear rJ u
'""""'"^

".'•eitsevent,^,^^:::- ---^
rea<l one hundred thousand .

^'^

'9
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anything once without learning it by heart, nor

learned anything by heart which I afterwards

forgot."

The sittings of the teacher, Ibn Al-Aarabi

(767-846), who knew by heart more poetry than

any man ever seen, were crowded by people

anxious for instruction. Abu '1-Abbas TImlah

said :
" 1 attended the sittings held by Ibn Al-

Aarabi, and saw there upwards of one hundred

persons, some asking him questions and others

reading to him ; he answered every question

without consulting a book. I followed his

lessons upwards of ten years, and I never saw

him with a book in his hand ; and yet he

dictated to his pupils camel-loads of philological

information."

The grammarian Miiad Ibn Muslim Al-Harra

left some good poetry, which he gave as having

been uttered by genii, demons and female demons.

The caliph Ar-Raschid once said to him : " If thou

sawest what thou hast described, thou hast seen

wonders ; if not, thou hast composed a nice piece

of literature."

An-Nahhas the grammarian who, on being

given a turban-cloth, would cut it into three from

20



A Short Way with Reciters

"varice. met his <lo„th, in .,.50, i„ „„ u„f„rtu„ate
m«nncr-l,ein», althoi.Kh living in so remote a
peHo<I mistaken for,..profiteer." I ,,„ote Il,„
Khalhkan., «or,l,s: "He ha.l ,eate,l himself on
he staircase of the Nilon.eter, I.y the side of
l.e river, which was then on the increase, an.l

l.<Kan to scan so„„. verse., according to the rule,
of |.ros.Kly. when a common fellow who heard
'""•said ..This man is pronouncing a ehann to
prevent the overflow of the Nile. ,„ as to raise
the p„ce of provisions.' He then thrust hin,
w.th h,s foot into the river and nothing more
was heard of him."

V"t all these learned men were philosophical,
even though they were philosophers. Ahu Nizar
II". Safi .Malik An-Nuhat assumed the title

rrnce of Ciranm,arians." but if any other namewas given to hin, l.y those ad.lressing him he
would fly into a p„,,i„„.

'^

The old fellows could he superstitious too
It .s amusing to read that Abu Obaida, when
repeating passages of the Koran or relating Tra.li
t.ons, ma.le mistakes .lesignedly : .Tor," said he
grammar brings ill luck."
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V.
—

'I'lIK FlIIHT I'llOHlillDlT

After (frannnar, proscHly. Tliat ii fulling npple
should lead Sir Isaac Newton's thoughts to the
problem of gravity in urn so remarkable, but that
the laws of prosody should result from an equally

capricious occurrence strikes one as fnld. I

mention the discoverer's name partly that school-

boys may remember him, or not, in their prayers.

It was Al- Khali; Ibn Ahmad who, at Mecca, had
besought Allah to bestow upon him a science

hitherto unknown. Allah being in a complaisant
mootl. It followed that not long after, walking
in the bazaar, Al-Khalil invented prosody as he
jwssed a coppersmith's aic' ''enrc' hiin hammer-
ing a basin.

Once started on his career as an inventor, he
continued

; but a later discovery cost him dear,

for having resolved on devising "a metho<l of
calculation so simple that any servant girl who
knew it could go to a shopkeep^.'- without in-

curring the least possible risk of being deceived
by him in the sum she would have to pay, he
entered the mosque with his thoughts occupied
on the subject, and he there struck against a



/\ Nation of Poets

pilUr, which hU pre.K,u,Mti<m hin.lerH him
from perceiving. The violence of the shook
threw him on his Iwclt, a.ul ilenth was the result."

Ai-Khalil used to remarii that a mans reason
ami intelliKence reached perfection «l,en he
attained the age of forty, the age of the l',„,,het
when (;,xl sent him forth on his mission ; but
that they undergo alteration and diminution when
the man reaches sixty, the age in whi.h Cod
took the Prophets soul to himself. He said
«K«in, that the intelligence is clearest „t the'
dawn of day.

VI.—A Group of Poets

No matter ^hat Ih protession or calling of
these Persians-whether they were lawyers or
lawgivers, grammarians or warriors—they all, or
almost all, adored verbal felicity and tried their
hands at verse. Poetry may be calle<l the gold
dust on their lives.

Ibn Nubata the poet knew how to say thank
you. Saif Ad-I)awlat Ibn Hamdan having
given him a horse, this is how he acknowledged
it: O prince! Ikoii whu.se generous qualilie., are

23
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ihe offspring of Ih;, natural dUpoMon. and whose
pleas,ng aspect is the emblem of thy „n„d, I have
receded the present which thou sentest me, a noble steed
whose j>orth, neck seems to unite the heavens to the
earth «„ which he treads. Hast thou then conferred
a government upon me, since thou sendest me a spear
to which a ffowing mane serves as a banner 9 We
lah possession of what thou hast conferred and find
'tto be a horse whose forehead ami legs are marked
>>"lh whte, and whose bo,l„ is so black that a single
hair extractedfrom that colour would suffice to form
mghts, darkest shades. I, u,ould .,eem thai the
morning had struck him on the Jorehcul and thus
made tt white,for which rea.mn he took his revenge
by wading into the entrails of the monring, and tL
mntcung his leg.,. He paces ..lowly, yet o,ie of his
names u Lightning.- h wears a veil, having his
.face covered with white, as if to conceal U. and yet
beaut,, itself would be kis only rival. Had the sun
and the moon a portion only of Ms ardour, it would
be impossible to withstand their heat. The cue
cannot follow his movements, unless you rein him
'n and restrain his impetuosit,,. The glances of
the eye cannot seiae all his perfections, unless the
eye he led away captive by his beauty and be
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An Emir on Fleas

lk«, r.„hUJ in fo.low him.-l like the extrava-
ganc, of that. S should the friend of man be
extoll J.

Emirs did not disdain to be poets. Maid Ad-
D,n AI-Mubarak Ibn Munkid, although at once
"The Sword of the Empire " and "The Clory of
Rehgion," wrote ,K,etry, and n.,l always on the
most exalted themes. Among his poems, for
example, is one on fleas, in which those insect,
of which Emirs shoul.l know nothing, are thus
described: A race „,h„,„ ,„an /.v ,,ennHteu to
^l'>!l, ami „,ho profane the blood of the pihri,,,

;7" '" "'^ ™"^""":y- »-/'"' '-/ han,t Ms their
Mood, .t ,s not their onm, hut ,„i„e, ,Mch « .,A„/

It IS thu.s," says Ibn Khallikan gravely "that
these two verses were recited an.l given as his,

^y
Izz Ad-Din Abu 'l-Kasim Abd Allah Ibn

Ab. Ali Al-Husain Ibn Abi Muhamn.a.l AIhI
Allah Ibn Al-Husain Ibn Rawaha Ibn Ibrahim
Ibn AM Allah Ibn Rawaha Ibn Obaid Ibn
Muhammad Ibn Ab,l Allah Ibn liawaha Al-
Ansari, a native of Hamat."

Ibn Khalhkan's greed for poetry led him, as I
have said, not only to quote most things that he
could remecber of each poet, but to cite also the
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poems of which those reminded him. Sometimes
he quoted before lie was sure of the author ; but
it made no difference. Thus, of Al-Farra the
grammarian he says: "No verses have been
handed doivn as his excepting the following
which were given by Abu-Hanifa Ad-Dinauri on
the authority of Abu Bakr At Tuwal : Lord of
a single am of ground, ,/ou have nme chamberlain'i 1
you dt in an old ruin atui have door-keepers who
exclude visitors-; Never did J hear of a door-
keeper^ in a ruined dwelling! Never shall the
e^es of men see me at a door of yours; „ man
hke me is not made to support repulses from door-
keepers" Having got his quotation safely into
print, Ibn Khallikan adds: "I since discovered
that these verses are attributed to Ibn Musa
•l-Makfuf God knows l,est!" It is a charm-
ing way of writing biography. The grass does
not grow upon the weir more easily. With such
a rectifying or excusatory phrase as "God knows
best" one can hazard all. And how difficult it
is to be the first to say anything

!

Here is a poem by an Emir's vizier, Al-Wazi
Al-Maghribi: / shall relate to you my adventure;
mid adveiUures are of various kinds.

'

/ one night
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Six Singing Generations

changed ,m, bed and was aha,ui,med by repose tell
me then how I ska// be on t/iejrsl night which I pass
in the grave ?

Another vizier, Ibn Al-Amid, the katib, who
hved in the eleventh century, wrote as follows:
Choose your friends among strangers, and la/ce
"ot fiour near re/ations into favour. Relations-
are /lice scorinons or even more no.rious. Aske.I
which was the worse of his two recurring
maladies, gout or colic, he replied: "When the
gout attacks me I feel as if I were between the
jaws of a lion devouring me, mouthful by mouth-
ful

;
when the colic visits me, I would willir ^ly

exchange it for the gout."

Poetry in those days ran in families. The
family which had the greatest skill i„ the art
was that of Hassan Ibn Abi Hafsa, for it pro-
duced six pei-sons, in succession, all of them
poets. These were : Said, his father Abd Ar-
Rahman, his father Hassan, his father Thabit
his father Al-Mundir, and his father Hlzam.'
Ab,l Ar-Rahman began very young. It is related
that having been stung by a wasp, he went
crying to his father, who asked what was the
matter. He replied: "I have been stung by ,
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flying thins, dressed, as it were, in a double
cloak of striped cloth."

"By Allah!" exclaimed the delighted father
recognizing a chip of the old block, "thou hast
there pronounced a verse."

The family of Abi .Mafsa came next to that
ot Hassan in poetical gifts. The reason was
accoHling to one statement, that they co.dd'
all touch the point of their nose with their

tongue, and this denotes a talent for speaking
with elegance and precision." "God knows"
n.n Khallikan adds, "how far that may be
trie

!

"

^

It was Marwan Ibn Abi Hafsa, of this family
who made such a mistake (in a poet depending
on the beneficence of the exalted) as to commit
hnnselt to the sweeping statement, in his elegy
on the death of Maan, the Emir, that patronage
had d,ed with him. " it is said," ,bn Khallikan
relates, "that Marwan, after composing this
elegy, could never gain anything by his verses
for, as often as he celebrated the prai.ses of a
khahf or of any other person less elev.Ued in
rank, he to whom the poem was ad.lressed would
-y to him: 'Did you not say. in your famous
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An Unlucky Compliment

elegy
:

IVhithcr should we go, smcc Mam, is ,lca,l9
Presents have ceased a,ul are not to be replaced?'
So the person he meant to praise would not
give him anything nor even listen to his
poem."

But once -having the j.ersistency of the
needy-Abi H.fsa scored. The story goes that
entenng into the presence of the khalif Al-'
Mahdi witli a number of other poets, he recited
to him a panegyric.

" Who art thou .'
'

said the khalif.

"Thy humble poet, Marwan, the son of Abi
Hafsa."

" Art thou," said the khalif with great presence
of mn.d, remembering the poet's useful indis-
cretion, "not he who said: Whither should «. .„
s>nce Maan is dead? and yet thou hast come'
o ask gifts from us! Presents have ceased; we
have nothing for thee. Trail him out by the
leg

!

"

They trailed him out by the leg, but, twelve
months later, Marwan once more contrived to
gain admittance w.a the other poets, who, at
that t,me, were allowed to enter into the khalifs
presence once a year. He then stood before him

29
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and recited the kasada which begins thus: A
female rixilur came lu I/we hi/ night; salute Aet

fleeting image.

Al-Mahdi at first listened in silence/but as the
poet proceeded, he became gradually more and
more agitated, till at length " he rolled on the
carpet with delight."

He then asked how many verses were in the
poem and, on being answered, " One hundred,"
he ordered the author a—present of one hundred
thousand pieces of silver.

Thfe poet Ibn Ar-Rumi met his necessary entl

with composure. Al-Kasim Ibn Obaid Allah Ibn
Sulaiman Ibn Wahb, the vizier of Al-Motadid,
dreading to incur the satirical attacks of this

writer and the outbursts of his malignant tongue,
suborned a person called Ibn Firas, who gave
him a poisoned biscuit whilst he was sitting in

com|)any with the vizier.

When Ibn Ar-Rumi had eaten it, he perceived
that he was poisoned, and he rose to withdraw

;

on which the vizier said to him: "Where are

you going?"

" To the place," replied Ibn Ar-Rumi, " where
you sent me."
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PaJmy Days of Patronage

"Well,' observed the vizier, ' y„^ „i„
my respects to my father."

"I am not taking the road to hell,- retorted
the j)oet.

Another poet, Ibn Sara As-Shantarini, falling
upon evil day., ..eame a bookbinder. M suchhe wro e the follo.in,, poem: 77.. ,-,„,/„ „/' „

Jru,t.are no,.gh, ,,ul disa,,,>oi„„ne„,. / ,„„, ,,,„.
p..r. h,,,. ,hai folio,,, it to a „eedle. „.l„ck clothe,
others but ts naked itself;

Vl/.—Poetry's Rkwards

Tl.e Patron was a very real factor in the
poetical life of Baghdad

A Allaf^
< I had passed a night at the ,«.lace of

A-Motadulwithanumberofhisothercompanions
when a eunuch came to us and said ..'The Colmander of the Faithful sends to tell you that"ft- you wHh,.ew, he did not fee. inclined toep, and composed this verse: JVhe,, tke v.io„
«/ ",, »^^st,.ss,Jleeti„g th,o„sk the .shades of „i.h,
"""''' '"'' '-'""'' '"^ ^W.. ,.as deserted, a.„i
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'iff' im.i the /i/twc of our iiteiiiiig. He suy also,'

contimied the eunuch, ' that he paiiiiot complete
the i)iece, and will give a rich present to anyone
who adds to it a second couplet to his sjitisfaction.'

" Tliose who were present failed in accomplish-
ing the task, although they were all poets of
talent, on which I," says Abu Bakr, "hastened
to pron:M,ice the following verse: On this I said

to mij vjcs :
' Sleep again ; perhaps the vision, in Us

night itisits, nay return to me !
'

"

The ep.nuch then retired, bearing Abu Bakr's

not very remarkable effort with him, and having
come back, said :

" The Commander of the Faith-

ful declares that your verse is perfect, and he has
ordered you a present."

Sometimes the i>assion for verse enjoyed and
encouraged by these courtly gentleman seems to

reach absurd lengths. Thus Abu Tammam At-
Tai, the j)oet, once recited to the Elmir Abu
Dolad Al-Ijli the following lines: At the sight

of dwellings abandoned like these, and places ofjoi/oiui

meetings now deserted, our tears, long treasured up,

were shed in torrents !

Abu Dolad so admired the piect. that he gave
the poet fifty thousand dirhems, saying: "By
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The Irrecoverable Past

't is less than Voiir
""tide. iso„.ysu,C,TV"'""''=""''

K^^r^'''' ''" ^»-"'-. ".'oes the

To this Abu Dolacl replied « H» .s deplored i„ verses like h '
"^ "'" •^""">

Sure, fh ,'"'* "'"^'^ 's immortal."
»"»•£'.. the palm_y days of noetrv I,«w.y. How one would like Tol ."

''""'

Kipling, sav hein.
"""'' '''" M'".J- 8.

say, being summoned to B„.L- .

Pa'aee to speak a piece and ret'

"''""«'"""

•cheque for iioa, linh •

'"^ ^'"> «--lui.i, wnieh IS what fifV. n
dirheras come to.

> thousand

Gratitude, even whei. if •

a good theme. ,;r;lr™^^''-'->'^
C

^ momug case the pro-
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portions were respecter! with more fitness. Al-

Wazir Al-Muhallabi was both vizier and poet.

He was also a very poor vegetarian, and once, on

a journey, being iinal)le to obtain flesh-food, he

recited extempore these verses : Where is death

.mill, Ihiit I may hiiy it ? for this life is devoid of

good. Oh.' let dentil, whose lasle In me is sweet,

come ami free me from n detctted life ! IVhen I

see a lumh from afar, I wish to he its inhahitant.

May the h^mg who graiUelh Iraiiqiiillily have com-

passfon on the soul of the generous man who will

heslow death, as a charity, upon one of his brethren !

These verses being heard by a person who was

travelling in the same caravan with him, and

whose name was Abd Allah As-Sufi (or, by another

account, Abu '1-Hasan Al-Askalani), he bought

for Al-Muhallabi a dirhem's worth of meat, cooked

it, and gave it to him to eat.

"They then," says Ibn, "separatfd, and Al-

Muhallabi having experienced a change of fortune,

became vizier to Moizz Ad-Dawlat at Baghdad,

while the person who had travelled witji him and

purchased the meat for him was reduced to

poverty. Having then learned that Al-Muhallahi

was a vizier, he set out to find him and wrote to
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these w„„,s ....'heL 1 V7'"'.r'
"'-^"-'

" gra,n of „.„ „,/«./, ,„.. ;,„«/w .,..„! l,
"'

"•^Cy ear a hundral .rains- for C )

'"

Ml to ^ko,„ lie,c; „f;,

''"' ^"'"'
'"""M-

'-o.-, and „pp.,.,,,, H,/,:™ ;
yo e o,

government, so thif " f^
' ''^'"

circumstances." ^^' ''"^ '" *««>'

r„;i:n « r — ' «""• »'"'
Bad,,, „, . p,i^„ |„j^^^ ., |,^^__ .,
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Ibn Khullikan, "were lou.l in his pmise, liteniry
men courted his patronage, and „I1 ^ho hoped
for K«in made his court their h ..g-place."
To the mo<lern mind he was too easily pleas.-d,

if the following story is typical. He was sitting,'
one day, in his saloon with a number of literary
men alK,ut him, when, noticing a lemon shaped
l<ke a hand and fingers, he asked them to
extemporize some verses on that subject Ab<l
Abu AH Al-Hasan Ibn Kashik Al-Kairawani
Ht once recited the following lines: A lemo,,, m,h
Its earlremilws spread out, appear., before all eyes
wil/mut being injured. Il ,«•„«• lo hold o«l a hand
toward., the Creator, inuMng long life lo the .son of
Hadi.i.

Al-Moizi, declared the verses excellent and
showed more favour to the author than to any
other literary man in the assembly.

Ready wit not less than poetical ingenuity
could always win the respect of these gentlemen
whose cynical cold-bloodedness and imj.lacability
were ever ready to be diverted, provi^led that
the diversion was intellectual. For instance it

is related that Al-Hajjaj said to the brother of
Katari

:
"I shall surely put thee to death."
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Saif Ad-Dawlat the Lavish

"Why«„?'
replied the other.

.Nu:ijr"'''"^'''^^-'---">./a.....r...,

•'"^'S;.i;':.; •::/'•"' '''- "-..•

"I'rmlucf it."

"'''he \HHtk i)f .'Vliniirlii,. f j .

'^'«' "" burdened 2 1h nl'""''"^^^-
^V" another.' " ''"*" '«='"• "'- ^urclen of

"JJ^J ""» Struck with hi.
'" '!> '",„ his liberty

"'"*"" "'«' K"Ve

™;-...v,„..L;„:i ,r:;:;,^;~-

~;c':;:;:r:r•""'"----

W", /»it I ham ren,h.,l
' " '""""' "'*

Z1
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"By Allah! " exclaimed the prince, "thou hast
done it a.lmirably." He then ordered him a
present of two hundred gold pieces.
Abu -l-Kasim Othman Ibn Muhammad, a native

of Irak and kadi of Ain Zerba, relates as follows :

I was at an audience given by Saif Ad-Dawlat
a Aleppo, when the kadi Abu Nasr Muhammad
Ibn Muhammad An-Naisapuri went up to him
and having drawn an empty purse and a roll of
paper out of his sleeve, he asked and obtained
permission to recite a poem which was written
on thfe paper. He then commenced his kasada,
he fet hne of which was: Tk, .anted generosU
" Ml the same; thy j,o,ver U- uncontrolled, „„d thl
servant stands in mco// ,.f „ ,l ,nus in need oj one thousand pieces of

"When the poet had finished, Saif Ad-Dawlat
burst into a fit of laughter and oriered him a
thousand pieces of gold, which were immediately
put into the purse he had brought with him "

Here is a delightful account of the relations
between a crafty poet and a patron who was not
wholly « fool. Abu Dulaf was a spirited, noble,
and generous chief, highly extolled for his liber-
ality, courage, and enterprise, noted for his vie
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The Poet and the Sisters

tories and his beneficence. Men distinguishedm hterature and the sciences derived instruction
from his discourse, and his talent was conspicuous
even i„ the art of vocal music. His praises were
celebrated in kasadas of the greatest beauty.
Bakr Ibn An-Nattah said of him: O thou Jho
pur,uestthe study ,f alche,,,,,, the great al.he,„u
consists m praising the son of ha. W,u. there but
one d,rhem in the world, thou u>ou/dst obtain it bu
this means.

It is stated that, for these two verses, Abu
Dulaf gave Ibn An-Nattah ten thousand dirhems
The poet then ceased visiting him for some time
and employed the money in the purchase of a
village or estate <m the river Obolla. He after
wards went to see him, and addresse.1 hin. in
these words : Thank, ,„ ,,,,, , ,„„^ ,^^^^^^.^^^
estate on the Obolla. cro,oned by a ,^„iUon erected
'« marble. It has a sister beside it n,hieh is no,. 0,1
mle, a,ulyou have always money to bestow
"How much," said Abu Dulaf, "is the price

ot that sister.'

The poet answered
: "Ten thousand dirhems "

Abu DuM gave him the money, and said :

Hecoilect that the Obolla is a large river, with
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27 "*"""\ """-'-' ™ ". and that each ofthese s.ste,. has another at her side ; so if thouopenest such a door as that, it wi , ^a Labreach between us. Be content with what thou

rar^irwitr^-'^"''''™^-^- «*-«,-

Vni.—A Bbave Poet
The end of the munificent and splendid IbnB^%a was tragic, and it leads to so fine anjcharac enstic a story that I .„u,t tell it herepartly in Ihn Khallikans wo«,s and p^rtl L'

reLrnthfr'^''^^'''^''^^''---e!fn
Ate thlT""^'"

'-' ^^-'^-'^'and Adudi^awlat, the former seized on Ibn Bakiya and

be padded about with:toT::::rh:r';
?;-

"-^ered hi. to b; cast to th eeilThose an.mals killed him, and his body wa^^e,posed onaeross at the gate called Bab ^raTnear his own house. '

Abu"l Har*'^?'
"" •""' "' ««^'"»< called

'-Hasan Muhammad Ibn Omar Ibn Yakub
40
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The NobJe Abu 'J-Hasan

Al-Anbari, deplored his fate in a beanf.f .of which this is one line- /
"' ^'"'

Abu -l-Hasan on
"""""'"<"' generous.

it out and thl r;7"''"^
""^ '^'^^^^ -P'ed

Baghdad.
"'° °"^ "^ 'he streets „f

'en.thi„for.ed^:^rt's'ei:;lt'-r"^1"
to be recited in h-

'"^'^"'"=- He caused it

admiration u:,'e:rr\-''-'-'' >^ith

' --he pers„i^":ttd:;rh:v- ;vrpoet be brought to me!" ^" ""e

During a whole year <.fr;,.f

'- the author, and tT SaT T "" "''^''

was then at R. K
'^i. Abbad who

-nee;wrote!^\ttL^''^™'''''''^'=^~
of the poet Whe A

'"'"'•^"•'"
'« '--r

he went t! ;•
''" '"''^'*" ^eard of this

He rep, ed in he ;
'^"'"''''^^'' ^''^ --»"

-p^esLnrets::rr;'i:r"r^'''^

- - «^ .^^:r:;e'thrt^'—
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II

embraced him, kissing him „„ the lips ; he then
sent hira to Adud Ad-Dawlat.

Whe.. he appeared before Adud Ad-Dawlat
that prince said to him: "What motive could'
have induced thee to compose an elegy on the
death of my enemy ?

"

Abu 'l-Hasan replied: "Former obligations
and favours granted long since; my heart there-
fore overflowed with surrow, and I lamented his
late.

There were wax-lights burning, at the time,
before the prince, and this led him to say to the
poet: "Canst thou recollect any verses on wax-
'ghts? and to this the other replied by the
following lines: The mu-Ugh,., ,homng their
e'uh hpped nnlhjre, .seemed like the finger, of thu
treMhUngJoes. hund,ly stretchedforth 'to implore tL
mercy. '

On hearing these verses, / ,1 Ad-Dawlat
do hed him in a p.lisse of hono. ,.d bestowed
on Inm a horse and a bag of money.

IX,—A VV'k8tern Interlude
'

That beautiful phrase of the poet on his
crucified hero-/ ne.er sa,v a tree, before this,
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The Brothers Bonvin

ena ed to s,.t„in ../t tkat .„. generou.-^, «„"".liy c use paralle). which i «„ te„.nte" to

a tree It occurs .„ a letter written by J.>a„,„isBonvn. o„ the death of his brother, L. hep^er of «„.ers. Uon Bo„vi..s workTbtt e^-„ and there is mtle of it, but those wpossess examples treasure them like black pearlsfra-^ois Boovin, who is represented
i t

t"

N. .... Oaller,, .. the .„de„. French 1
fr^ t ,

'
' ^-

""" '" '^""'^ P-'"^'' -thgreat lec.s,o„ ana confidence and breadth, and

at Vaug,ra,.d, on the outskirts of .Wis: an ok,..i.er who d-.ided his ti.ne between p^te^-tm^be property of the n.arke. ,arde„ers'and con

o e? ""tT '"' '"'- ''"^"'' -*"""-•

I er a ;" ,"
'"""«"' ^™' ^^ ^eon, whoa ter a shy and lonely boyhood an.l youth, under"e tyranny of his father, which was n.i iJedby..b.es in the neighbouring forest of Meud.g^th H„„,,.., ^,„, p^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^,

brohers encouragement with a felicity and«aelUy that have not been surpassed, urwr;
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noisy, busth r af
'""'""'' ""'' "•«

married * ^""^ *°'"''" "'"'"' ^e had

The union and the commercial venture were

wereT. V '^"^ ''"'' •^'«=1"« «"d Duprewere pamfng in the forest of Fontaine^leau

and rardirt ' ^' "^"" ^-"'' '»'^ "-^^:
was dead when still far from his prime.
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The Crown of Gentleness

And what of the notable phrase? It is „„ethat I know I shall never forget, one that Will
rema,n .ndissolubly linked to the name of Bonvin
whether it is Leon who inspired it or Francois'who penned it and who had been so useful in
Fov,d,ng his brother with the materials for hisone absorbing pleasure and had always exhorted
h.m to "do everything from nature." Writing
to some one of influence in Paris, Fran,ois told
the story of h,s brother's death. In a postscript
he added the information that the weight ofL.ons body had broken a branch of the tree.Then came the words : " This is the only damage
he ever did. "

Could there be a more beautiful epitaph or amore poignant commentary on a world askew.?

X.

—

Persian Humour

Persian humour is a stealthier thing than
Enghsh humour. We like to laugh

; the sudden
surpnse pleases us. But these old ruminative
observers of life, even if they rapped out a
sarcasm now and then, were normally happiest
when the,r fancy was playing quietly around a„
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^ea. fetchmg eimile, for it fr„™ everv quarter««d accumulating
extravagances. ThuT- "^

-late., by Abu ..KhatUb Ibn Aun I.-Han;

XAri^—-' '""' "^ -"' -X'
''-r:hr'iirjrT?r™'"-

"*'

flower h„f . .
Thaghama when in

:rsi,:'°"^!'"*^''''^'-''''airstil.ren.ai„ed.

your
'::!-"' '•'"'""''"'-^-

•''-'' hair in

'We even wlitr';;:!?;.'"-- -'«'* =

«'M. rejoiced tke eyes ojmy friendl 7 I ,
*

.yo"' respect H as a strange" '7dJ aJ'^use mil not long rcnain in tk 1 Z^""""

CJne of the worthiest representatives of th.X^^ ^"^ --^ ^''^ Ouia^a/alt

i, 7h
' '" ""*" ""^^'- f«"ed him. - Heres he .Hieh he recite., when ordere" ^nun, tile governor of Basra tn off i

^
nasra, to attack one of the
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Cowardice with Honour

enemy single-handed: I Jly ,„ Huh for refuse-

A,.MMleJl you a. a legac, the lo„e of deaik ;but ...h a legac, as tkat I Ha,. inHeriled froL
^^/^^^>^-'>^on>n.li,iHaitHeaciofa;Ln,

Ruh positively declared, however, that AbuDala„,a should go forth and fight, enforcing thecommand with the pertinent question, "Why doyou receive pay from the sultan ?
"

"To fight for him," replied Abu.
"Then," «.id Huh, "why not go forth and

attack that enemy of God ?
"

"If I go forth to him, O Emir," replied the
Abyssm,an, "I shall be sent to join those who
are dead and gone; and the condition I madew.th the sultan was, to fight for him, but not to
die for him.

Another wit, Osama Ibn Murshid, having had
« tooth drawn, produce,! the following verses
either at the time, for the delectation of the'
dentist, or afterwanls, when seated among his
Jriends: / had a companion ojwhom I nm never
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proceeds .1 'fr "" '"'°"'^'"
"^ "-

following verse, whi h hT'^f
"^ '" "^ '""^

-other literary man a C- t
"""^"^ °"

-.e,.ho,.e4:t;cL';;::jr-''^"
«on. anointed himself with su ph , o"

"""j

Xu,^;r-::~;.p-o.the
append to this excellenri

?"'
'

'"'^'''

devoid of sarcasm ths: 7:7 '''''*™''
story, often now told, of
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The West Intervenes

the rival chen.ists i,. a provincial t„»,., „„e „f
whon. wa» .,ld-.„.shi..„e.I an.l costly, „,„| the
other new an.l cheap. T„ the costly one, who
had aske.1 too „.ucl. for sulphur, „ customer
remarked that if he went to the new shop
opposite he could ^et it for fourpence ; which
brought from the old-fashioned chemist, , eary
of this com,,etitio„, the admirable retort that if
he went still farther, to a certain place, he woul.l
get It for nothing.

East and West join hands again. When 1 w.s
a boy living in a town l.y the sea, one of my
heroes in real life-whom 1 never knew, but
adnnred fearfully from a distance-was a fan.ous
stockbroker, whose splendid name 1 could givef I chose. One of his n,a„y nmnsioi.s was here
and I used to see hira often as he managed the'
finest pair of horses on the south coast, which
he drove in a phaeton with red wheels, always
smoking a cigar as he <Iid so. Many were the
stories told of his princely Victor Radnor-ish
ways, one of which credited him with a private
compartment on the train, into which his guests
walked without a ticket-a magnificent idea '-
and another stated th.t he bought his trousers
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« hundred pair, .t « ti.nt.. And then I open
this book ,nd re«,l that B«rj«w,„. „„ Ethi»pia„
eunuch, after Ijein^ »tal,be<l to death l,y the
prince', un.brella-lK.arer, wa, f„u„d to ,K,H,e,.
R thouwnd pairs oC trousers.

Not a little of the humorous effect of these
Penuan Myi„g, ,„„,, ,v„^ j,,,..^ ^^^ frankness.
For example: Ibn Omair, a trustworthy tradi-
tion,st, when, once, he was ill, and a person sent
his excuses for not going to visit him, answered:
'I cannot reproach a ,«>rson for not visiting mewhom

,1 myself should not go to visit wer^ he'
8.ck." Modern would-be wits might Uke the
hint; for with camlour so scarce, and self-
criticism usually ending in a verdict of com- lete
mnocence, the blurt.,1 naked truth, not un-
accompanied by a sidelong thrust at the speaker's
own fallibility, would always produce the re-
quired laugh.

XI.

—

The Satirists

Al-Yazidi, a story of whom I quoted above
wi« a teacher of Koranic readings, a grammarian'
and a philologer, who taught in Baghdad in the
ninth century. He was also a famous satirist;
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but «tir. ,eems to hav- been ea.ier then than

which Al-V..Uh .rote u,h>„ Al-A.nai M^U^.
ou „/,„ ,„,e„U ,o .Ira.,our orig.n fro,n M.„a,Ul me how ,on arc ,„„„eeted m,h th,u nohU- race

Are ,y„« not a ,„an „ko,e genealog,y, if „riM
pro,;: that ,,ou descend from BalUl,, ? " This l,.sl
verse," said ll,n Al-Ma„«jji,„, "is one .,, ,be

"r\ r""^"*'
**''"='" have been composed by

the later jioets." '

I nee<l hardly say that Ibn Khallikau, with his
eagle eye and fierce memory, does not let the
""Kmality of this pass unchallenged. The idea
he tells us, is borrowed from the verse in whichHammad Ajrad attacked Bashshar, the son of

the .o„oJ Hurd, On.ugh you are >ke ,on of another
'«««. Or gram that Burd „.arr.ed your ,„o,her,
who was Burd ?

.^ c,

Abu Oba.da, who was a ve^^ Mr. Brown („ide

f;*='

"''"''> '""-"«'"' sarcastic a humour
hat every one in Basra who had a reputation

to mamtam was obliged to flatter h. .,. vv,.e„
dming once with Musa Ibn Ar-Rahman Al-Hilali,
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one of the pages spilled sorae gravy on the skirt
of Abu Obaidas cloak.

"Some gravy has fallen on your cloak," said
Mu«., "but I shall give you ten others in place
of it."

"Nay!" replied Abu Obaida, "do not mind!
Your gravy can do no harm."
Another of Al-Yazidi's satirical efforts, which

has no forerunner in Ibn Khallikans recollection
IS this, levelled at another mean acquaintance;
meanness, indeed, being one of the unpardonable
ofFences-especially in the eyes of poets who
l.ved on patronage: Be careful „ol to lose the
JrtefuiMp of Abu -l-Mukalil when ^ou approach to
partake of his meal. Breaking his crumpet is for
h,m as bad as breaking one of his limbs. His guests
fa.H against their mil, ami without meaning to obtain
the spiritual reward which is granted tofasting.

Apropos of sarcasm, the Merwanide Omaiyide
who reigned in Spain, received from Nizar, the'
sovereign of Egypt, an insulting and satirical
letter, to which he replied in these terms : " You
satirize us because you have heard of us.

' Had
we ever heard of you, we should make you a
reply."
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A Blind Sardonyx

None of the sarcastic wits are more pointed
than the blind inawla Abu 'l-Aina (806-96),
whose tongue was venomously barbed, and who,
like other blind men, often used his malady as a
protection when his satire had l)een excessive.
Viziers were his favourite butts. Being one
day in the society of one of them, the conversa-
tion turned on the history of the Barmekides
and their generosity, on which the vizier
said to Abu l-Aina, who had just made a high
eulogium of that family for their liberality and
b< ity: "^ou have praised them and their
qualities tor. much ; all this is a mere fabrica-
tion ^f book-makers and a fable imagined by
authors."

Abu l-Aina immediately replied: "And why
then do book-makers not relate such fables of
you, O vizier i""

Again, having jone one day to the door of
Said Ibn Makhlad and asked permission to enter,
Abu 'l-Aina was told that the vizier was engaged
in prayer "Ah!" he exclaimed, "there is a
pleasure in novelty."

" I am told," said a khalif to him, "that thou
hast an evil tongue."
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'Commander of the Faithful!" replie.I Abu
1-A.na. "the Almighty himself has spoken
pra.se and satire," and he then quoted this
poem: If I praise not the honest man and revile
not the sordid, the despicable, and the base. n,hu
sh,„.ld I have thepon,er ofsaying, •' That is good and
thrs,s bad"? And rvhy should God have opened
men s ears and my mouth ?

Having one .lay a dispute with a descendant
of the Prophet, his adversary sai.I to Abu
I-Aina: "You attack me, and yet you say in
your prayers: 'Almighty God! bless Muhammad
and the family of Muhammad.' "

"Yes," replied Abu 'l-Aina, "but I add-' who
are virtuous and pure."

"

Here is one of the stories which Abu 'l-Aina
used to tell. "I was one day sitting with Abu
l-Jahm, when a man came in and said to him

• You made me a promise, and it depends on your
kindness to fulfil it.'

"Abu l-Jahm answered that he did not
recollect it, and the other replied: 'If you do
not recollect it, 'tis because the persons like me
to whom you make promises are numerous ; and
>f I remember it, 'tis because the persons like
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you to whom I may confidently address ,i request

are few.'

"
' Well said ! Blessings on your father

!
' ex-

claime<l Abu l-Jahm, and the promise was
immediately fulfilled."

That blind men should be self-protective is

of course, natural, and the East has always been
rich in them. "The learned MiiwaflTak Ad-Din
Muzafiar, the blind poet of Egypt, having gone
to visit Al-Kadi As-Said llm Sana AI-Mulk, the

latter said to him :
' Lea-ned scholar ! 1 have

composed the first hemistich of j. verse, but

cannot finish it, although it has occupied my
minu for some days.'

" Muzaffar asked to hear what he had composed,
and the other recited as follows: The ivhiteneu

of wiy beard proceeds from the blackness of her

ringlets—
" On hearing these words, Muzaffar replied that

he had found their completion, and recited as

follows:— eveti as the flame tuiih which I bum
for her acquired its intensity from her pomegranate-

flower [her rosy cheeks\

" As-Said approved of the addition, and com-

menced another verse on the same model ; but
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Muzaffi... saU, to himself: M ...St rise and be
"«•. or else he will .„Hke the entire pieee at theexpenseofmy wits. •

XII.-An Early Chess C.AMProN

Much has been written of the origin of chess,and many countries contend for the honour „

C i::T7- ^^^'"'""^ *" -^ enc,.c,op»dia,

Tome f '^
""•""' '"'" '"'' «»- -*»*«'.n some form or other, before history. TheU.eory ,s that the Arabs i„t,.«,„ced it to Europe

; '^ :.'«'•*'' -"t-y- Thus the ca„tious en-yelop^d.,, but Ibn Khallikan has no s. ch

Ibn Khalhkan gives the credit boldly to oneS.ssah. who, says he, "imagined the 'game fothe amuseme-,t of King Shihram." WhetherS.s.h built it out of a clear sky, ortdfoundafons on which to erect, is ,^t stat«,Anyway the pastime was a complete succes :It IS s.,d that, when Sissah invented the g^mem chess and presented it to Shihram, the latter- struck with admiration and fi„ed\vi:h"
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he ordered chess-boards to be placed in the
temples, and considered that game as the best
tlung that could be lean.ed, inasmuch as it
served as an intrwluction to the art of war as
an honour to religion and the worl.l, and as the
foundation of all justice.

"He manifested also his gratitude and satis-
faction for the favour which Heaven h,ul grante.1
h.m m illustrating his reign by such an invention
and he said to Sissah, 'Ask me for whatever you'
desire,"

"•I then demand,' replied Sissah, 'that a grain
of wheat be placed in the first square of the
chess-board, two in the second, and that the
number of grains be progressively doubled till
the last square is attained : whatever this quantity
may be, I ask you to bestow it on me.'
"The king, who meant to make him a present

of something considerable, exclaimed that such a
recompense would be too little, and reproached
!5.ssah for asking for so inadequate a reward

"Sissah declared that he desired nothing but
what he had mentioned, and, heedless of the
kmg's remonstrances, he persisted in his demand.
"The king, at length, consented, and ordered
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that quantity of wheat to be given him. When
the chiefs of the government office received
orders to that effect, they calculated the amount,
and answered that they did not possess near so
much wheat as was required.

"These words were reported to the king, and
he, being unable to credit them, ordered the
chiefs to be brought before him. Having ques-
tioned them on the subject, they replied that all

the wheat in the world would be insufficient to
make up the quantity. He ordered them to
prove wjiat they said, and, by a series of multi-
plications and reckonings, they demonstrated to
him that such was the fact.

"On this, the king said to Sissah : 'Your
ingenuity in imagining such a request is yet more
admirable than your talent in inventing the game
of chess.'

"

Ibn Khallikan was at pains to investigate the
matter. Having, he sa;s, "met one of the
accountants employed at Alexandria, I receiveil
from him a demonstration which convinced me
that the declaration was true. He placed before
me a sheet of paper in which he had doubled the
numbers up to the sixteenth square, and obtained
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An Arithmetical Nightmare

thirty-two thousand seven hundred and sixty-

eight grains. ' Now/ said he, ' let us consider
this quantity to be the contents of a pint
measure, and this I know by experiment to be
true—these are the accountant's words, so let

him bear the responsibility—'then let the pint
be doubled in the seventeenth square, and so on
progressively. In the twentieth square it will

become a waiba (peck), the waibas will th.n
become an irdabb (bushel), and in the fortieth

square we shall have one hundred and seventy-
four thousand seven hundred and sixty-two
irdabbs. Let us suppose this to be the contents
of a com store, and no com store contains more
than that; then in the fiftieth square we shall

have the contents of one thousand and twenty-
four stores

; suppose these to be situated in one
city—and no city can have more than that
number of stores or even so many—we shall then
find that the sixty-fourth and last square gives

sixteen thousand three hundred and eighty-four

cities. Now, you know that there is not in the
world a greater number of cities than that, for

geometry informs us that the circumference of
the globe is eight thousand parasangs ; so that,
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if the.end of a cord »«•» Ui^
earth ,„wl n. .

"" ""-^ I"""' "ff'e

met we should find the ,e..,th of,he eo«, tot

e.ght thousand parasang.' This de„.ons rationIS decisive and induhitable."
Of Sissah I know no more, except that he wasfrom nd an, ,,,,,,, ^^^^ J^^

was

Up to the t.me of Ib„ Khallikan, in the thirteenth

; «;
»»tho>- and a convivialist, who died onehundred and twenty year, before the N„L „Conquest^ « To play like As-S.H .^

~
a proverb. Anion, this proficient's friends wash- Pupd. the khahf Ar.Radi. who had Thegreatest admiration for As-Suli's geniu Oneday for instance, walking With som'e bo n CO.;panions through a irarden fill i ^ ,

flowe,-, Ar B ^- , .
' """ '>«autiful

The retort of the Khalif m„st have given th'emthe surprise of their lives " Yo„ '^ "
*''^"'

<«« he: "AsSnlC.
^o" are wrong,"

As-Suhs manner of playing chess is
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The Finest Sights

yet a finer sight, and surjMsses all you could
describe!" So might we now refer to Hobbs
on his day at the Oval, „„ a hard wicket, against
fast bowling, with Surrey ,Mrtisans standing four
deep behind the seats, or to Stevenson nursing
the balls from the midtlle pocket to the top left-
hand pocket and then across to the right.

One more anecdote of the Persian Steinita,
and I have done. I tell it because it rounds off
this interlude with some symmetry by bringing
us back to my own consultation of the encyclo-
pedia at the beginning of it. As-Suli had a
famous library of books in which he had jotted
down the fruits of his various reading. When
asked a question on any subject, instead of
answering it he would tell his boy to bring such
and such a volume in which the matter at issue
was treated. This trait led to an epigram being
written upon him by a rival scholar, Abu Said
to the effect that "of all men As-Suli possessed
most learning_in his library." There are still
men learned on the same terms, but, nowadays,
we do not have to collect the information for
ourselves but go to The Times and Messrs.
Chambers for it,
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XIH.—CoURTKSV AND JIWICE

Abd Al-Malik ,b„ S.nh, who w„« the „,olt
eegants,H.kerof an the surviving de.eendanU
of AI.Abhas observed a well-built country-seat
anc a garden full of tree, covered with fruitand aske<I to whom that property belonged

'

of the Faithful! and then to me.
"

This Abd Al-Malik was .„ famous as a story,
teller th,t a wise man said of him: " Whe.. I
reflect that Abd A.-Malik. tongue must .Zlor later moukler into dust, the world loses itsvalue m my sight."

Abu 'l-Amaithal, the ,H,et, was also a most
efficient courtier. As he kisse,! one day the h«,„lo Abd .,,,H,bnTahir, that pHnee:m:ia';::
of the roughness of the ,.oefs mousUchios,
whereupon he immediately observe,! that thejneso the hedgehog could not hurt the wrisof thehon. Abd Allah was so pleased with
this compliment that he ordered him a valuable
present.

Another graceful compliment. Of fshak Ibn
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A School's Sacrifice

Ibrahim Al-Mnusili, who was tHnious for his voice
and was a "consUnt coni|«„ion of the khalifs in
their iMrties of pleasure," the kimlif Al-MoUsin.
charmingly said : " I,hak never yet sang without
my feeling as if my possessio.is were increased.'
Another compliment that goes still deeper.

Ahn Nuwas, in a lament c..,„,«,se<l on the death
of the halif Al-Amin, said of him: Hu, death
mw> the onh, thiug Ifeand, and ,um nothing rcmnim
for me lo dread.

These, however, were but speeches. Compli-
ments m„y be conveyed also by deeds, as we find
in the case of Imam Al-Haramain, who was so
learned and acceptable a teacher that, at the
moment of his death, his scholars, who were four
hundred and one in number, broke their pens
and inkhorns; and they let a full year ,«s» over
before they resumed their studies. Of these
Persians we can believe in the sincerity; but the
motives of English scholars performing a similar
act of renunciiUion might be open to suspicion.

Badi Az-Zaman Al-Hamadani was famous for his
epistolary style. Here is a passage which, th ugh
written in Persia in the tent>; century, u.ight
have aptness in English country houses at this
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moment: When n,a,er A,„ ,',«,^ „,„„y,,rf „, .,^

»«..«„„ ,^,„aa,e, api,e.„-; „W *Ae„ ,/, ,„./„,,
*a, coutinued lr„n,,M, iU f,.uUe,s ^e„ i„,„ ,„„/,,«.

«'Ae„ A« ,.„, Ha. I.ecu prolracteU, and hi, .,,a.U.,„ I
»p,,re,.n,. ,ol,en the time for ,rh,.:/, /., .houtd «„„„,,,
ur at an aid. Adieu

Thekhalif Ali rb„ Ali Talil, was a very just
."«.. i,o,„e one living committed « theft wa.
brought before him. -Bring me witnesses,"
s«.<l Ah, "to prove that he purloined the object
out of the saddle-bag."

Unmistakable evidence to that effect bein^
g'ven, Ali immediately orrlered the fingers of
his hand to be cut off.

On this some person said to him : " Commander
of the Faithful

!
why not cut it off by the wrist ? "

"God forbid I" exclaimed the khalif, "how
could he then lean on his staff? How could he
pray? How could he eat

?

"

In the Life of Ibn Abd Al-Barr, a Traditionist

t r^"""'
*'"'' "'' " »'"'-''. di«l in the year

380 (A.n. mo), but God knows best." a number
of good stories are collected. This i.. one "

It
.8 related that, when Adam was sent out of
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Adam's Choice

Adam- God rr .

^'"' ""•* '«"''• 'O

•e-ve'the Jo It''"'
"'*''«'" ^-^--.f and

"'What are th-v: ..i,; .V „„
"Gabriel rep':, \!.,i^ V .

teJIigence.- " ^'
^ '^y- ""d ^n-

i;-!
choose l.,tei.:,..,„. ..,;,, ,,^^_

ine anff< then i.n.l vr i

-turn t„ Hea.: !, I^"^7 "^ ^^'^ '"

choice of l„tellige„,.e
'" '""' '""^'^

"They answered :.._„„„^,,^„^.

„e? "" ""'^- ''^"^---.todi.obe,

Jhey replied: .We do not, but our orders
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Two other anecdotes are of the famous jester,

Al-Jammaz. The first tells how at Basra a man
perceiving the new moon, which indicated the

beginning of the month of fasting, Ramadan,

pointed it out eagerly to his companions. " When
the moon which indicates the end of the fast

was nearly due, Al-Jararaaz knocked at the door

of this too officious person and said : ' Come

!

get up and take us out of the scrape into which

you brought us.'
"

Al-Jammaz was delighted with the following

example of his readiness. " One rainy morning,"

he said, " I was asked by my wife what was beot

to be done on such a day as that, and I answered :

'Divorcing a troublesome wife." This stopped

her mouth."

Al-Mubarrad used frequently to recite these

lines at his assemblies : O you who, in sumptuous

array, strut about like princes and scorn the hatred

of the poor, know that the saddle-cloth chajigeth not

the nature of the ass, neither do splendid trappings

change the nature './" the pack horse.

When Al-Muiv.rrad died a poet wrote of him:

Behold the mam-ion of literature half-demolished, and

destruction awaiting the remainder. That was in 899.
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Old Age

To excuse himself for a want nf • ,

belles-lettres/'whodiedl:
05 o„ f

^"^

verses- ^„ • J-
™ '" "05, comjxwed these

accept my excuse.
""Oerstiuul and

Old age occurs also in « poem of Al-Otbi .<lied in 842 • fTA,,, c.,/
^'-Otbi, who

''«"'5'-««rf / Z r" ""^ "^ '""' "'^ -^"^ ««« y /«r« my glances a,vav from nil \resemble her-she said: «/ ,„,/,/
"'! "'*"

W", „W / replied: -Yoll Z '"'"

'bn Khallikan, afterwards beJame a
"' T

-.^nations ha. anecdoeesi-UTita

distinguishing Hghtfroritl-'r :'"';"

his humour, is very pleasing a1 ,, .
" '"

*- blind, went to the kadJs h
'^' "'"'

the fon„wir.g dialogue e^.ted'""^^"'"''"^'-'^

^
J Where are ,ou, kadi.. Ma, God direct

"I am between you and the wall"
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I
i

your

many

" Listen to me."

" I can hear very well."

" I ara a native of Syria."

" It is a distant land."

" And I have married a wife from

country."

" May you live happily and have

children
!

"

" And I wanted to take her on a journey."

"Each man has the best right over his own

family."

" But I engaged not to remove her from her

native place."

"Engagements are binding."

" Judge then between us."

" I have already done sa"

" And against whom have you given it ?
"

"Against your mother's son."

" On whose evidence ?

"

" On the evidence of your maternal aunt's

sister's son."

I find a similar quality—not un-Johnsonian—
in the reply of At-Tirmidi the juriconsult to a

question, as reported by Abu 't-Taiyib Ahmad

Jbu Otliman As-Simsar. "1 was," said he, "at
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Forerunners of The Doctor

Abu Jaafar At-Tirmidi's when a person consulted
him about the saying of the Prophet, that God
descended to the heaven of the world (i.e. the
lowest of the seven heavens). This person ex-
pressed his desire to know how there could, in

that case, be anything more exalted than the
lowest heaven }

"At-Tirmidi replied: 'The descent is intelli-

gible; the manner how is unknown; the belief
therein is obligatory ; and the asking about it is

a blameable innovation.'

"

The kadi Yahya Ibn Aktham, although famous
for his licentiousness, was orthodox to the
marrow. It was he who said: "The Koran is

the word of Gotl, and whoever says that it has
been created by man should be invited to

abandon that opinion ; and if he do not, his head
should be struck off'."

The following dialogue between Yahya and a
man is very characteristic of dry Persian sagacity.

The man began it, thus: "May God preserve
you

! How much should I eat >
"

Yahya replied: "Enough to get over hunger
and not enough to attain satiety."

" How long may I laugh >
"
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"Till your face brightens, but without raising
your voice."

" How long should I weep ?

"

"Weeping should never fatigue you, if it be
through fear of God."

" What actions of mine should I conceal .>

"

" As many as you can."

"What are the actions which I should do
openly f

"

"Those which may serve as examples to good
and virtuous men, whilst they secure you from
public reprobation."

On this the man exclaimed : " May God pre-
serve us from words which abide when deeds
have passed away!" It is possible that there
were reserves of meaning in this final speech, for
Yahya's surname Aktham signifies either "a
corpulent man" or "sated with food."

1 have not borrowed much from Ibn Khallikan's
heroics, but this is good. Al-Moizz having con-
quered Egypt, he entered Old Cairo. His pre-
tensions to be a descendant of Ali had already
been contested, and on his approach the people
of the city went forth to meet him, accomi>anied
by a band of sharifs, and Ibn Tabataba, who was
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A Conqueror's Genealogy

one of the number, asked him from whom he
drew his descent.

To this question Al-Moizz replied : " We shall
hold a sitting to which all of you shall be con-
vened, and there we shall expose to you the
entire chain of our genealogy."

Being at length established in the castle of
Cairo, he gave a public audience, as he had
promised, and having taken his seat, he asked
if any of their chiefs were still alive .="

"No," replied they, "not one of any conse-
quence survives."

He then drew his sword half-way out of the
scabbard and exclaimed : "This is my genealogy

!

And here," said he, scattering a great ((uantity
of gold among them, "are proofs of ray nobility !

"

On this they all acknowledged him for their
lord and master.

XIV.

—

The Ascetics

Of Bishr Il.n Al-Harith Al-Hafi, one of Bagh-
dad's holiest ascetics, it is told that his choice of
the life of saintliness thus came about. Happening
to find on the road a leaf of paper with the name
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of God written on it whirh i. j i

tultri gT"'^'
'•' ^-^ ^^ '"' -H and

Bishr being „„ee a^ked with wh ••
sauce he at.his bread, replied • " I thi„i, ,

*'^

1 take thit
°" S*^ •'^"'th' «ndtaKe that as my sauce."

One of his prayers was this: -Q my GnA ,depHve me of notoriety, if thou has^'giZ Ttl

-cir^e^.^^-—---

Ascehcsm, however, had not robbed him „f^-n sympathy or warped his nat:, the-« at another time: "Foraman to be iolite to
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TTie Wisdom of the Good

his coin,«,ny and make himself agreeable to them
IS better than to pass nights in prayer and days
in fasting."

Abu Ali Ar-Razi said: "I kept company with
Al-Fudail during thirty years, and I never s;.w
him laugh or smile but on one occasion, and that
was the death of his son. On my asking him
tlie reason, he replied: 'Whatever is pleasing to
God is pleasing to me."

"

MarufAI-Karkhi, another celebrated saint, who
died in Baghdad in 805. had a sensible elasticity
Passing, one day, by a water-carrier who was
crying out: "God have mercy on hhn who
dnnketh!" he went up to him and took a drink
although he was at that time keeping a strict
fast.

^

Some one, horrified at the impiety, said to him :

" Art thou not keeping a fast }
"

He replied: "Yes, I am, but I hoped for the
tulhlment of that man's prayer."

One of the sayings of Abd Al-Ala, a man of
holy life, was this: "Buying what one docs not
require, is selling what one requires."

Another pious man, Abu Othman Al-Mazini
the grammarian, used to tell the following story
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««amst hi,„.elf: -There wa« a person who. for
a ong time, studied under me the grammar of
&.b«WH,h, and who »id to me, when he got totheend „f the book, < May G«l requite you
well As for me, I have not understood a letter
oi it.

Vahya, a celebrated preacher, on being
..M:ed by a descendant of the Prophet, "Tell
'"e. Master! and may God assist you! what

"f !ru
"'""'"" •" "' *''" »'« 'he people

of the house,"-that is to say, the members of
Muham.pads family,_replie.I : " It is that which
I wuul<l say of clay kneaded with the water of
d.vu,e revelation an.l sprinkled with the water of
the heavenly mission: can it give out any other
oclour than the musk of true <Iirection and the
ambergris of piety ?

"

The Alide was so highly pleased with tins
answer that he filled Yahya's mouth with pearls.

'iahya, who died on March 30, 872 ',ad a
very graceful turn for apophthegms. '"True
fnendship,- said he, "cannot be augmented by
ki.uln...ss nor diminished by unkindness." 'And
again he said: "To him who is going to see a
true fnend the way never appe..s long; he who
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In Praise of Friendship

goes to visit his belove,! never feeis lonely on
the road."

The exaltation of frien,!-hip is i„,Ieed one of
the beautiful things about this book. And the
reader can never have too much of it. Buri Taj
Al-Muluk was, says Ibn Khallifcun, merely a man
of talent, but the following verse by him co.itains
a perfectly sjilendid comjiliment : My frimid
a,:,.roached from the weH, riding on a grey hum
and I exclaimed: "Glory to the Almighh, I the ,un
has risen in the neat/"

At-Tihan.i, the ,H,et, one of whose poems, an
elegy on the death of his son, brings ill-luck
when quoted, wrote these admirable lines on
the same theme: In the company of noble-
minded men there is always room for another.
Friendship, it is true, renders dij/icutties emy a
house may be too small for eight persom, yet
Jnendship will make ,t hold a niiUh.

XV.—A NioMT Scene

The capriciousness of the moods of these sombre
and terrible Eastern autocrats-the strange senti-
mental chinks in their armour—are seen in the
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very charac-teristic story which follows. "Secret
information having been given to Al-Mulawakkil
that the imam, Abu l-Hasan Al-Askari, lm.1 a
quantity of arms, books, and other objects for the
use of his followers coneeale.l in his house, an.l
benig induced by malicious re,«,rts to believe
that he aspire<l to the en,,,ire, he sent one night
some soldiers of the Turkish guard to break in on
him when he least expected such a visit.

"They found him ,,uite alone and locked up i„
h.s room, clothed in a hair-shirt, his he.ul covered
w.th a woollen cloak, and tunie.l with his face in
the .lirection of Mecca, chanting, in this attitude,
some verses of the Kor.ut expressive of (;„d's
promises and threats, an,l having „o other car,,et
between him and the earth than sand and gravel
"He was carried oiT in that attire and brought

>n the depth of the night, before Al-Mutawakkil,'
who was then engaged in drinking wine. On
seeing hin,, the khalif received him with respect,
and being informed that nothing had been found'
>" his house to justify the suspicions cast upon
h.m, he seated him by his side and offered- him
the goblet which he held in his hand.

"'Commander of the Faithful r said Abu
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Suspect and Tyrant

'l-Hnsan, 'a liquor such an that was never yet
combined with my Hesh «ad I)1<kkI ; clisi)enso me
therefore from taking it.'

" Tlie khahf acceded to his request, and then
asked him to repeat some verses which might
amuse him.

" Abu l-Hasan replied that he knew by heart
very little poetry; but Al-Mutawakkil having
insiste<I, he recited these lines (which anticipate
I'oe's "Conqueror Worm" very thoroughly) :< 7Vy
passed tin- nig/,1 on Ihe summils of Ihe mouiilnins, pn>-
Itrlfil hi/ mlimil imrriors ; but their place of reliurr

amiled them m>t. After all theirpomp and power, the,/

had to descendfrom their lojliffortresses to the custody

of the Imnh. what a dreadful change I Their
graees had already received them irheti a voice was heard
CMlaiming

:
" IVhere are the thrones, the crowns, and

the robes (f state ? Where are now thefmes once so

delicate, which were shaded hi/ veils and protected by
Ihe curtains of the aiuUemc-hall ?" To this demand,
the tomb gave answer suj/laent : " The worms," it said,

" are now revelling upon thosefaces ; long had these

men been eating and drinking, but now lhr;i are eaten

in their turn."

'

"Kvery p.isi.n present was filled with ap-
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A BosweJl of Baghdad

prehension for Abu "l-Hasan Ali's safety; thev
feared that Al-Mutawakkil, in the first burst of
indignation, woul.l have vented his wrath upon
h.m; but they p. ceived the khalif weeping
btterly, the tears tr,ckling down his beard, and
all the assembly wept with him.

"Al-Mutawakkil then onlered the wine to be
removed, after which he said: 'Tell me, Abu
1-Hasan

! are you in debt ?

'

"
'
Yes,- replied the other, ' I owe four thousand

amars.'

"The khalif ordered that sum to be given him
and sent him home with marks of the highest
respect."

XVI._T„E Fair

The book contains the lives of very few women •

l.ut one of the privileged of her sex is Buran, who
died in 884. She became the wife of the khalif
Al-Man,u„, who, says Ibn Khallikan rather un-
gallantly, was "in.luced to marry her by the high
esteem he bore her father." That her father, the
v.z,er saw no slight in this, but was not unwilling
that his daughter should pass under the roof of
another, we nmy perhaps gather from the lavish-
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Wedding Festivities

ness of the wedding, which was celebrated at Fam
As-S,Ih, with festivities and rejoicinss, the like of
which were never witnessed for ages before The
vizier's liberahty went so far that he showered
balls of niusk upon the Hashimites, the com-
manders of the troops, the katibs, and the persons
who held an eminent rank at court. Musk is an
expensive thing in itself, but each of these
balls contained a ticket, and the person into
whose hands it fell, having opened it and read
.ts contents, proceeded to an agent specially
appointed for the purpose, from whom he received
the object inscribed on the ticket, whether it
was a farm or other property, a horse, a slave-
girl, or a mameluk. Tl,e vizier then scattere,!
gold and silver coins an.l eggs of amber among
the rest of the peoi)Ie.

Capricious generosity marked many of these
rulers. Thus it is told of Ib„ Bakiya, the vi.ier,
that m the space of twenty days he distributed
twenty thousand robes of honour. « I saw him
one night at a drinking party," says Abu Ishak
As-Sabi, "and, during the festivity, he changed
frequent'v his outer .Iress according to custom-
every t. he put on ., new pelisse, he bestowed
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it on one or other of the persons present ; so that

he gave away, in that sitting, upwards of two

hundred pelisses.

" A female musician then said to him :
' Lord

of viziers ! there must be wasps in these robes to

prevent you froni keeping them on
_,
lur body !

'

" He laughed at this conceit, .md ordered her a

present of a casket of jewels."

Another of the ladies whom Ibn Khallikan so

seldom leaves his high road to notice is As-

Saiyida Sukaina, who, however, could not well

be excluded, since she was "the first among the

women of her time [she died a.d. 735] by birth,

beauty, wit, and virtue." Part of her fame rests

upon her repartees to poets: a most desirable

form of activity. Thus, Orwa had a brother

called Abu Bakr, whose death he lamented in

some extravagant verses of which these are the

concluding lines : My sorrow is for Bakr, my

brother! Bakr has departed from me! What life

can now be pleasing after the loss of Bakr ?

When Sukaina heard these verses, she asked

who was Bakr? And on being informed, she

exclaimed : " What ! that little blackamoor who

used to run past us ? Why, everything is pleasing

So



Slave-girl as Critic

after the loss of Bakr, even the coini.u.ii necessaries
of life— bre.i(l and oil !

"

Another female intruder. It is told of Ibn
As-Sammak, a pious sage an.l "professional
relater of anecdotes," that havinj; luld a dis-
course one day in the hearinf; of his slave-girl,

he asked her what she thought of it. She'
rej.lied that it would liave been good but for llie

rej)etitions.

" But," sjtid he, " I employ repetitions in order
to make those understand who do not."

"Yes," she re|>lied, "and to make those un.ler-
stand who do not, you weary those who do."
One of the sayings of Ibn As-Sammak was :

" Fear God as if you had never obeyed Him, and
hope in Him as if you had never disobeyed Him."

XVII.—TnE GiiKAT Jaafaii

The father of the great .laafar was Yahya tlie

Barmekide, the friend and vizier of Harun Ar-
Itaschid. From this family >bn Khallikan claimed
descent. Yahya was "highly distinguished for
wisdom, nobleness of mind, and elegance of
language." One of his sayings was this : " Three
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things iiulicate the degree of intelligence possessed
l>y him wlio does them : the bestowing of gifts,

the drawing up „f letters, and the acting as
anihassador."

Another: "Spend when Fortune turns toward
you, for her bounty cannot then be exhausted

;

spend when she turns away, for she will not
remain with you."

He said also, \cry comfortingly: "The sincere
intention of doing a g.Kid action and a legitimate
excuse for not doing it are equivalent to its

accomplishment."

He died in S()5, after long imprisonment by
the illustrious khalif whose pleasure it had been
to address him always as " My father."

Such was Jaafar'i- jwrent. One of the greatest
men in the whole work is Jaafar himself, called
Jaafar the Barmekide, also vizier to Harun Ar-
Haschid. Of his somewhat sardonic shrewdness
this is a good example. Having learned that
Ar-Raschid was much depressed in consequence
of a Jewish astrologer having predicted to him
that he would die within a year, he interviewed
the Jew, who had been detained as a prisoner
by the khalif's orders.
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The Wisdom of Jaafar

limhr addressed him in tliese terms • " V„u
|..et,nd that the khalif is to u.e i„ the space ,.t
so many days ?

"

"Yes," said the Jew.

"And how lonjr are you yourself to hver"
said Jaafar.

"So many years," replied the other, mention-
uig a greiit number.

Jaafar then said to the khalif: "I'ut him to
death, and you will he thus assured that he is
c<|ually mistaken resj.ecting the length of your
lite and that of his own."

This advice was followed by the khalif, who
then thanked Jaafar for having dispelled his
sadness.

At the other extreme-though akin in sardonic
l."n.our-is this incident. It is related that one
day, at Jaafar's, a beetle flew towards Abu Obaid
the Ihakefite, and that Jaafar ordered it to be
driven away, when Abu Obaid said: "Let it
alone; it may perhaps bring me good luck •

such is at least the vulgar opinion."
Jaafar on this ordered one thousand dinars to

be given him, saying: "The vulgar opinion is
connrraed."
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The beetle was then set at liberty, but it flew
towar.ls Abu Obai.l a seeon.l tiu.e, „„.l J,,f,,
onlereil him another present „f the san.e amount
Such was the affection the kbalif felt for Ja,.far

that he caused a robe with two collars to be made
which they could wear at the same time.

Fickle, however, are princes, and Jaafars en.l
eame in the usual way, through treachery. He
was killed, by the khalifs orders, by Yasir
Usir having put Jaafar to death, carried in his
head, and placed it before the klialif.

The khalif looked at the head for some time
atul then ordered Vasir to bring in two persons
whon. he named. When they came, he said to
then.: "Strike off Yasir's head, for I cannot bear
the sight of Jaafar's murderer."

XVII I.

—

Love and Lovers

As I have said, these four great volumes are
a mine from which many different metals may
be extracted. My own researches having ten.led
rather to a certain ironic quality, I haye jessed
many lovers by; but let me make an exception
or so. There is, for example, Kuthaiyr In
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The Truest Lover

the account of this celebrated Arabian amorist,
we come upon a very pretty story. Being once'
in the presence of Abd AI-Malik, this prince .said

to Kuthaiyr: "I conjure thee by the rights of
Ali Abi Il,n Talib to inform me if thou ever
sawest a truer lover than thyself"

To this Kuthaiyr replied: "Conu.,ander of the
Faithful

!
conjure me by your own rights, and I

shall answer you."

" Well," said the prince, " I conjure thee by my
own rights

; wilt thou not tell it to me now .?

"

" Certainly," said Kuthaiyr ; " I will. As I was
travelling in a certain desert, I beheld a man
who had just pitched his toils to catch game
and I said to him : ' Why art thou sitting here

-

'

And he replied: 'I and my people are dying
with hunger, and I have pitched these toils
that I may catch something which may sustain
our lives till to-morrow.' 'Tell me,' said I, Mf
I remain with thee and thou takest any game,
wilt thou give me a share ?

' He answered that
he would

;
and whilst we were waiting, behold,

a gazelle got into the net. We both rushed'
forward

;
but he outran me, and having disen-

tangled the animal, he let it go. 'What,' said
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I. '"ould have induced thee to do ,„ > Hep-ed: -OnseeK, Her so ,ike „., heloved
I-ula m the eyes, I was touched «ith pity"

Little men who are ,li8,K.sed to e„vy the hi.r
on account of fair hulie, ,n„y take ..o.„,„rt ,r.,L
Kutha. r.for although so ardent an.I successful
''! """ '"'^"""y '""»'>: - short indeed that'when he went to visit Al.d Al-A.i;, [.„, Marwan'
thatpnneeused to hanter him and say: ..Stoop
your head, le.t you hurt it a.^ainst the ceilin.

'

He was called Ral.b Ad-Dubah (the kin« of
the fl.es) for the same reason. One of his
contemporaries said: "I saw hi„, „,„kin. the
crcuits round the Kaaba ; and if anyone tellyou that his stature exceeded three s,«ns, that
person is a liar."

Abu Omar Az-Zahid Al-Mutarriz, although
he ranked among the most eminent and the
most learned of the philologers," and was famous
for h.s "mortified lif.,' could vrite love poems
too. Here is one: Orerco. ,- „,/,/, ^,w,./; „„
v/W-/ a, A..Sar„l one evenin^r, to e.rc,,a„.e a.liens ;
<nul, .le,,,„e of n,vums foe., „,e *W „„,caliHg the
pacht, oj n-cn, ,,auio„ale .lesirc. ()„ ,„,,i„„ f,„^_
n-ell, ,he .„,„, „„ home ,lo,v„ I,,, ,„e paiin- of love.
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Wine, Women and Song

and consented .o grant me a kits ; hut, impelleil hy
slariM modesi,, she tirete Iter veil mnm li, r l.tve.

On this . saiil :
" The full mmn lin.s now hecmv a

crescent." / then kmed her through the ivil, and
she ohserred : •• My kisses are wine : to be tasted,

Ihet/ must be passed through the strainer." (It seeivs,

however, from Ibn Khallikairs anxious dubiety on
tne matter, that this poem, after rll, may have
been written, liki; the Iliati, by another poet of
the same name. God only knows.)

Another Anacreontic, this time li;- Ibn
Zuhr: Whilst the fair ones lay reclining, il-e.r

cheek pillowed on the arm, a ho.slile inroad of the

daivn took us by su,j,ri.ie. I hud passed 'he night

in filing up their cups and drinking what they had
left; till iuebnation overcame me, and my tot not
theirs also. The wine well knows how to avenge a
?mmg; I turned the g,blet up, attd that liquor

tvmed me down.

The poetry of love comprises, alas! also the
poetry of despair. Here is an example by Ibn
As-Sarraj, the grammarian : / compared her beauty

with her conduct, and found thai her charm.i did not

counterbalance her perfidy. She swore lo me nerer

to be false, but 'twas as if she had sworn never to be
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A Boswell of Baghdad

.- H- «.w i: irrvt'" ^^^" '"••

he r.cite,l the „,«,„ 7 ^ '' ™""^""«S
™e.. „. ....L : :;3 7'-'- an.,

--in.
a„,.vc.r,eh.n.et::ie

':;"''"''
«''«, the Util. Abu A-Hl A,r, M .

' "'

''-^^^•^ ibn Vr .""=
'''-''' '" ^""

-m,x,se.. by n ;r ; t"'"'
*''" "'-^ --

-"...n^jut:: 'twr^r'"'''-
"'.aid Allah. The latter 1

"""" ""'

•^'-lifandreeitedte:
e,t„h"

""" """'=
t'.ey were by ObaicI ATrn "' '"''""'f ">«'

»p-nto:„„ethoj.;;;i:r'-'-'^-'-.
"'How very strange/ said Ibi Zenii Ml. . „A-Sam.j shouW compose verses wh,

"

P-«re a donation t Ob'rAlT ,,""
'"

Allah /l,„Tahirr'"
""'" "'" AM
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In M ittgation

too sinii.N', I C.-ar, l<> .'oiii ml its, IC In |e«s

philosophic Oociileiitnls nftecticl liy the |miiis of

IniiKiri)?. " I whs stiH'.rin({," he says, " from an

anxious desire of mcctinjj one whom I loved,

when I called to mind the verse of /u 'r-Humma's :

/'(;/irt/M a Jloii' Iff li'iirx irill n'lvv tiw i-ii.ic J'lvm /uiiti

;

l>erliiijis il 111111/ ciirr u liaiii whim- xiili- vniiipammi is

mil llwiighl). On this I withiirew to a private

place ami wept, by which means my siiHeririRs

were cahned.
"

/

XIX.—To DtsARM Critics

And so we come to an end. nd how can

an author do l)etter than to ([uote l Khallikan s

own concluding words, which, though written .so

long ago about a biographical dictionary, may be

borrowed by all literary hands as palliation for

whatever shortcomings their work may have .'

—

" If any well-informed person remark, in ex-

amining this book, that it conUiins faults, he
should not hasten to blame me, for I always
aimed at being exact, as far as I could judge;
and, besides, Go<l has allowed no book to be
faultless except His noble Kiiruii."
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Nurses

THE conversation turning, as, round English

(ires, it often does, on the pecuHarities of

an old nurse of the family, I was struck again by
the tenderness and kindness, shot through with

humour, that are always evoked by this particular

retrospective mood. 1 would even say that

people are at their best when they are remember-
ing their nurses. To recall one's parents is often

to touch chords that vibrate too disturbingly

;

but these foster parents, chosen usually with such

strange careles -icss but develophig often into

true guardian angels, with good influences per-

sisting through life—when, in reminiscent vein,

we set them up, one against the other, can call

from the speakers qualities that they normally

may conspicuously lack. Quite dull people can
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Our First Friends

loving comic touches the |K)rtrait of the old
Malapropiau lady with her heart of gold, 'hat
was a few short months ago, and to-day E. B. lies

in a French grave.

Malapropisras and old nurses are, of course,
inseparable. Indeed, they formed again thj
basis of our talk the other evening each of us
having a new example to give, all drawn from
memories of childhooil. Wonderful how these
quaint phrases stick-due, I suppose, to the fact
that tU child does not hear too much to confuse
it, and when in this tenacious stage notices the
sharp differences between the conversation of the
literate, as encountered in the dining-room and
drawing-room, and the raucli more amusing
iHiteracy below stairs. It will be a bad day fo,
England when education is so prevalent that
nursemaids have it too. Much less interesting
will the backward look then become.
How far forward we have moved in general

social decency one realizes after listening to such
conversations as I have hinted at, where respect
and affection dominate, and then turning to some
of the children's books of a century ago -the
kind of book in which the parents are always
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Hght and ^ade in G^rs^a^e. and the children
full of aults. 1„ o,., „f t,,,^^ , f^^^^j

-;yofa,iU,egi,who.hei..,rudeand..i
w.th her maid, was rebuked by her kind and wisemamma n. some such phrase as, "Although it has

fri "'' ;""'«"'^ '" -' ^- «"'« 'a-h in

upo"rtr"vr'''""^""' "
^'""'^'^ '- -"-eupon the relafon of en.ployers and employedana how much greater a change is in storf t~o me that one of the good human kind.: ofbook that does not at present exist, and ought tobe made, would bring together between two eovelome of ,he,est servants in history, public a::

P>.va e, and possibly in literature too. Nurses
^«t, because the nurse is so much more imporUn

-^Le has never had honour enough. I doubt
';

enoughh „nrco„ldbepaidther,t'th:
attempt has not been sufficiently made. Andto-day, o cou.e, the very won, as I am uli"
t has only a secondary meaning. By "i^urse"o^day we mean first a cool, sn.iling woman, witha wlnte cap and possibly a red cross, n.i„istering



A Book of Praise

to the wounded and the sick. We have to think
twice ill order to evoke the guardian angel of our
childhood, the mother's right hand, and often so
much more real than the mother herself. I

would lay special emphasis on the nurse who.
beginning as a young retainer, develops into a
friend and to the end of her days moves on
parallel lines with the family, even if she is not
still of it. These old nurses, the nurses of whom
the older we grow the more tenderly and grate-

fully we think—will no one give them a book
of praise ? I should love to read it. And there
should not be any lack of materia!— with
Stevenson's Alison Cunningham by no means last

on the list.

But if on examination the material proved too
scanty, then the other devoted servants might
come in too, such as Sir Walter Scott's Tom
Purdie, who should have a proud place, and that

wonderful gardener of the great Dumas, whose
devotion extended to confederacy.

Without Dumas' gardener, indeed, no book in

honour of the fidelity of man to man could be
complete. For just think of it ! The only ap-
proach to the house of the divine Alexandre

G
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'to the Z ,„^'
— confused earele.ness,

restore,! to hLlt "^ ''""« °"t and

p-pt'"., 'e ::r:/i;-\''-' «ude
P«rt of the way toward, 1 .

*° "' '""'''

wages, which otheZ^ thT^
"' *"""'""''

f-tor „,i,ht never11 ""'''^^''"'•''^^""'--

^' "* t say. nurses first.
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No. 344260 £> O £? -O- c^

COMIf'G the other day, after every kind of

struggle, at last into possession of one of

the new pound notes, I was interested in placing

it quickly under the microscope, so to speak, in

order that, in case I never saw another, 1 should

be able to describe it to my grandchildren.

How indigent I have been may be gathered

from the circumstance that this note, being

numbered 344260, had three hundred and fort;'-

four thousand two hundred and fitly-nine pre-

decessors which had eluded me.

As a work of art it is remarkable—almost,

indeed, a gallery in itself, comprising as it does

portraiture, design, topography, and the delinea-

tion of one of the most spirited episodes in

religious history. After the magic worils " One
Pound," it is, of course, to St. George and ^he

Dragon that the eye first turns, What Mr.
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Ru,kl„ would „y of the latent ve«i„„ r .u
encounter between Fn„l i

"^ ""^

carsome foe, one can only ^uess l,„f i r ,-re that he would he cau.t.c atTt 'the S !K"P on his spear. To „et it« h u
" "

the .Iragon-, ehest taf " "'" """"«''

other side wouW r!
" "" ^'" "" "'e

than i. .:,X ^7" """ "'""' """ '-»•'"

"--er;:ix:;rnr:::,7"r":

» sinewy consistency within th.f • .

means easy to penetrate, a"d h, th
" ' ""

ease the dittionL . .
'"' l«rtioular

tHeereatu"t:tt:.::^\^h''^''~"^^
"entthe spear vej^o'tit:;;";::;::^"''''
the Saints hold ,s most dehcate an 1. I "'

--r.e<,,.y the utmost pSi:;'''"^'^""'^^
As a matter of fart the <!.;„* •

--Honours, t 3 'r"""'-'«-"tly
particularly when he "; '" ""' '''"' »""

P'a'n to d'o hatl wuhthe", " ''" ''"•^'•"

--d as wen as a spJart ;?''"';^ ''''"

'«'' Mh if he we're dressed r;:; r '''^^

--dresses him. unless he ear-^l'^^^rS
loo



St. George and the Dragon

between his teeth ; which he is not doing.

Tliere is (lo l)etler authority th«ii The Oolilen

LegemI, and The (iulden '.cgend (in the t.-iiiis!a-

tion of Master William -axton) textifieth thus:

" Then as they
|
St. Cieorge and the K ing's daugh ter,

whom tlie dragon desired,] spake togethx°r, the

dragon appeared and came running t* them, and

St. George was upon his horse, and drew out his

sword and garnished him with the 'i!<;n of the

cross, and ro<le hardily against the dragon which

came towards him, and smote him with nls spear

[spear, now, take notice], and hurt him sore and

threw him to the ground." The alraence of the

sword is one error that never ought to have

gained currency. Another is the grievousness of

the wound which is depicted ; for in real life the

wound was so slight, although sufficient, that the

King's daughter—but let Master CaxL-jn contiime,

for he writeth better than I ever shall. Having

conquered the foe, St (Jeorge, aeconling to The

Golden Legend, " said to the maid : ' Deliver to

me your ginlle, and bind it aliout the neck <if

the dragon, and be not afeard.' When she had

done so, the dragon followed her as it had been

a meek beast and debonair." It was later, and
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lot until Cf 1^

"'"tory over the dr«,„„ ',, '" '""""'f "•«

""'foiiowedtheautCv '; 7" "°"'^'" "'^ "«
-"y". .» justified, blthe r f/"""^''

'" ""'"

» "^-^on ,o ..n«ti a,,; ":.:''" P-'-'' that

""•W follow a Prince'
.'^"^""•'''' «» this „.,e

.nganddetermineJd^^r/ "T '"^""
'"P'-t-

'""-mable breath. aT^t"; '^'"' '^"'«''

;-W have submitted itse to r" "'""«'''
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'"' ''°" '^""^ *'

at all? '"
™""= '"t° that posture'

Saints, however, must be saint,
adversaries know this.

' """
,

*''«*'

't Was only, as r L

'^^'ficulties that I cou d Itln-
'^"' "'"^'''"^

" get this pound note to
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When Paper was Gold

study ; iiiMgiiie, then, what iniiiih itiul suliterfiiKoi

were, in I!M7, necessary in onler to ubtain the

loan of a sovereign with which to compare the

golden rendering of the same conHict. Kvvntii-

ally, however, I was successful, and one of the

precious discs |>assed teni|>orai'ily hito my keeping.

It lies beside No. ;M42()U on the table as I write.

In this treatment—Mr. Kuskin's strictures upon

which arc familiar—one is first struck by the

absurdity of the Saint's weapon : a short dagger

with which he could never do any damage at all,

unless either he fell oH' his horse or the dragon

obligingly ruse up to meet the blow. Fortu-

nately, however, the horse lias ;K)Werful hmifs,

and one of these is inHictiug inii' te mischief.

Other noticeable peculiarities of tue sovereign's

rendering are the smallness of the horse's head

and the length of St. George's leg. The total

eff'ect, in spite of bleirdshes, is more spirited

than that of No. ;j442fi(), but both would

equtilly fill a iicnaissancc Florentine meflallist

with gloom.

So much for the St. Georges and the Dragons

of Treasury artists. But when it conies to No.

344260's portrait of Mr. John Bradbury, Secretary
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to the Treasury ov,... i,- r
^•een in.,, reltutr^r"«"''''''"

"'^ong pr„fi,, treatment .
"'^^ '^''" '^ «

^ think of rega L? ' """" "• «"« "kes

'•^'ting afashiol MrTt "»' "'"'""''' '""^''^

""d loyally, to resemble as".
1'"""^''°" "^"

royal master. ' '''""^'^ «" he can his

Having reached this point a„rn.^"ver and examined the LT'J T ^"^ ^''^^^^

'he Houses of Pariiamet' "'''' '"^P'-^t"
There are three p „! "^ '""" ^'"•'^*''-

«"« - that an the elh " ""' '"'^ P"='"-
'"'e we have not been7tr! '' '"''""'^^^ °^

"-on the House "lit '"'"''''-''-» for

P-Wntis„otsittig^o::^;:7*''"*^'hat
« 'vithout its flag, and I M ''*""'' T°*«'

S-ctuary has bee'n c„ !
"^ '" *'"'* «^oad

'''"''he Abbey aJthr^T^'^ ^""'"^*^^' -
''""'J-^. No'doubt to , '.^

^""^^ ^°™ one
through whose hands one f'""'*'^ P^^™^"

«-f"'symbohsmel;e!r"''"°'-'-'.-h
^'-'tness and power 1 1 , T''

"' ^"^'^^'s
for more amusing if the T\ u

"^ " ^""''^ he

^•'^ some CLttr^^r^'^ ''''*'''''

"'^ Bums (could this
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Robbie's Lament

decadent world ever know so fine a thing agiin)

wished to write another lament on it

:

For lack o' thee I've losl my lass,

For lack o' Ihee I scrimp my glass.

Or, if not blank, thirty (say) spaces might be

ruled on it, in which the names of its first thirty

owners could be written. By the time the spaces

were filled it wojld be a document historically

valuable now and then to autograph collectors.

I^ would also be dirty enough to call in.
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The Two Perkinses

««veral of these ramblers a. h *

^"'''"

-^'i- tenant an. al, 2yiuf2'T 'T
'"

over an arch „„o 7 skilfully ,,1^^^^, .

four Can-ber/n;;!""';
"""''^'

'""" '"- -""""« up nr posts on whinh fl,
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^ ""''' ''
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^'"^"' ^'"'

'>"-th, ,.er,i„s
i : r trt t'-^^^-e.,,

--'..., just after the u , J' " '" ^''^
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^""'' ^''';" 'he

^«y-'ten.,r, :r '''•^''-'-'^•ehher

"--^Htt,eo:C;:,.jr:,,tj:7-''er.
' MKi to my -elf
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A Mediterranean Songster

involuntarily, and instantly, by the law of associa-

tion— which, I sometimes fondly suppose, is

more powerful with me than with many people

—

I began to think of another evening, twenty and

more years ago, when for the first time I heard

the most dainty of English comic songs sung as it

should be, with the first words of the chorus

accentuated like hammer blows in unison :

For—she—was—as

—

and then tripping merrily into the rest of it

:

—beautiful as a butterfly,

As fair as a queen,

Was pretty little Polly Perkins

Of Paddington Green.

It is given to most of us—not alv.Hys without a

certain wistful regret—to recall the circumstances

under which we first heard our favourite songs

;

and on the evening when I met " Pretty Polly

Perkins "
I was on a tramp steamer in the Mediter-

ranean, when at last the heat had gone and work

was over and we were free to be melodious. My

own position on this boat was nominally purser,

at a shilling a month, but in reality passenger, or

super-cargo, spending most of the day either in
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reading or sleeping Th.. .„ j
huge Sussex ™a„ whle

""'''''''' ^

-nt,, .as, it seeded, fall^ LT "' '^'

that evening as w. \ ""^^ »"d

ential way) to eive th„
^' "

"'''^'•

talking to me Zl "^
"' ''^ ""« b"'*^'

voice.
^
« Pr^tt; p';, 'p T ""^

'
*""* »•« had norretty Polly Perkins " had t„ K^-d he struck up Without „.ore ado

""«'

!'» a broken-hearted milkman
In woe I'm arrayed,

Through keeping the company ofA young servant maid-
and so forth An^ n,

has this advantage eTaZth''^ T"""
-'"^'

«'ritten that fh
*" "Choruses ever

autobiograp'hiea ;!::::,t-^-d ^^ '""

rate, the notable oTen „;"f^ 'V"^"' '' ""^

the success of the rest ^ '
''"' '''"^ ^"^'^
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Pretty Polly in Boston

That evening, as I say, was more than twenty

years ago, and 1 had thought in the interval little

enough of the song until the other pretty I'erkins

suggested it ; but I need hardly say that the next

day came a further reminder of it (since that is

one of the queer rules of life) in the shape of a

Chicago weekly paper with the information that

America knows " Pretty Polly Perkins" too.

The ballads of a nation for the most part respect

their nationality, but now and then tliere is free

trade in them. It has been so with " Pretty

Polly Perkins "
; for it seems that, recognizing its

excellence, an American singer prepared, in 1 86t,

a version to suit his own country, choosing, as it

happens, not New York or Washington as the

background of the milkman's love drama, but the

home of Transatlantic culture itself, Boston.

Paddington Green would, of course, mean nothing

to American ears, but Boston is happy in the pos-

session of a Pemberton Square, which may, for

ail I know, be as important to the Hub of the

Universe as Merrion Square is to Dublin, and

Polly was, therefore, made comfortable there,

and, as Pretty Polly Perkins of Pemberton

Square, became as famous as, in our effete hemi-
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a'teTng I ,hT7'"'
"''''-- «-t eredif for

« as little as possible- n« j „
«We, „„., the necesr;1J;„.,;^f"/""y^
Square, he dU, „„thing, so thaT the "J'"
transplanted to A„.» *°"*^' *''"<'

1
aniea to Amenca, remained racv cf fKEnghsh capital. It was still n u ,

^ ^^
-ilkman who san/it Ind t J-

"''"••^'^'^

" "o very En.Ii h ,

"""'"'""'
*'"''«^h

Coe.ne,iwa!r:,te7er """' ''^ ^"«''^'-

In six months she married.
J hat hard-hearted girl •

It was not a squire,
And it was not a'nearl.

" was not a baronet,
But a shade or two wuss-

Twa., the wulgar old driver
<~>t a twopenny 'bus.

But the story of Po„^i,„„thi„g. The merit f

-^Zs::::;:;'^^---'^^'^::::

-"^-i;"c^:ir:fr?"
women is never out of date S

""'"^

""out in the Mediterranean letlr-^""^--- a" the world over; oL^Z theirlT'"to roses. " '"^"^ names
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Harry Clifton

So far had I written—and published— In «

weekly papei', leaving o|)en a loophole or two for

kind and well-instructed readers to come to my
aid ; and as usual (for I am very fortunate in

these matters) they did so. Before I was a

month older I knew all. I knew that the

author, composer, and singer of " Hretty Polly

Perkins of Paddington Green " were one and the

same : the famous Harry Clifton ; and that Polly

married " not the wulgar old driver " of a two-

penny 'bus, as was my mistaken belief, but quite

the reverse—that is to say, the "bandy-legged

conductor" of the same vehicle. A gentleman

in Ireland was even so obliging as to send me
another ballad l)y Harry Clifton, on the front of

which is his portrait and on the back a list of his

triumphs—and they make very startling reading,

at any rate to me, who have never been versatile.

The number of songs alone is appalling : no fewer

than thirty to which he had also put the music

and over fifty to which the music was composed

by others, but which with acceptance he sang.

Judging by the titles and the first lines, which

in the advertisement are always given, these

songs of the sixties were very much better things
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Clifton was « Li.fn !
""^ ™^"' H«ny
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He had hea«, Ha", Chfto
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sound-that L J. { °" """'" ^>'' -ere so

l^y "is father, to hear h-r;;'"^
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Pat of Mullingar's Mare

good fellow, who was conspicuously jolly and
most conlially Irish, sing several of his great hits,

and in jwrticular "A Motto for Every Man,"
"Paddle Your Own Canoe," and " I^mnigan's
Ball " (set to a most admirable jig tune which
has become a classic), one phrase from which
was adopted into the Irish vernacular as a
saying: "Just in time for Lannigan's ball."

Clifton might indeed be called the Tom Moore of
his day, with as large a public, although not quite
so illigant a one. For where Moore warbled to

the ladies, Clifton sang to the people. Such a
ballad as that extolling the mare of l>at of
Mullingar must have gone straight to the hearts

of the countrymen of Mr. Flurry Knox :

They may talk of Flying Childers,

And the speL<l of Ilarkaway,
Till the fancy il bewilders

As you list to what they say.

But for rale blond and beauty,

You may travel near and far—
The fastest mare you'll find belongs
To Pat of Mullingai.

An old lady in Dublin who .emembers Clifton

singing this song tells me that the chorus, " So
we'll trot along O," was so descriptive, both in
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wonls an.1 music, that one had from it all thesensations of a "joult."

Harry Clifton seems to have h«l three distinetnes-the conne song, of which "Pretty P„Uye
>J".s

.nay be considered the best exLp.e

;

hclh on, H the Motto son,, incuJin,
sweet reasonableness and content amid Jife'sn...ny tnals and tribulations. Although, o"o..bt, such optimism was somewhat facile

cannot be denied that a little dose of sil e -
'>'.ng advice, artfully conceale.l in the jam of agoo.1 tune and a humorous twist of words, leno barn, and mayhave a beneficial effect. ,;;-;-.;'A Motto for Every Man,fore.mp,e,

We cannot all fight in this battle of lifeThe weak must go to the wall,
So do to each other the thing that is right.for there's room in this world for l.s ail!

An easy sentiment; but sufficient people- in the

Harry Chfton all over England and Irelandand ,t ,s probable that most came away Cithn,omenar„, expanded bosoms, an.l a few werestimulated to follow its precepts.
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A Mine of Melody

IxHjking down this remarkitble list of titles and
first lints—which may he only a small iM)rtion

of Harry Clifton's output— I am struck by his

clfunliness and sanity. His record was one of
which he might well be proud, and I think that
old Fletcher of Saltoun, who had views on the
makers of a nations ballads, would probably have
cla|)ped him on the liark.

Another thing. If many of the tunes to these
songs are as good as thut to "Polly Perkins,"

Harry Clifton's golden treasury should be worth
mining. The songs of yesterday, when revived,
strike one as being verj- antiquated, ami the
songs of the day before yesterday also rarely bear
the test; but what of the songs of the sixties .>

Might their melodies not strike freshly and
alluringly on the ear to-day? Another, and
to-day a better known, Harry- Harry Lauder—
whose tunes are always good, has confided to an
interviewer that he finds them for the most part
in old traditional collections, and gives them new
life. He is wise. .John Stuart Mill's fear that
the combinations of the notes of the piano might
be used up was probably fantastic, but the arrival

of the luckless day would at any rate be ilelayed

"5
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If we «vive.l tu„e« that were ol.l enough for that

i:~' ""•• *''y "•>""'«' ""' 'he work, of Marry
Clifton be ex«n.i„e.l for the pur,K,se? But ,J
haps they have been ...
And then we co.ne baek to the marvel, to me.

of he man s vari„us„es». I can plead guilty to
having Written the w„r,l. of a dozen .ongs or so
n as many years, but to put two note, of musie
ogether,, .«,y„„H ,„e, ami to ,i„g „„ythi ,„
tune would be an ira,„,ssibility, even if 1 h«l the
assuranee to ,Und up in public for that purpose.
Vet Haro- Clifton, who, i„ the picture on the
cover of the «,ng which the gentlem..n in Ireland
sent me, doe, not look at a:n. some brazen
hon eomiques, not only could si„g aeeepUbly but
wnte good words and good music. I hope hegrew prosperous, although there is some evidence
hat h.s native geniality was also a stumbling-

block. Your jolly ~oo.l fellows so often are the
victims of their jolly goodness. Nor had tl.e palmy
Jays of comic singing then begun. There were
then no £:m a week bribes to lure a comic singer
-to re^; but the performers, I guess, were
none the wo,.e for receiving a wage more in
accordance with true proportion. I say true

Il6
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proportion, because I nliall never feel it right

that niiiHir-hall comedians should receive a bigger
salary than a Prime Minister; at least, not until

they sing lietter songs and take a finer view of
life in their "i»tter" than most of them now do.
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Arts of Invasion

A ;'; people living i„ the counfy are liablei^ o be asked if they do n..t know of "some"oe httle place that would just suit .,,,.•• « Po,
week-ends, ehieHy"_tl.ei„<,,„Ve.

usually „,d..A k„,dof;W...,.„,,y„„ know "-the inquirer
always adds. ^

Oiutious, self-protective people answer no
i-ool.sh. gregarious people actually try to help

A^Mressing that large an.l growing class/the

C 77 "•""'^'^' -' - » i'"'-tial neigh
bour but as a,„ere counsellor and very Platonic
'"end

,
would say that , have recently dis-

cove.-ed two ways of acquiring country places, bothof wh,cl,, although no doubt neither .'sinfaUilt
liHve from time to time succeeded

It was at the end of a fruitless day on the ,an>e
.-est that I hit upon the first. After tralXgmany mdes in vain, I was fortunate in gettiig!

ii8



Thr: Unsettler

fly at t f village, i , to drive me to the nearest

station, i don't si y I had seen nothing I liked,

but nothing that was empty. As a matter of

fact, I liad seen one very charming place, but
every window had a curtain in it and the chinmeys
were sending up their confounded smoke. In

I
other wonls, it was, to use one of the most
offensive words in the language, occupied.

Hence I was in a bad temper. None the less,

when a little man in black suddenly appealed
before me and begged to be allowed to share my
cab (and its fare), I agreed. lie began to bilk

at once, and having disposed of the weather and
other topics on which one can be strictly and
politely neutral, he said that his business took
him a good deal into unfamiliar places.

Being aware that he wished it, I asked him
what his business was.

" I'm an unsettler," he said.

" An unsettler ?
"

" Yes. It's not a profession that we talk much
about, because the very essence of it is secrecy,

but it's genuine enough, and there are not a few
of us. Of ccirse, we do other things as well, such
as insurance agency, but unsettling pays best."
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The Dislodgment of Ladies

'"Oh yes,' says thi> ajfeiit, '[ kni.w il : il

used to be the Rectory."

"
' Who lives there ?

' you ask.

"' All old lady iiame<l Burgess," says the agent—
' Miss Burgess."

"
' Would she leave ?

' you ask.

"
' I should very much doulit it," says the agent,

'but I could, of course, sound I.er."

" ' ril give you twenty-five pounds," yon say, ' if

you can induce her to quit." And off you go.

" It is then that the unsettler comes in. The
agent sends for me and tells me the story; ar I

I get to work. The old lady has got to be dis-

lodged. Now what is it that old ladies most
dislike? I ask myself. It depends, of course;

but on general principles a scare about the

water is safe, and a rumour of ghosts is safe.

The water-scare upsets the mistress, the ghost-

scare up.sets the maids ; and when one can't get

maids, the country becomes a bore. As it is

she had the greatest difficulty in keeping them,

because there"s no cinema near.

"Very well, then. Having decided on my
line of action, I begin to spread reports—very

cautiously, of course, but with careful calculation,
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J VVelV,,,,„,„, think ifs a Wackg„a„.

hvl""'
''""

'' -P"-'- "Live an., ,e.

"It's funny, ,ill the same" r „n j
shouh; have run .

''''"'' "'^at I

-li:...!::::;:,-— ".eon,.

He pu„e., ..ut a ..ocket-book. « Yes v ..e^"J, moistening his pencil
''^

«"t that is enough of him.

"A„ very welJ," she said- "|,„ffK .
' ""t there s a more
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A Pied-h-lerre

efficient and more respectable way than that.

And," she added, with a signiKcant glance at her

husband and not without triumph, " I happen to

know."

Slie sat at tlie dinner-table in the old fanr-

house—" modernizeil," as the agents have it, " yet

redolent of old-world charm." By niudernized

they mean that the rightful occupiers— the

simple agriculturists—had gone for ever, and

well-to-do artistic Londoners had made certain

changes to fit it for a week-end retreat. In

other words, it had become a pied-it-leire.

Where the country folk for whom all these and

smaller cottages were built now live, who shall

say ? Probably in mean streets ; anyway, not

here. The exterior remains often the same, but

inside, instead of the plain furniture of the

peasantry, one finds wicker ann-chairs and sofa-

chairs, all the right books and weekly jjapers,

and cigarettes.

This particular farm ' use was charming. An
ingle-nook. Heal furniture, old-pattern cretonnes

and chintzes, an etching or two, a Japanese print

or two, a reproduction of a John, the poems of

Mr. Masefield and Rupert Brooke, a French
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novel, the Ne«, S,„le,,„„„, and where once had
been a gun-rack a Delia Kobbia Madonna
" Ifs delightful," I .aid ; a.lding. as one always

floes
:
" How did y„u get to hear „f it ?

"

"Hearing of it wasn't ditKcuIt," she
"because we'd known alK.ut it for years,
trouble was to get it."

"It wasn't empty, then .>
"

I replied.
"No. There was a Mr. Broom here ,v

asked lum if he wanted to g„, and he said NoWe n,a.Ie him an offer, and he refuse.l. He was
most unreasonable." (It was the same word that
the unsettler had used.)

I agreed: "Most."

"So there was nothing for it but to will his
departure,"

" Will ?
"

" Ves. Concentrate our thoughts on his giving
notice, and invite our friends to ,lo the san.e
I wrote scores of letters all round, impressing
th,s necessity, this absolute, sacred duty, „„
them, r asked them to make a s,K,cial effort on
the night of March 18th, at eleven o'clock, when
we should all he free. It sounds rather drea.lful
but I always hold that the people who want a
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Conspirators

house most are best fitted to have it. One can't

be too nice in such matters."

"Well.'" I asked.

"Well, you'll hardly believe it—and I shan't

be a bit vexed if you don't—but on the nioriiing

of the 2()th of March I had a letter from Mr.

Broom saying that he had decided to leave, and
we could have the first call on his house. It was
too wonderful. I don't mind confessing that I

felt a little ashamed. I felt it had been too easy."

" It is certainly a dangerous power," I said.

" Well," she continued, " 1 hurried round to

see him before he could change his mind. • Do
you really want to leave t ' I asked him. ' Yes.'

he said. ' Why ?
' I asked. ' Well,' he said, '

I

can't tell you why. I don't know. All I know
is that all of a sudden I have got tired and feel

vaguely that I want a change. I am quite sure

I am making a mistake and I'll never find so

good a place; but there it is: I'm going.' I

assure you I felt for a moment inclined to

back out altogether and advise him to stay on.

I was even half disposed to tell him the truth

,

but I pulled myself together. .\rid—well, here

we are
!

"
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"It's amazing," I said. "You must either
have very strong-minded friends, or the stars
have played very oddly into your hands, or teth."
" Ves," she said; "but there's a little difficulty

One has to be so careful in this life.
"

"One has," I fervently agreed. "But what is

"Some of my friends,' she explained, "didn't
qu.te play the game. Instead of willing, a, I
explicitly indicated, that our Mr. Broom should
eave the Manor Farm, they willed merely that
Mr. Broom should leave his house, and the result
s that all kinds of Mr. Brooms all over the
country have been giving notice. I heard of
another only this morning. In fact, our Mr
Broom's brother was one of them. It's a very
perilous as well as a useful gift, you ^ee. But
we ve got the farm, and that's the main thing '

She smiled the smile of a conqueror.
"But," remarked another of the guests, who

had told us that she was looking for apied-,Uerre,
there s a catch somewhere, isn't there .> Don't

you see any weak point }
"

Our hostess smiled less confidently. " How i
"

she asked uneasily.
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Perils of Will

"Well," the guest continued, "sujii«,se .

It couldn't, I mean, l.e in better hands. For the
moment, Bui suppose some one else wanted it

'

rake care. Willing is a game that two ran play
at."

'

" You don-t mean ? " „ur hostess faltere.l.
"I do, most certainly," the guest replied.

"Directly I go away from here 1 shall „,„ke
a list ol my most really obstinate, pushful frien.ls
to help me."

"But that would be most unfair," said our
hostess.

"No one is fair when hunting the pied-A-
lern; 1 reminded her.
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The Marble Arch and Peter Magnus ^
POINDING • yself (not often i„ London on
1 the ilaj- tlint comes so mercifully between
the Saturday and Monday) beside the enisled
VJarble Arch, I ,,,e„t half an hour in listening
io the astonishing oratory that was going on
there. Although I had not done this for many,
many years, there was so little change in the
proceedings that J gained a new i.npression of
perpetual motion. The same_or to all ii.tents
and purposes the same- leather lungs were still
«t it, either arraigning the Deity or commending
His blessed benefactions. As invariably of old,
a Hindu was present

; but whether he was the
Hindu of the Middle Ages or a new Hindu, I

cannot say. One proselytizing Hindu is strangely
like another. His matter was familiar also. The
only novelty that I noticed was a little band of
American evangelists (America being so little
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Hyde Park Orators

et led .n London) in the attir.- „,„« or Ie„of the consUhulary of New Y«rt n ,

man .„,„„^. ^^om at ih
'•''"'"^''

audience t. Tl-
""""-'"'

' J°'"«' ^»
.

"''^' ""^ ««^»'"g into rather ,lee^ w„t„•n an effort to fit the kind af h i

of r„ I . '^^' ""'' '"• ™"'"'K to one

the various stLr/;;r:T':"'r"'''"''''"^
"theydont'dojris fl^":^'"^^^''""^'
PoHce.na„ closed one ;,J"^.t"'f,/^
answered; "they've all !

^^' ""^

where."
^°' ^ynpathi.ers some-

til;"; I'" w ''"'^^
" "^^ --.

wonderful world as this, and so I can.e .wav •

-na.twasthe„thatso.nethin,„oeur
,:;:,:

t"c:::r';r"''-''--'-"^-
--he.ei:le:^^r:=;r

'
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fident one—who deny the existence . ,< benefi-

cent Creator, when the words, " Ixioking like a

dying duck in a thunderstorm," cliinged out,

followed by a roar of delighted laughter; and

in a Hash I remembere<l precisely where I was

when, forty and more years ago, 1 first heard

from a nursemaid that ancient simile and was so

struck by its humour that I added it to my
childisli repertory. And from this recollection

I passed on to ponder upon the melancholy

truth that originiility will c fer be an unpopular

quality. For here were tvo or three hundred

people absolutely and hilariou.sly satisfieil with

such a battereil and moth-eaten phrase, even

to-<lay, and perfectly content that the orator

should have so little respect either for himself

or for them that he saw no disgrace in thus

evading his duty and inventing something new.

But was that his duty? That was my next

thought ; and a S|>eech by that eternally veracious

tyjie whom Mr. Pickwick met at Ipswich, and

who, for all his brief passage across the sta^e of

literature, is more real than many a prominent

hero of many chapters, came to mind to answer

it. 1 refer to Mr. Peter Magnus, who, when
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The Wiser Way
Mr. l-ickwick .IcscrilHd Sa,„ V/eller ., „„^ ,h« servant and „lm„,t (Vie,„l I 7 ""'^

;«."'e.. .n .Hese deatM::'" ..r,
."";,' '"«'""'"

-«=« any „eoe»,ity for ,t." An' , ,"
'l'" oriKinalit,. an.. ,,„e,„.t',,7;,:

''"':" '

-"'< -" "has no use I^r U- t™ "'"'

;:'^'="''"''" - Kht, an., t„e ,„n ";:;;
""

tinues to re,K„e l.i, ,i.ith i„ ,.n..,en •
/'""

the greater wi,n,e Ms suoce^r
'"'"" ''"'"•

w^"";t^,t;ri <:''':"'"'"'"
^>"-r-e,..,.:!:!;,;;;-e«.st.....
agKregation of tho«. ..ualfties

""""" ""

anU co.pr„.„i,e. that n^al „;
7''''"""^

people are „„t f„.,tuIious. Thev
^ '

Hease,!. they are „„t eritio., a„7 "?
T''^very i.„,K,rtant- they allow

„1~""" "'" '^

a-n. hu.an hein/ 0^;,.:, I:^"""^-ueh as they did Mr. Magnus O T "
-•-t-nthatiwhraj:;: ""^

-.-fh. prosperity and ge„rc:;;:;;:
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ment by behaving always as though all men
were alike. Because, although of course they

are not alike, the differences are too trifling to

matter. He flatters each with the same assiduity

and grossness, with the result that they all

become his useful allies. Those that do not

swallow the mixture, and resent it, he merely

accuses of insincerity or false modesty
; yet they

are his allies too, because, although they cannot

accept his methods, being a little uncertain as

to whether his intentions may not have been

genuinely kind, or his judgment honestly at

fault, they give him the benefit of the doubt.
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The Oldest Joke <^ o ^ ^

M ^r '"'"^''f^'^'-^^ have speculated as to^»'A the character of the first joke; and as
speculation „,ust cur efforts remain. But
Personady have no doubt whatever as to the
ubject-matter of that distant pleasantry: itZthe ace of the other pe.o„iLlved/,d„;;

say that Adam was caustic about Eves face or Eveabout Adam's: that is improbable. Nor doe
matr„„on.aI invective even now ordinarily take
h.s form. But after a whde, afler cousi.i hadon^emto the world, the facial jest began; andby the t.me of Noah and his sons the ri!t was infulswrng. In every rough and tumble among

the chddren of Ham, Shem, and Japhet, I fee!certa.„ that crude and candid personalities fell to
tlie lot, at any rate, of the little Shems
So was .t then; so is it still to-day. No ie.tsare so rich as those that bear upon the unlovl
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ness of features not our own. The tiniest street

urchins in dispute always—sooner or later

—

devote their retorts to the distressing physiog-

nomy of the foe. Not only are they conforming

to the ancient convention, but they show sagacity

too, for to sum up an opponent as "Face,"

"Facey," or "Funny Face," is to spike his gun.

There is no reply but the cowardly tu quoque.

He cannot say, " My face is not comic, it is

handsome " ; because that does not touch the

root of the matter. The root of the matter is

your opinion of his face as deplorable.

Not only is the recognition of what is odd in

an opponent's countenance of this priceless value

in ordinary quarrels among the young and the

ill-mannered (just as abuse of the opposing

counsel is the best way of covering the poverty

of one's own case at law), but the music-hall

humorist has no easier or surer road to the

risibilities of most of his audience. Jokes about

faces never fail and are never threadbare. Some-
times I find myself listening to one who has been

called—possibly the label was self-impose4—the
Prime Minister of Mirth, and he invariably en-

larges upon the quaintness of somebody's features,
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The Oldest Joke

often, for he is the soul of impartiality, his own
;

and the first time, now thirty years ago, that I

ever entered a music-hall (the tiny stuffy old
Oxford at Brighton, where the chairman with
the dyed hair—it was more purple than black-
used to sit amid a little company of bloods whose
proud privilege it was to pay for his refreshme.it),
another George, whose surname was Beauchamp,
was singing about a siren into whose clutches he'
had or had not fallen, who had

an indiarubber lip

Like the rudder of a ship.

—So you see there is complete continuity.

But the best example of this branch of humour
is beyond all question that of the Two Macs,
whose influence, long though it is since they
eclipsed. the gaiety of the nation by vanishing,
is still potent. Though gone they still jest ; or,
at any rate, their jests did not all vanish with
them. The incorrigible veneration for what is

antique displayed by low comedians takes care of
that. "I saw your wife at the masked ball last
night," the first Mac would say, in his rich
brogue. "My wife wa^ ^,t the ball last night,"
the other would reply in a brogue of deeper
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richness, "but it wasn't a masked ball." The
first Mac would then express an overwhelming
surprise, as he countered with the devastating
question, " Was thai her face ?

"

" You're not two-faced, anyway. I'll say that
for you," was the apparently magnanimous
concession made by one comedian to another in
a recent farcical play. The other was beginning
to express his gratification when the speaker
continued: "If you were, you wouldn't have
come out with that one.' Again, you observe,
there is no answer to this kind of attack.
Hence, I suppose, its popularity. And yet
perhaps to Uke refuge in a smug sententiousness,
and remark crisply, "Handsome is as handsome
does,

"
should now and then be useful. But it

requires some self-esteem.

There is no absolute need, however for the
face joke to be applied to others to be cess-
ful. Since, in spite of the complexion cr>.ams,
"plumi)ers," and nose-machines advertised in the
papers, faces will continue to be here and there
soncwhat Gothic, the wise thing for their
owners is to accept them and think of other
things, or console themselves before the un-
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President Wilson

flattering mirror with the memory of those
mortals who have been both quaint-looking and
gifted. Wiser still perhaps to make a little
capital out of the affliction. Public men who
are able to make a jest of the homeliness of their
features never lose by it. President Wilsons
public recital of the famous lines on his counten-
ance (which I personally find by no means unpre-
possessing) did much to increase his popularity.

As a beauly I am not a star,
There are others more handsome by far

But my face, I don't mind it.

For I keep behind it j

It's the people in front gel the jar.

And an English bishop, or possibly dean, came
.t last, very near e.rth when in a secular address
he repeated his retort to t^^ lady who had
commented upon his extraord..,ary plainness:
Ah, but you should see my brother." There

IS also the excellent story of the ugly man before
the camera, who was promised by the ,,hoto-
.Trapher that he should have justice done to him
"Justice

!

•• he exclaimed. " I don't want justice
I want mercy."

'

The great face joke, as I say, obviously c^me
'37
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first. Because there were in the early days
none of the materials for the other sUpIe quips
—such as alcohol, and sausages, and wives-
mothers. Faces, however, were always there. And
not even yet have the later substitutes ousted it.

Just as Shakespe re's orator, " when he is out,"
spits, so does the funny man, in similar difficulties,

if he is wise, say, "Do you call that a face.?"
and thus collect his thoughts for fresh sallies.

If all "dials" were identical, Mr. George Graves,
for example, would be a stage bankrupt ; for,'

resourceful as he is in the humour of quizzical
disapproval, the vagaries of facial oddity are his
foundation stone.

Remarkable as are the heighte of grotesque
simile to which all the Georges have risen in
this direction, it is, oddly enough, to the other
and gentler sex that the classic examples (in my
experience) belong. At a dinner-party given by
a certain hospitable lady who remained something
of an enfatile terrible to the end of her long life,

she drew the attention of one of her guests]
by no means too cautiously, to the features of
another guest, a bishop of great renown. " Isn't
his face," she asked, in a deathless sentence,
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"like the inside of an elephant's foot?" I
have not personally the honour of this divine's
acquaintance, but all my friends who have met
or seen him assure me that the similitude is

exact. Another lady, happily still living, said
of the face of an accjuainUnce, that it was "not
so much a face, as a part of her person which she
happened to leave uncovered, by which her friends
were able to recognize her." A third, famous
for her swift analyses, said that a certain would-be
beauty might have a title to good looks but for
"a rush of teeth to the head." I do not quote
these ad;nirable remarks merely as a proof of
woman's natural kindliness, but to show how
even among the elect—for all three speakers are
of more than common culture— the face joke
holds sway.
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The Puttenhams

I

From The MmterMre Herald and OUciuter

Advertiser

" 'pHE npw volume of The Mustershire AnhiF-
1 o/ogical Society's Records is, as usual, full

of varied fare. ... But for good Oldcastrians
the most interesting article is a minute account
of the Puttenham family, so well known in the
town for many generations, from its earliest
traceable date in the seventeenth century. It
is remarkable for how long the Puttenhams were
content to be merely small traders and so forth
"•.til quite recently the latent genius of the'
blood declared itself simultaneously in the con-
structive ability of our own millionaire ex-
townsman, Sir Jonathan Puttenham (who married
a daughter of Lord Hammerton), and in the
world-famous skill of the great chemist. Sir
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The Puttenhams

Victor Puttenham, the discoverer of the Y-my,who St... has his country ho.e on our hoHe .'

ihe simile of the oak anH tK„nic oaK and the acorn at oncespnngs to mind."

II

Miss Enid Daubeney. who is staying at Sir
Jonathan Puttenham's, to her Sister

Mv DKAH F.uPKETv.-There are wigs on the
green here. I can tel. you. Aunt Virginia is
funous about a genealogy „f the Puttenham
famdy which has appeared in the county's
arch«o)ogical records. It goes back ever so farand derives our revered if somewhat stodgy and
not-too-generous uncle-by-marriage from one of
the poorest bunches of ancestors a knight ofmdustiy ever had. Aunt Virginia woi^t see
that from such loins, the farther the spring the
greater the honour, and the poor man has hadno peace and the article is to be suppressed.
But smce these things are published only for
subscribers and the volume is now out, of course
nothing can be done. Please telegraph that youcant spare me any longer, for the meals here
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are getting impossible. Not even the peaches
coin|>eiisate.—Your devoted Enid
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III

Sir Jonathan Huttenhain to the Rev. Stacey
Morris, Kditor of The Mtulcrshire Archaeological

Society'K Kecordu

Dear Sir,—I wish to utter a protest against
what I consider a serious breach of etiquette.

In the new volume of your Records, you print
an article dealing with the history from remote
times of the family of which I am a member,
and jiossibly the best-known member at the
present day. The fact that that family is of
humble origin is nothing to me. What I object
to is the circumstance that you should publish
this material, most of which is of very little

interest to the outside world, without first ascer-

taining my views on the subject. I may now
tell you that 1 object so strongly to the publi-

cation that I count on you to secure its

withdrawal.—I am.

Yours faithfully,

Jonathan Puttenham
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IV

Horace Vicary. M.D., of Southbrid^e, to hU
oia friend the Hev. SUcey Morris

Dear Mohrw,—Ifg « good volume, Uke it

all round. But what h«s given me. in my
unregeneracy, the greatest i.leasure is the article
on the I'uttenhams. For years the Puttenhams
here have been putting on airs and holding their
noses higher than the highest, nn.l it is not only
(as they say doubly of nibs) grateful and com-
forting, but a b.x)n and a blessing, to find that
one of their not too re-note ancestors kept a
public-house, and another was a tinsmith. And
I fancy I am not alone in my satisfaction.

Yours, H. V.

Sir Victor Puttenham, F.R.S., to the Editor of
The MuslerMre Archaologkal Societj/., Itnjunh

Dear Sir,—As probably the most widely-
known member of the Puttenham family at the
present moment, may I thank you for the gener-
ous space which you have accorded to our history.
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To what extent it will be readable by .trangers
I cannot say, but to me it In inteniely InterestiriK,
and if you can arrange for a few ,Iozen reprints
in pa,ier wrappers I shall be glad to have them.
I had, of course, some knowledge of my ancestors,
but I ha<l no idea that we were quite such an
undistinguished rabble of groundlings for so
long. That drunken whipper-in to Lonl l)«sh-
ingham in the seventeen-seventies particularly
delights me.— I am.

Yours faithfully,

Victor Puttenham

ii

VI

Frjm Sir Jonathan Puttenham to the Editor of
The Mutlershire Hemid ami OMcwiler Adveriuer

Dkah S.h,_I shall be obliged if you will make
no more references in The HonM to the new
Mmtenhire Archwological Rmmls article on the
Puttenhams. ft is not that it lays emphasis
on the humble origin of that family. That is

nothing to me. But I am at the moment en-
gaged in a conesiH)n(lence with the Kditor 6n
the propriety of publishing private or semi-
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private reconis „f tliK ,l„., .

asking.
'I"<r«tttr without first

'ulv.'-.l.ility „»• witl,,|rawi„„ the artiH

I'ress as |)ossible.— J am,

Vours faithCully,

•'"NATHAN POTTENHAM

VII

'•I.e Rev. Stacey Morris to Si,. .;,„.,.t,,.,.

''"tteiiliam

th""Putte„ha„.'s,..u,r„f,,,, ,-^^.^
•'" '-

-«rets that the ....hlioatio.. of the l' te..h
«e.a.a,oKy.ho..dhave..,o«-...K...Si^^^

"t^^^^^
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ff:

genealogy, of which our President, Lord Hammer-
ton, to name ^.o others, is so ardent a patron,

would cease to be practised.

VIII

Miss Lydia Puttenham, of " Weald View," Rusper

Common, Tunbridge Wells, to Lady Puttenham

Dear Cousin Mildred,— I wonder if Sir Victor

has seen the article on our family in The Arclue-

ological Records. 1 am so vexed about it, not only

for myself and all of us, but particularly for him
and you. It is not right that a busy man work-

ing for humanity, as he is doing, should be

worried like that. Indeed I feel so strongly

about it that I have sent in my resignation as a

member of the Society. Why such things should

be printed at all I cannot see. It is most unfair

and unnecessary to go into such details, nor can

there be the slightest reason for doing so, for

the result is the dullest reading. Perhaps Sir

Victor could get it stopped. Again expressing

my symjtathy, I am.

Yours affectionately,
,

Lydia Puttenham
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IX

The Rev. Stacey Morris to Ernest Burroughs
the compiler of the Puttenham genealogy

'

he chemist. Sir Victor, is dehghted an Ts'

stl.relTrr'^" ^-' ^- "^

But ,„v
^*""=^<'ray would perhaps say.«"t my purpose ,n writing is to sav that [ h.ou Will continue the serie!u„dism^;l,'"

Yours sincerely,

Stackv Morris
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Poetry made Easy ^ o <? ^

IN the admirable and stimulating lecture given

to the English Association by Professor

Spurgeon on " I'oetry in the Light of War," I

came again upon that poem of Rupert Brooke's

in which he enumerates certain material things

that have giVen him most ple<'isure in life. " I

have been so great a lover," he writes, and then
he makes a list of his loves, thus following,

perhaps all unconsciously. Lamb's John fVoodvil

in that rhymed passage which, under the title

" The Universal Lover," has been detached from
the play. But Lamb, pretending to be Eliza-

bethan, dealt with the larger splendours, whereas
Kupert Brooke's modernity took count of the
smaller. John Woodvil's list of his loves begins

with the sunrise and the sunset ; Rupert Brooke
sets down such mundane and domestic trifles as

white plates and cups, the hard crust of bread,

and the roughness of blankets.
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Rupert Brooke

This, to stranger. f„ the poem, may not sound
very poetical, but they must read it before they
JU'lge. To me it is at once one of the most
^afsfymg and most beautiful leaves in the
Georgian anthology. Here is a pas.sage

;

Holes in the ground; and voices that do sing •

^ o.ces in laughter too ; and body's pain
'

Soon turned to peace; and the deep-panting .rain • "

F.™ sands; the iittle dulling edge o 'foam
'

That browns and dwindles as the wave goes homeAnd washcn stones, gay for an hour; thf cold
'

Graveness of iron
; moist black earthen mr ,d

;Sleep; and h,gh places
; footprints in the aewAnd oaks; and brown horse-chestnuts, glos.sy.n;w •

And new peeled sticks, and shining pii on g^ss';—All these have been my loves.

My reason in quoting these fine and tender
hne.s is to point out how simple a thing poetry
can be; how easily we, at any rate for a few
moments-.ven the most material, the most
world-brutalized of us,-can beco.ne poets too.
Fori hod that any man searching his memory
for the thi,.gs that from earliest .lays have given
h.m most delight, and sincerely recording them
not necessarily with verbal garniture at all, is
while he tloes so a poet. A good deal of Whit-
man is little else but such catalogues; and
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Whitman was a great poet. The effort (even
witliout the reward of this not-always-clesircd
label) is worth making, because (and this is

where the poetry comes in) it forces one to visit

the past and dwell again in the ways of pleasant-
ness before the world was too much with us and
life's hand had begun to press heavily : most of
such loves as Rupert Brooke recalls having their
roots in our childhood. Hence such poetry as we
shall makf;

,
annot be wholly reading without tears.

I find that on my list of loves scents would
take a very important place—the scent of gorse
warmed by the sun coming almost first, gorse
blossoms rubbed in the hand and then crushed
against the face, geranium leaves, the leaves of
the lemon verbena, the scent of pine trees, the
scent of unlit cigars, the scent of cigarette smoke
blown my way frr to a distance, the scent of coffee
as it arrives from the grocer's (see what a poet 1

am
!), the scent of the underside of those little

cushions of moss which come away so easily in
the woods, the scent of lilies of the valley, the
scent of oatcake for cattle, the scent of lilac, and,
for reasons, above all perha|is the scent of a
rubbish fire in the garden.
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Rupert Brooke mentions the feel of things.
Among the loves of the sense of touch I should
include smooth dried beans, purple and spotted,
and horse-chestnuts, warm and polished l)y being
kept in the pocket, and ptarmigan's feet, and
tortoiseshell spoons for tea-caddies. And among
sounds, first and foremost is the sound of a carriage
and pair, but very high in |HJsition is that rare
ecstasy, the distant drum and panpipes of the
Punch and Judy. Do they play the panpipes
still, I wonder. And how should I behave if I

heard them round the corner? Should I run.*
I hope so. Scent, sound, touch, and sight.
Sight? Here the range is too vast, and yet
here, perhaps, the act of memory leads to the
best poetry of all. For to enumerate one's
favourite sights—always, as Rupert Brooke may
be said to have done, although not perhaps con-
sciously, in the mood of one who is soon to lose
the visible worid for ever—is to become, no
matter how humble the list, a psalmist.

The mere recollecting and recording even such
haphazard memories as these has had the effect of
reconstructing also many too-long-forgotten scenes
of pure happiness, and has urged me about this
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dear Englan,! of ours too, f„r I learned to love
gorseon Harpenden Com,„o,., a„d p,„ew„ods „t
Ampthill, «,Kl nioss i„ Kent, and the .scent of
coffee in the kitchen of a home that can never he
rebuilt, and-but poetry can be jmin too.
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A Pioneers ^ ^ ^^ o o
-T" '- the first is always an achievement1 even though the step,, fi.lter. To he t efi-t .s also a ..istinetion that cannot he takenaway, because whoever co.es after .Jt efollower; and to follow is tame U .,

^•Y;'v^»-^^«--o^^att rr;
^aul of R.boo l{a„,kinoo Dntt, retired medical

jtl:'r''"'''""^P-''^'-'^^whom ajust Huttered my way.
M.-. nutfs pioneer work was done in the
a,ms..fpoesy.s„mewhenintheei,hteen-sixtils

w^r^dtTettrr""''" '"''•'^

way reached a second edition in 1886. I„ thf

'^e the first As.at,c poet to write in English, and
'53
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if that is true this insignificant work becomes
the seed of which the full flower is the gifted
Rabindra, son of Tagore, whose mellifluous but
mysUc utterances lie, I am told, on every boudoir
table. Me they, for the most part, stump.
Baboo Ramkinoo Dutt, although a pioneer,

made no claim himself to have originated the
startling idea of writing songs " in English word "

and English rhyme; he merely accepted the
suggestion and acted upon it. The suggestion
came, under divine guidance, from Mr. J. D.
Ward, the Chittagong magistrate. Here are the
lines, setting forth that epoch-making moment,
in an address to the Deity :

I thank Tliee for an idea that Thou has created in mv
heart

On which through the faculty I met now a very fresh
art.

Being myself desired by the Chittagong magistrate, Mr.
J. D. Ward,

Got encouraged and commence writing a few songs in
Enghsh word.

To Mr. Ward, then, much honour; and, indeed,
one of Ramkinoo Dutts pleasantest qualities is

his desire always to give honour where it is due.
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Ramkinoo Dutt

pra.«l Thus. .„.„oehcr invocation to Heaven,

One skilled in war, the other in counsel.

"
f:;.e?/ "" ^^'"^'" "-""-"i should 1. .He

"so, why no. Mr.
J. a Ward would he the la..„,

And here i,p.rt„fa "distich on arrival of 38th

-^4^::>r^-----^en.
So IS the Lieutenant Geoige Fereus GmhSo .s the Lieutenant Hen:'yTo.rha^"'"""'

The last poem of all is wholly devoted to-og.es of chittagon«worthies/Forexa:^p:
Mr. H. Greavesour, the judge.

Is a pious and righteous man,
Admm.s.ering justice with mental pain.

OfMr.D.R. Douglas;
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And Mr. A. Marsh, Mnjfistrate-CoDector :

lie is devout, holy man, naiurally shy,
His mind seems runs through righteous way.

And the Executive P'ngineer, Mr. C. A. Mills:

The energitic gentleman is gelling on well.

All these wore living and prolwil.ly in daily
reception of the obiis.mces of the retired medical
officer who esteemed them so highly; but Ur.
Reatson was dead :

We lost, lately loM, Ur. W. H. Bealson.
We again shall never gain him in person. . . .

He is a Dr. Philanthropist.

He is a Dr. Physiognomist,
He is a Dr. Anatomist,
He is His Lordship's personal Surgeon.

It will be seen already that Mr. Dutt had not
yet mastered his instrument, but he did not lack
thoughts: merely the power to express them.
Throughout these thirty odd ,Mges one sees him
floundering in the morass of a new language,
always with something that he wants to say-

but can only suggest. Here, for example, is a
personal statement, line by line more or less 'in-

articulate, but as a whole clear enough. With all
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the cental ino..„.,,,et..„e.s. the verUI ,„.,se„e.,«

"ab«,, ,t ,s a g..M„i.,e piece of ir.,„y. Sel.

Z: ^""""
"

''"'-''-'^y '-- ^- ..-

I wo„|d ,„„ „„,,,, ^ ^^,^^_^j ^^_^^^.^
•h^.nk .he (),„„ip<,te,„ for his kin,] ,,r,.,ec,i„„

troll, my minority,

I^ profess Ihe mendacity,
IWud ilays in |)..vcri)-,

I'rom my minority,

PerpLtuilly my iluty,

S.il>liii,_. under |Hr[>l,xiiy

Nothint; Irasl pros|,criiy,

But sad and L-niuiion.

I (,'ave up the heathenism.
And its favouritism,

Togetiier with the Hinduism.

I gave up the heathenism.
Neither the fanaticism,

Nor the paganism,
Or my idiotism,

Could enrich me with provision.

Such was the poetical pioneer. Baboo Ha,nki„«.
IJutt, who (supposing alw.ys that we may accent
h.s statement as true) was the first Hindu owrite English verse.
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Full Circle

T HAVE lately |,een the ivitness of two pheno-
-» mena.

Not long ago two offiners an.l gentlemen
(whom I had never seen before and one of whom,
«as. shall never see again) descende.l from a
blue sky on to a neighlH,uring streteh of swani

;

had tea with me in my gan.en; and. ascen.Iing
into he blue again, were lost to view. Since it
-s seldom that the heavens drop such visiUnts
upon us in the obscure region in which I live, it
follows that while the aviators were al>sent fr;m
he,r machine the news had so spreml that by the
t.me they rejoined it and prepared to .lepart. a
crowd ha,I assembled not unworthy of being com-
pared, in point of number, with that which two
workmen in London can bring together whenever
th.y begin to make a hole in the wood-blotk
I«.vu.g.

1 had not thought so nrnny people lived
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The Acropl;lane

'" ">« neighbourhood
«^«'* represented wl.iu

"'^-^ '"""'y'"' «"y ™te

"PP»ntedour,K.n.e.„a„l
,
;j''7'-;'

"K"uthis„„teb„„,„„j^,^.,,^
J''

-'""'pull-

names (Heave,, kno-*, .,,' ,.. V'""'^
•^eedin^s the seal ofau.i,,./;, '"" '"' "'"

W'l'Htever ,my be ,,,1 ,, „. ,

'""%'.t, and there i ,, it, ,

'
'. ^ '^^""

that thevare („, • .
" -< "I'l'ctmtw.t-

"'e> art, tor instanii, „„. ., „i| ,:. ,. ,

-dn,ueh.norelikedmgo„.fl,..
,,

'

,

' '".""'

With the ziz :: "r"""' """"""«"

editing nuamC'Vo i';r;rr''"'
'""

..-;e,tvi!hr;:;.rr:r:^^r-
crcular sweep around our bewildered h ,

"'"^

-.i.thed.eet.no.the„";tr''^-'

No tll:
'""-'"""-"•" No.

.. l'henon.eno„
"'- eonnecte.1 with the ...eohanics "r
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quicker movement than Shanks's mare ever com-

passed—was one of those old hijfh bicycles, a

fifty-two inch, I should guess, dating from the

late eighteen-seventies, which, although the year

was 1916, was being ridden along the Brighton

front.

1 am, unhappily, old enough to have been the

owner of a l)one-shaker, upon which I can assure

you I had far more amusing times than on any

of its luxurious progeny, even though they were

fitted with every device that all the engineers'

brains in the world, together with the white hat

and beard of Mr. Dunlop, have succeeded in

inventing. Being able to remember the advent

of the high bicycle and the rush to the windows

and gates whenever word went forth that one

was approaching (much as a few of the simpler

among us still run when the buzz of the aero-

plane is heard), I was, as 1 watched the interest

aroused among Brighton's butterflies by thiS

antique relic, in a position to reflect, not I trust

sardonically, but at any rate without any feelings

of triumph, upon the symmetrical completion of

—

I must not say one cj-cle cf mechanical enterjjrise,

but one era. Fur this high bicycle (which was
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A Glimpse of the Obsolete

perhaps built between thirty and forty years ago)
wobbhng along the King's Road drew every eye
Before that moment we had been looking at Iknow not what-the Skylark, maybe, now fitted

.
with auxiliary motor power; or the too many
soldiers in blue clothes, with only one arm or one
eg, and sometimes with no legs at all, who take
.he sun near the Palace Pier and are not wholly
destUute of female companionship. But when
th.s outlandish vehicle came we all stopned to
ga^e and wonder, and we watched it out of
sight.

"Look at that extraordinary bicycle!" said
the joung, to whom it was something of the

"Well, I'm blessed," said the old, "if there
isn't one of those high bicycles from before the
rlood!

And not only did it provide a diverting
spectacle, but it gave us something to talk about
at dmner, where we compared old feats perched
on these strange monsters, in the days when the
road from John o' Groats to Laud's End was
thick with compet.tors, and half the male world
wore the same grey cloth, and the Vicar of
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Ripley strove every Sunday for the cyclist's

soul.

Being myself didactically disposed, I went

farther than reminiscence and bored my com-

[nnions with some such reflections as those that

follow. It is not given (I said) to many of us to

have a second time on earth, b«t this bicycle

is having it, and enjoying it. In the distant

eighteen-seventies or eighties it was, as a daring

innovation, a marvel and a show. Then came (I

went on) all the experiments and developments

under which cycling has become as natural almost

as walking, during which it lay neglected in

corners, hke the specimen in the London Museum
in the basement of Stafford House. And then an

adventurous boy discovered it, and riding it to-

day bravely beside that promenade of sun-beetles,

assisted it (I concluded) to box the compass and

transform the Obsolete into the Novelty.

Some day, if I live, there may visit me from

the blue as I totter among the flower-beds an

aeroplane of so scandalous a crudity and imma-

turity that all the countryside, long since weary

of the sight and sound of flying machines, thin so

common that every cottager will have one, will

lt>»



Man and Inventions

again duster about it while its occupant, and Idnnk our tea.

For with mechanical enterprise there i. no
Standing still. Man, so conspicuously unable to
jmprove himself, is always making his inventions

^



A Friend of Man o o ^ ^
In Two Parts

i. thr fallen star

ONCE iipon a time there was a pug dog who
could speak.

I found him on a seat in Hyde Park.

" Good afternoon," he said.

Why I was not astonished to be thus addressed
by a pug dog, 1 cannot say; but it seemed
perfectly natural.

" Good afternoon," I replied.

" It's a long time," he said, « since you saw any
of my kind, I expect }

"

"Now I come to think of it," I replied, "it is.

How is that ?

"

" There's a reason," he said. " Put in a Hut-
shell it's this : Peeks." He wheezed horribly.
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The Passing of the Pug

I aske,! him to be more explicit, and he ampli-
heel his epigram into : " Pekingese "

"Theyreall the rage now," he explained

;

and we re out in the cold. If you throw yourmemory back a dozen years or so," he went on,"you will recall our popularity."
As he spoke I did so. In the minds eye 1-w a s„„pt„„„, carriage-and-pair. The ho,.es

bristled with mettle. The carriage was on Cspnngs, and a coachman and footman were onthe box They wore claret livery and cockades,
the footman s arms were folded. His gloveswere of a dazzHng whiteness. I„ the carriage
was an elderly commanding lady with an aristo-
omt-c nose; and in her lap was a pug dog of
plethoric habit and a face as black as ;„u'rh;r

All the time my new acquaintance was watch-
-"g me with streaming eyes. "What do yousee .'"he asked.

^

I described my mental picture.
"There you are," he said ; "and what do yousee to-day.? There, look !

" ^

I glanced up at his bidding, and a costly motorw. ghdmg smoothly by. It weighed several
tons, and ,ts tyres were like dropsical life-belts
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On its shining door was a crest. The chauffeur
was kept warm by costly furs. Inside was an
elderly lady, and in her arms was a russet

Pekingese.

"So you .see what went when I went," the
pug said, after a noisy pause. " It wasn't only
pugs that went; it was carriages-and-pairs, and
the sound of eight hoofs all at once, and footmen
with folded arms. We passed out together.
Exeunt pugs. Enter Peeks and Petrol. And
now we are out in the cold."

I sympathized with him. " You must transfer
your affection to another class, that's all," I said.

" If the nobs have gone back on you, there are
still a great many pug-lovers left."

"No," he said, "that's no good; we want
chicken. We must have it. Without it, we had
better become extinct. " He wept with the
sound of a number of syphons all leaking
together, and waddled away.

At this moment the m.a who has charge of
the chairs came up for my money. I gave the
penny.

" I'm afraid I must charge you twopence," the
man said.
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The Beauties

I asked him why,

" For the dog," he said. " When they talks we
has to make a charge for them."

" But it wasn't mine," I assured him. " It was
a total stranger."

"Come now," he said; and to save trouble I

paid him.

But how like a pug I

I

II. THE NEW BOOK or BEAUTY

A hundred years ago the Books of Beauty
had line engravings by Charles Heath, and long-
necked, ringlete.l ladies looked wistfully or
simperingly at you. I have several examples:
Caskets, Allmms, Keepsakes. The new Book of
Beauty has a very different title. It is called
The Pekingese, and is the revised edition for 1914.
The book is different in other ways too. The

steel engravers having long since all died of
starvation, here are photographs only, in large
numbers, and (strange iimovation !) there are more
of gentlemen than of ladies. For this preponder-
ance there is a good commercial reason, as any
student of the work will quickly discover, for we
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are now entering a sphere of life where the beauty
"t the sterner sex (if so severe a worf can be
applied to such sublimatio.i of everything that
IS sort and voluptuous an.l en.learing) is more c..„-
«dere<l than that of the other. Beautiful Indies
".

'

/lere in some profusion, but the first place is
for I utiful and guinea-earning gentlemen.

'
.
>l.^ old Books of Beauty one could make a

c. -ce. There was always one lady supremely
longer-necked, more wistful or more simpering
than the others. But in this new Book of Beauty
one turns tl,e ,«ges only to be more perplexed.
Ihe embarrassment of riches is too embarrassing
I have been through the work a score of times
and am still wondering on whom my artections
and adinuatioii are most firmly fixed.

How to play the ,wrt of Paris where all the
competitors have some irresistibility, as all have
of either sex .> Once 1 thought that Wee Mo of
Westw«xl was my hearts chiefest delight "a
flame-red little dog with black mask and 'ear-
tringes, profuse coat and featherings, flat wide
skulL short riat face, short bowed legs and well-
shaped body." But then 1 turned back to
Broadoak Beetle and on to Broadoa'. Urawanzi,
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Superb Fatherhood

and Young Beetle, and Nanking Fo, and Ta Fo
of Greystones, and "etshe Ah Wei, and Hay
Chah of Toddington, and tbtt superb SulUnic
creature. King Rudolpi, „f Ruritai.ia, and Cham-
pion Howbury Ming, and Su Kl. of Newnham
and King Beetle of Minden, and Champion Hu'
Hi, and Mo Sho, and that rich red dog, Buddha
of Burford. And having chosen these I might
just .1^ well scratch out their names and write
others, for every male face in this book is a poem.
The ladies, as I have said, are in the minority,

for the obvious reason that these little disdainful
distinguished gentlemen figure here as potential
fathers, with their fees somewhat indelicately
named

: since there's husbandry on earth as well
as in heaven.

Such ladies as are here are here for their beauty
alone and are beyond price. Among them I

note with especial joy Yiptse of Chinatown, Man-
darin Marvel, who "inherits the beautiful front
of her sire. Broadoak Beetle"; Uvender of
Burton-on-Dee, "fawn, with black mask";
Chi-Fa of Alderboume, "a most charming and
devoted little companion "

; Yeng Loo of Ipsley

;

Detlong Mo-li of Alderbourne, one of the " beauti-
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ful red daughters of Wong-ti of Alderbourne,"
Champion Chaou Chlngur, of whom her owner
•ays that " in qualntness and individuality and in
loving disposition she is unequalled," and is .ls„
" quite « ' woman of the world/ very blw,re and
also very punctilious in trifles " ; Pearl of Cotehele,
"bright red, with beautiful back"; E-Wo Tu
Tsu; Berylune Tzu Hs. Chu ; Ko-ki of Rad-
bourne and Siddington Fi-fi.

Every now and then there is an article in the
p.i}.ers asking and answering the question, What
.s the gre«t«t benefit that has come to mankind
in the past half-century ? The answer is usually
the camera, or matches, or the Marconi system
or the cinema, or the pianola, or the turbine, or
the Riintgen rays, or the telephone, or the bicycle
or Lo«l Northeliffc, or the motor-car. Always'
something utilitarian or scientific. But why
should we not say at once that it was the intro-
duction of Pekingese s,«niels into England from
China ? Because that is the truth.
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The Listener

r\mi: u,K.n « time there was a man with
VV«uch delicate ears that he could hear even
letters speak. And, of course, letters lyingm pillar-boxes have all kinds of things to say to
each other.

One evening, having ,„,8ted his own letter, he
leaned against the pillar-box and listened.
"Her, s another!" said a voice. "Who are

you, pray >
"

"I'm an accei)tance with thanks," said the
new letter.

" What do you accept i another voice aske.l.
"An invitation to dinner," said the new letter

with a touch of pride.
'

" Pooh
!
" said the other. " Only that."

"It's at a house h. Kensington," said the new
letter.

"Well, r,n an accepUnce of an invitation to a
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dance at a duchess's," was the reply, and the new
letter said no more.

Then all the others began.

" I bring news of a legacy," said one.

" I try to borrow money," sjid another, rather
hopelessly.

'•I demand the payment of a debt," said a
sharp metallic voico.

" I decline an offer of marriage," said a fourth,
with a wistful note.

" I've got a cheque inside," said a fifth, with a
swagger.

" I convey the sack," said a sixth in triumph.
" I ask to be taken on again, at a lower salary,"

said another, with tears.

"What do you think I am.?" one inquired.

"You shall have six guesses."

" Give us a clue," said a voice.

" Very well. I'm in a foolscap envelope."

Then the guessing began.

One said a writ.

Another said an income-tax demand.
But no one could guess it.

" I'm a poem for a paper," said the foolscap

letter at last.
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" Are you good ? " asked a voice.

"Not good enough, I'm afraid," said the poem.
" In fact I've been out and back again seven times
already."

" A war poem, I suppose ?
"

"I suppose so. I rhyme 'trench' and
' French.'

"

"Guess what I am," said a sentimental
murmur.

" Anyone could guess that," was the gruff re-

ply. "You're a love-letter."

"Quite right," said the sentimental murmur.
" But how clever of you !

"

"Well," said another, "you're not the only
love-letter here. I'm a love-letter too."

" How do you begin ? " asked the first.

" I begin ' My Darling,' " said the second love-

letter.

"That's nothing," said the first; "I begin
' My Ownest Own.' "

" I don't think much of either of those

beginnings,
"
said a new voice. " I begin, ' Most

Beautiful.'

"

"You're from a man, I suppose?" said the
second love-letter.
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"Yes, I am," said the new one. "Aren't
you ?

"

^^

"No, I'm from a woman," said the second.
" ril admit your beginning's rather good. But,
how do you end .>

"

"I end with 'A miUion kisses,' " said the new
one.

"Ah, I've got you there! " said the second.
" I end with ' For ever and ever yours.'

"

"That's not bad," said the first, "but my
ending is pretty good in its way. I end like this :

'To-morrow will be Heaven once more, for then
we meet again.'

"

" Oh, do stop all this love talk," said the gruff
voice again, "and be sensible like me. I'm a
letter to an Editor putting everything right and
showing up all the iniquities and ineptitudes of
the Government. I shall make a stir, I can tell
you. I'm It, I am. I'm signed 'Pro Bono
Publico.'

"

'•That's funny!" said another letter. "I'm
signed that too, but I stick up for the Govern-
ment."

But at this moment the listener wa: conscious
of a hand on his arm and a lantern in his face.
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"Here," said the autlioritative tones of a
policeman, " I think you've been leaning against
this pillar-box long enough. If you can't walk
I'll help you home."

Thus does metallic prose invade the delicate
pietical realm of supemature.

i*!
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The Dark Secret

j|)

TT was the most perfect September day that

1 anyone could remember. Ths sun had risen
in a dewy mist. The early air was pungent with
yellowing bracken.

Then th? mist cleared, the dew disappeared
from everywhere but the shadows, and the Red
Admirals again settled on the Michaelmas daisies.

A young man walked up and down thf paths
of the garden and drank in its sweetness ; then
he passed on to the orchard and picked fron the
wet grass a reddening apple, which he ate.

Something pulled at his flannel trousers: it

was a spaniel puppy, and with it he played till

breakfast-time.

He was staying with some friends for a cricket
match. It was the last of the season and his only
game that year. As one grows older and busier,
cricket becomes les. and less convenient, and on
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A Cricket Match

the two occasions that he had arrange,! for a .lay
It had been wet.

He had never been a ^reat han.I at the ,r«,„e.
He had never ma.le 100 or even 70, never
taken any really goo,l wickets; but he liked
every n,inute of a match, so n„,ch so that he was
"Iways the first to volunteer to field when there
«as a „,an short, or run for some one who was
lame, or even to stand as umpire
To be in the field was the thing. Those rainy

"terludcs in the pavilion which so .levelop the
stoicism of the first-class cricketer had no p„w..r
to make a philosopher of him. All their effect
on him was detrimental: they turned him black
He fretted and raged.

But to-day there was not a cloud
; nothing but

the golden September sun.

It was one of the jolly matches. There was no
jarnng element: no bowler who was several .sizes
too good; no bowler who resented being taken
off-; no habitual com.try-house cricketer whose
whole conversation was the jargon of the game

;

no batsman too superior to the rest ; no acerbitous
captain with a lost temper ever every mistake-
no champagne for lunch. Most of the players
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were very occasional performers : the rest were

gardeners and a few schoolboys. Nice Iwys

boys who might have c(mie from Winchester.

He was (juickly out, but he did not mind, for

he had had one glorious swipe and was caught in

the deep field off another, and there is no better

w.iy of getting out than that.

In the field he himself stood deep, and the

only catch that came to him he held ; while in

the intervals between wickets he lay on the

sweet (^rass while the sun warmed him through

and through. If ever it was good to be alive . . .

And suddenly the sun no longer warmed him,

and he noticed that it had sunk behind a tree

in whose hundred-yard-long shadow he was
standing. For a second he shivered, not only

at the loss of tangible heat, but at the realization

that the summer was nearly gone (for it was still

early in the afternoon), and this was the last

cricket match, and he had missed all t'le others,

and he was growing old, and winter was coming
on, and next year he might have no chance ; but

most of all he regretted the loss of the incredil)le

goodness of this day, and for the first time in his

life the thought phrased itself in his mind : "No
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The Dark Secret

~..cJ,.:.:,""
"

"
" °'""~' '

"A ripping day, wasn't it?" said hi. h ^,
they wall^ed Lack.

' '""" t"^

sor:;f;''''''^"p"^'''-''''-'«h. « But how

J'>eystoppe.,fora„,o„,entatthetopofthe

nh I- .. r """ 1'""' "f the "MelaneM.a
wh.chhadhungonthe.tai.inhi.ea;;;

"Notice the sunset;- some visitor had once«'<1 to hira. "Some day vou will tn u
DUrerputthatin." ^ ^ know why

And now he knew.
That evening he hear.1 the Winchester boys
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The Scholar and the Pirate

IN an old lioukshop which 1 visit, never with-

out making a discovery or two—not in-

<'re(|uently, as in tlie present case, assisted in my
good fortune by the bookseller himself— I lately

came uport an edition of Long's Manns Aureliiis

with an admirable |)refatory note that is, I

believe, |ieculiar to this issue— that of 186<).

And since the eyes of the present generation

have never been turned towards America so often

and so seriously as latterly, when our Trans-

Atlantic cousins have become our allies, blood

once more of our blood, the passage may be

reprinted with peculiar propriety. Apart, how-

ever, from its American interest, the document
is valuable for its dignity and independence, and

it had the effect of sending me to that rock of

refuge. The Didiuttan/ of S'alioiitil liiography, to

inquire further as to its author. There I found that

ISo

! J «l
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George Long

Oeorge Long, wl..,.sc tmnslation .,f the fn.permi
htoK. ,., H ,.|,,ssie, was l.„rn i„ IS(.(); e... t«l at
MacclesHel,! (;,«„„„ar School a.u' Tri, y c,,]

Hj. Camhridge; i„ isyi was l.rackete.l Crav...
scholar with Maeaulay a.ul I'rotVs.or Mal.len, i.ut
«a.„e,I a Cellow.ship over l.oth of them

; an.l in
in'U went to (•harlotteville, Virginia, as professor
"f ancient languages, Returning i„ i^ys to
profess (ireek at University College, London, he
was thenceforward, throughout his long life
concerne.1 with the teaching and popularizing
o» the classics, finding tin.e, however, also to be
called to the Bar, to lecture on jurisprudence and
civ.l law, and to help to found the Royal Geo-
graphical Society. His Ma,r,. Aurelh. is his
best-known work, but his edition of Cicero's
Orations, his discourse on Roman Law, a;,d hi,
Kpictetus also stand alone. After many years-
teaching at Brighton College, Long retired to
Chichester, where he died in 187,9.

Late in life he brought out anonymously a
book of essays, entitled An Old Mans Thought
ahont Man,, Thing,, i„ which I have been dipping
I <lo not say it would bear reprinting now, but
anyone seeing it on a frien.l's shelf should borrow
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H.ori,,
,. ,KH,ksh.,.,sl.„„I,,,,,,,t,,.«e„„,e.such

•""< ly «".Kl sense. s..ch simple <lirectne,s ..,,,1

™M.lo„raM.ll„veoftlK.
hunmnitiesarcrare It

l.as^sn,;.ehie.;too. The „... scholars „,,,.i„„on .st„tue-mak,nK in general „„,, o,. ,.,.,.j„,,^
tatt.es m partieular are expresse.l «,tl. a .Iry

frankness that is refVeshin^. I n.ake no effort to
resist (|uoting a little :

shl.1.1 f " f'
""'"' "' ""'"^'' ""'* ''"""-

two thousand years „g„, „,„, , ,,,,i,,^ j,,^ ,,^^._
"ess has never stopped, for when people could
"<>t Ket Rood statues, they were eontent with Im.I
as we are now. '

"If I might give advice to the men now living

of bemg set up in bronze in the highways, or inmarble ,n Westminster Abbey or St. Pauls if I-ght advise, I would say, leave a legacy,/your
w^ll or your own statue. It will save „Lh
trouble and people will think better of you when

then, laugh-ng at you for looking after your own
stRtue, be not afraid of that.
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English Staiues

" It >» very ,li.saKre.„I.U- M„w,„|,y., t., ,^,. „n«„ sta„.l,„K f„r ever ,.„ hi, le«s iM ,.„l,li., ,,oi„K
""tl-HK but stH,„l, a,.,l see.„i„K «-< if lu- were
"ever going to do anytliing else.

" If « man shall try to pers.m.le n,e that a
statue should be nothing more than the ertigv of
» m-n. standing on a pedestal, I shall never" I.e
convineed. I would rather see a living ,nan
stan.lu,g on an inverte.i eask, as I have seen ,
slave when he was sol.l, not that the sale is a very
pleasant thing to see, l.nt the man produeed r
much better effeet than many of our statues,
•or he expresse.1 something and they express
nothing. '

"As we cannot or at least ought not to make
our statues naked or blanket-dresse.l, and as bo,Iy
and legs are merely given to a statue in order to
sup,K,rt the head, for the legs and bo<ly n.ight be
any legs and any botly, woul.I it not be wis,- to
be satisfied with the head only .^ This would be
a great saving, ,md though the sculptor would
get less for a head than for a head with bo.ly
and legs to it, he would have more hea.ls to n.ake
Tins is a hint, which I throw out by the way for
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the consideration of committees who sit on
statues, by which 1 mean men who sit together
to talk about a thing of which most of them
know nothing.

"When the negroes of Africa have been
brought to the same state of civilization as the
white man, they will make statues and set them
up in public; and as we who are white make
black statues, they who are black will of course
make white statues.

"Can anybody say what sin Dr. Jenner com-
mitted for which ne does perpetual penance, not
in white, but in black, his face black and his

hands too, seated in the most public part of
London, fixed to his chair, with no hope of rising
from it ?

" This seated figure might be anybody. I see
nothing by which 1 recognize Dr. Jenner; to say
nothing of a cow, there is not even a calf by his
side, with the benevolent physician's hand on the
animal.

" I cannot approve of a seated black statue in
the open air—a black man sitting, and no more.
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English Statues

"I sincerely pity our seated gentlemen in
London, poor Cartwright, who looks like >i» old
cobbler on his stool, and Fox, worse treated still,

blanket-dressed, fat and black. No wonder some
shortsighted man from the new Confederate States
once took Fox for a negro woman, the emblem
of British philanthropy and a memorial of the
abolition of the slave trade.

"The only beasts on which we can now place
our heroes are horses. I may be wrong in my
opinion, but I see no beauty in a horse standing
still and a man's legs dangling down from the
beast's back

; nor do I think that the matter is

mended by the horse and rider being of colossal
size, though they ought to be larger than life.

Perhaps we shall not have any more of these
statues

; but is it impossible to remove those that
we have .'

"As we are a fighting people, we have been
great makers of statues of fighting men. We put
them even in churches. This reminds that when
the time shall come for finishing and adorning
the inside of St. Paul's, there will be an enormous
quantity of old stone to dispose of, which is now

'«5
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in the shape of generals, captains, admirals, lions
and other animals.

:i|

"It is singular, or it is not singular, I can't
say which, that we who box, wrestle, run and in
many ways work our bodies, more than any other
nation, have not employed our sculptors to im-
mortalize our athletic heroes. Some of them
would make good subjects for the artist. He
might strip the boxer or runner naked, if he
liked, and exhibit his art in the representation of
strength and beauty of form. I have some mis-
givings about the faces of boxers, which are not
remarkable for beauty, but the artist may im-
prove them a little without destroying the like-
ness

; and besides, in a naked figure we look less
at the face than at the body and limbs. The
-hampion of England would certainly have had a
statue by Lysippus or some artist as good, if he
had been lucky enough to live in ancient times.
... We shall, of course, want a place to put
these statues in, for we may be sure they will not
get into the churches, which are only made for
statues of fighting men who have killed somebody
or ordered somebody to kill somebody.
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George Long

"I could go on much longer, but I don't
choose. I Write to amuse myself, and also to
nstruct, and when I am tired, I stop. I see no
reason why I should exhaust the subject. I
should only be giving my ideas to people who
have none, who make a reputation out of other
folk, brains, who pounce on anything that they
find ready to their hand, and flood us with booksmade only to sell."

It is already, I imagine, abundantly clear thatLong would not have much liked many things
that we do to^ay. Writing of "Place a.„l
Power, he says: "At that very distant time
when all members of Parliament shall be Andrew
Marvells and will live on two hundred a year
poor men may do our business for us ; but for the'
present I prefer men who are rich enough to live
wthout the profits of place. I wish somebody
would move for a return of all the visible and in-
v.s>ble means of support which every member .f
the Commons has. I want to know how much
every man in the House receives of public money
whether he is soldier, sailor, place-holder, sine
cunst, or anything else; and also how much he
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his by the year of his own." Elsewhere he
says : " There is no occasion to ])riiit any more
sermons. ... I have always womlere.I why so
much is written on the doctrines and principles
of Christianity and on good living, when we have
it done long ago in a few books which we all

refer to as our authority." And this is good : "
I

wish Euclid could have secured a perpetual copy-
right. It might have helped the finances of the
Greeks."

But I am not proposing to dissect Long's
essays; it is the fine rebuke to an American
publisher that I want to bring to your notice, for
there Long's habitual serenity takes an edge.
His protest runs thus :

"I have been informed that an American
publisher h.is printed the first edition of this

translation of M. Antoninus. 1 do not grudge
him his profit, if he has made any. There may
be many men and women in the United States
who will be glad to read the thoughts of the
Roman Emperor. If the American politicians, as
they are called, would read them also, I should be
much pleased, but I do not think the emperor's
morality would suit their taste.
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General Lee

" I have also been informed that the American
publisher has dedicated this translation to an
American.

1 have no objection to the book
being dedicated to an American, but in dohig
this without my consent the publisher lias trans-

gressed the bounds of decency. I have never
dedicated a book to any man, and if I dedicated
this, I should choose the man whose name seemed
to me most worthy to be joined to that of the
Roman soldier and philosopher. I might dedi-
cate the book to the successful general who is

now the President of the United Stales, with the
hope that his integrity and justic. will restore
peace and happiness, so far as he can, to those
unhappy Stales which have suffered so much from
war and the unrelenting hostility of wicked men.

" But, as the Roman poet said,

Viclrix causa Deis placuit, sed victa Catoni

;

and if I dedicated this little book to any man, I

would dedir .te it to him who led the Confederate
armies against the powerful invader, and retired
from an unequal contest defeated, but not dis-
honoured

; to the noble Virginian soldier, whose
talents and virtues place him by the side of the
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best and wisest man who sat on the thron. of the
imperial C»sars.—Geohoe Long."

That is excellent prose, is it not ? The general
to whom Long would dedicate the edition was
Robert Edward Lee, who had then become head
of the vVashington College and survived only
until 1870. The President at the time thj
Long wrote was General Grant, to whom Lee
surrendered.

One or two anecdotes of Long which have
recently come my way would alone convince
me, apart from the evidence of his record and his
writings, that here was a very sterling and very
independent "character" of whom much more
should be known. Some day I hope to know
more. Meanwhile I relate one of the stories.
An appeal for cast-oiT clothing for the poor clergy
bemg made, some one took the line that such an
appeal was infra dig. Long smoked, pondered,
and thus ddivered himself "But is it not
paramount that these gentlemen should have
trousers }

"
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A Set of Three <> <^ o ^ ^
-pHE other day I saw three sight., an.l,A although they have no connexion with
each other, each was in its way sufficiently
evocative of thought to make that .lay a little
more interesting than most.

It was the first day of the tar<ly spring of 19,7
or rather the first day into which had crept those'hn.U that the power of the long, cruel war-wmter must some ,Iay be broken. The sun was
almost visible, and a tenderness now and then
touched the air, and no one who is at ail re-
sponsive to weather conditions could fail to be
a httle elated and believe once mo,, not only ina future of sorts but also in a lurking benignancy
somewhere. Stimulated myself in this way, even
although I was approaching a rehearsal of a revue
I came suddenly in the King's Road upon that
disused burial-ground opposite the Six Bells, and
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m

waf aware that, sitting there on seats facin« the

road, in white aprons anil caps, with shawls over

t lieir shoulders, were five of the saddest old ladies

I have ever seen—occupants, I presume, of a

neighbouring workhouse. There they sat, say-

ing nothing, and watching without enthusiasm

the passers-by and the 'buses and the taxis and
all the hurry and scurry of an existence from

which they are utterly withdrawn and which

they will soon leave for ever. Being on my
frivolous errand, I was pulled up very short by

the spectacle of five such stallholders as these

whom the bigger reiuc which we call life had
left so cold ; and not only cold, but so tired and

so white, as life loves to do. There was a

poignancy in their very placidity, in the folded

hands and the incommunicibleness of them, that

was very searching. There was criticism too.

Hai-dly more sentient than the mummies which

were displayed to the guests at Egyptian feasts,

they were equally admonitory. . . .

I was glad again to be in the theatre listening

to the familiar tones of the producer wondering

why in thunder no one but himself had the

fain est respect for punctuality.
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The Blind

Later in the day I ,aw „ bli„.le,l ortieer. with
both eye, bandaged, being led along Sl™.„e
Street. Blinded men are, alas! not rare, and
it was not the officer himself that attracted my
notice, but two fine, upstandinff young soldie^
who as they passed him saluted with as much
punctilio as though he could see them. Of this
salute he was, of course, wholly unconscious, but
the precision with which it was given, a„d.
"" eed, the fact that it w«, given at all, could
not but make an impression on the observer
It seemed to comprise so thoroughly both the
spirit and the letter of discipline.

And late that night I watched in the Tube
after the theatres, a man and a small eager-faced'
boy talking about something they had been to
see. Although sitting exactly opposite them, I
have no idea what they said, but they amused
each other immensely as they recalled this joke
and that. Nothing extmordinary i„ this, you
win say. But there was. The reason why I
was so profoundly interested to be a witness of
the scene was that they were deaf and dumb
and the whole conversation was carried on hi
signs; not by the alphabet that one learnt at
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school in order to communicate during class, but
a rapid synthetic improvement upon it, where
two or three lijfhtning-quick movements—gesture
grammalogues— sufficed to convey whole sen-

tences of meaning. It is perhaps curious, but
I had never before been brought into such close

conUct with the deaf and dumb ; I have never
even been—as, since I profess to explore and
study London, I should have been— to that

church in Oxford Street, ojjposite the great
secret emiwrium, where the deaf and dumb
worship and by signs are exhorted to be good.
Beyond watching that boys" school which one
sees gesticulating on the Brighton front, J had
never until this night seen these afflicted creatures

in intimate and sparkling talk. I found the sight
not only interesting, but as cheering as those
poor old things in the King's Road oasis had
been saddening. Because the unfortunates were
making such a splendid fight for it. No boy
with every faculty about him could have been
gayer or merrier than this mute with the dancing
eyes

;
nor can I conceive of a spoken conversa-

tion that contained a completer interchange of
ideas in the same space of time.
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The Dumb
At Oxford Cirou, they «o, out, and left me

ponderin, on deafness and dumbness. To be

nothl
/"""'' ''• -"'P"-"vely speaking,

nothing; for „ost „f the perplexities of lifecome fro™ ulk. B„t to be ..eaf-to live Jjrn silence, to see laughing lips moving, to see

exut,„g d be denied the resultant harmonies :

who have known what the solace and gaiety ofwoHs and the beauty of sound can be. To have
be... bom deaf is different, and I have no doubt
whatever that the .leaf and dumb have delect-
able lands of their own into which we can never
s ray. where won.lerful flowers of sileace g,«w
It .s even possible, since all the visible world is
theirs, that they never envy us at all.
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A Lessons ^ •*> » ^ ^

G<'I)—it is notorious—works in a mysterious

way to get morality ,in<l decency into us;

wliich is another way of saying that not all

light is communicated by the Episcopal bench,

by darks in holy orders, by divines who do not

conform, or by editors at Whitefield's Tabernacle.

The other day, for example, I had hnich with a

very charming actress i.i a pleasant restaurant.

" Rather a funny thing happened the "ast time
I was here," she remarked.

" Yes ? " I replied languidly.

" About you."

" Oh
!

" I said with animation. " Do tell me."
" It was also at lunch," she explained. " The

people at the next table were talking about you.

I couldn't help healing a Uttle. A man there

said he had met you in Shanghai."

" Not really !
"

I exclaimed.

" Yes. He met you in Shanghai."
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Thnfs friKhtCully iiiteresMiv," I »«i,|. « Wh«t
did he say alraut me ?

"

"That's what I couldnt hear," ,he rej.lied
" 'i "u see, I ha,l f. ,«.y some attention to my „w„
crowd. I only oaught the wonl ' delightful ' "

Kver since she told me this I have been turn-
f"g It over in my mind ; an.l it is particularly
vexmg not to know more. " Delightful "

can he
such jargon and mean nothing-or, at any rate
nothing more than amiability. Still, that is'

something, for one is not always an.iable, even
when meeting strangers. On the other han.l il
nnght be, from this man, the highest praise.
The whole thing naturally leads to thought

because I have never been farther east th«„'
Athens in my life.

What did the man mean? Can we possibly
visit other cities in our sleep.' Has each of us
an alter ego, who can really behave, elsewhere '

Whether we have o- not, I know that this
"itornmtion about my Shanghai double is going
t" be a great nuisance to n:e. It is going t^
Chang, n.y character. In fact, it has alrea,ly
begun to change it. Let me give you an ex-
ample.
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Diversions

Only yesterday I was about to be very angrv
with a telegraph Iwy who brought back a tele-
grain I had dispatched about two hours earlier,
saying that it could not be delivered because it

was insufficiently addressed. Obviously it was
not the boy's fault, for he belonged to our country
post office, and the telegram had been sent to
London and was returned from there ; and yet I
started to abuse that boy as though he were not
only the Postmaster-Cieneral himself but the
inventor of red-tape into the bargain. And all
for a piece of carelessness of my own.
And then suddenly I remembered Shanghai

and how delightful I was there. And I shut up
instantly, and apologized, and rewrote the mes-
sage, and gave the boy , shilling for himself. If
one could be delightful in Shanghai one must be
dehgi.tful at home too.

And so it is going to be. There is very little
fun for me in the future, and all because of that
nice-mannered double in Shanghai whom I must
not disgrace. For it would be horrible if one
day a lady told him that she had overheard
some one who had met him in London and found
him to be a bear.
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ON BELLONA'S HEM

A Revel in Gambogia.£> o o o-

'T^HERE are certain ebullitions of frivolity
i. about which, during the war, one has felt

far from comfortable. To read reports of them,
side by side with the various "grave warnings"
which every one has been uttering, is to be
almost too vividly reminded of England's capacity
for divided action. But there are also others

;

and chief among these I should set the fancy-
flress carnival of munition-workers at which I
was privileged to be present one Saturday night.
Here was necessary frivolity, if you like, for these
myriad giris worked like slaves all the week, day
and night, and many of them on Sundays too—
and " National filling," as their particular task is

called, is no joke either—and it was splendid to
see them flinging themselves into the fun of this
rare careless evening.

(I
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On Bellona's Hem
Fancy dress being the rule, it was only right

and proper that there should be prizes for the
best costumes

; and since the lady who shed her
beneficence over this prismatic throng does
nothing by halves, she had called in the assist-
ance of two artists to adjudicate. I will not
make imblic their names ; that would be to over-
step the boundaries of decorum and turn this
book into sheer journalism. But I will say that
one of them is equally renowned in Chelsea for
his distinguished brushwork and his wit ; and
that the other's extravaganzas cheer a million
breakfast-tables daily. How I, who am not an
artist, and so little of a costumier that I did not
even wear evening dress, got into this galcre is

the mystery. I can explain it only by a habit of
good fortune, for I chanced to be in the studio
of the Chelsea artist at the moment when the
beneficent lady arrived to put her request to him,
and, noticing my pathetic look, she in her great
kindness included me in the invitation.

Deciding on the best costume when there are
many hundreds of them, and they pass before the
dazzled eye in a swift procession of couples, is

not easy
;
and only very remarkable men could
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Fancy Dress

perform the task. Wo; en might find it easier,

because they would not be influenced, as one of
our judges obviously was, by the external claims
of personal beauty. A woman would look at the
costume and nothing else, make her notes with
scientific precision, and prepare for the next.

But when the competitors are all—or almost all

—girls, and most of them pretty and all jolly,

why, h'>w can you expect impartiality, especially

in artisLs, and a any rate without a struggle?
But in spite of the difficulties set up by the
impact of so much charm upon the emotional

'

susceptibilities of at any rate one judge, the
process of selecting a first, second, and third was
accomplished with, I should say- speaking as a
calm, detached spectator, with all my feelings

well under control— absolute equity.

The first prize went to a slender lady of whose
features I can say nothing because 1 never saw
them, her Eastern costume including a veil that

covered her face. But it seemed- to these not
too discerning eyes that she was otherwise of an
attractive shapeliness. As to her, the judges
were unanimous

; but when it came to the second
they were divided. The Chelsea judge, again
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On Bellona'a Hem

swayed by passion, and possibly recalling old

triumphs in his Latin Quarter days, preferred a
Frencn costume; the other was firm for an
Indian. What would have happened I dare not
think, for each was a powerful and determined
man, ready to stick at nothing, had I not, in my
cool-headedness, been inspired to suggest tossing

up for it, and the result was that, the coin

showing heads, the Indian won, and the French
costume naturally took the third prize. There
were then two prizes to be awarded for the most
original costumes, the previous ones having been
for the prettiest costumes, and here the winner
was a jovial lady who with her own hands had
transformed herself into an advertisement for a
certain soup powder.

The iron laws of etiquette (or is it finance ?)

which so cramp the style of any writer who
refers Lo advertisements forbid me to state what
particular soup powder this was; but according
to the hoardings, the way in which a pennyworth
will nourish and rejoice the human frame is,

as the Americans say, something fierce. If the
applause of the company was a guide, this prize-

winner is a very popular figure among our
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Gambogia

" National fillers.' The second prize went to a
very ingenious costume called " Tommy's Parcel,"
consisting of most things that a soldier likes to
receive, and so thorough in design as to comprise,
tied to the lady's shoes, two packets of a harmful
necessary powder without a copious sprinkling of
which no trench is really like home. If the
approving glances at "Tommy's Parcel" from
a young officer who was at my side are any
indication, there are few of our warriors i-ho
would not welcome it with open arms.

And then—the prizes being all awarded—all

these nice girls, on whose activities England has
been so largely depending for safety, set again
to partners.

But why, yon ask, Gambogia .? I thought you
would want to know that. It is because in the
making of munitions at the factory from which
these girls all come there are certain chemicals
which have the effect of turning the skin yellow.
And among these merry revellers were some thus
—but, I hope and believe, only temporarily-
disfigured. The cheerfulness with which they
are prepared to run these risks, not to mention
others more perilous but less menacing to per-
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On Bellona's Hem

sonal vanity, is not tiie least of the finenesses of
character which the war has brought out ; and
the thought of that and of their hard work and
their gay courage made the spectacle of the
happy high spirits of this evening of playtime
even more a satisfaction.
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The Misfire ^ o ^ o ^
Vy HEN I entered the third smoker there
V V was, as there now always is, a soldier

in one corner.

Just as we were starting, another sol.lier got
in and sat in the opposite comer; and within
two minutes they knew all about each other's
camp, destination and regiment, and had ex-
changed cigarettes.

The first soldier had not yet left Kngland and
was stol.d; the new-comer had been in the
trenches, had been wounded in the leg had
recovere.1, was shortly going back, and was
animated. His leg was all right, except that in
wet weather it ached. In fact he couUl even tell
by .t when we were going to have rain. His
"blooming barometer" he called it. Here he
!aughed-a hearty laugh, for he was a genial
blade and liked to hear himself talk.
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The first soldier diil not liiugh, but was in-

terested. He thought it a convenient thing to
have a leg that foretold the weather.

" Which one is it
> " he asked.

"Thelefl."

The first soldier was disproportionately im-
pressed.

"The left, is it .>

" he said heavily, as though
he would have understood the phenomenon in

the right easily enough. " The left."

Completely unconscious of the danger-signals,
the second soldier now began to review his

repertory of stories, and he started off with that
excellent one, very popular in the early days of
the war, about the wealthy private.

For the sake of verisimilitude he laid the scene
in his own barracks. "A funny thing happened
at our place the other day," he began. He had
evidently had great success with this story, His
expression indicated approaching triumph.

But no anticipatory gleam lit the face of his
new friend. It was in fact one of those faces
into which words sink as into sand—a white,
puffy, long face, with a moustache of obsolete'

bushiness.
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The Misfire

"1 thought I shouUI have died „f laughmg,"

InthefarcornerIkeptmyeyeo„.„y,„,„k
but my ean, open. I could see that he was
rushing to his doom.

"We were being pai.l," he went on, "and the
•luartermaster asked one of the men if he did not
«;.sh sixpence to be de.I,u-te,l to go to his wife.
Ihem,„,»id, <No.- Why not ..-the quarter-
master asked. The man said he didnt think
h.s wife would need it or miss it. ' You'd better
be generous about it,' the quartermaster said
•every little helps, you know."'
He paused. "What do you think the man

saul to that?" he asked his new friend. "He
said, he hurried on, "

' I don't think I'll send it
You see, I allow her four thousand a year as

The raconteur laughed loudly and leaned back
with the satisfaction_or at least some of it-
of one who has told a funny story and told it
well.

But the other did not laugh at all. His face
remained the dull thing it was.
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"You see," uid the story-teller, explaining the
point, " there are nil sorU in the Army now, and
this man was n toff. He was so rich that he
could afford to allow his wife four thousand
|M)und8 a year. Four thousand iiounds ! Do
you see?"

" Oh yes, I see that. He must have been very
rich. Why was he just a private ?

"

" I don't know."

" Funny being a private with all that m<.ncy.

1 wonder you didn't ask him."

"I didn't, anyway. But you see the point
now. No end of a joke for the quartermaster
to try and get a man who allowed his wife four
thousand a year to deduct sixpence a week to
send to her! I thought I should have died of
laughing."

The first soldier remained impassive. "And
what hai)pened f " he asked at last.

" What happened ?
"

" Yes, what was done about it ? The sixpence,
I mean. Did he agree to send it .'

"

The second soldier pulled himself together.
"Oh, I don't know," he said shortly. "That's
not the point."
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The Misfire

"After .ill," the ..ther continued, "the rt-KU-
l-tions «.y that married men have to de.lutt
»ixi)ence for their wives, don't they?"

" Yes, of course," the other replied. "
|(ut

this man, I tell you, alre««ly gave her four
thousand a year."

"That doesn't really touch it," said the first
soldier. "The principle's the same. Now "

But I could stand the humiliation of the other
honest fellow, so brimming with anecdote and
Hicrfulness, no longer; and 1 came to his rescue
wth my cigarette caso. For 1 have had misfires
myself.



A Letter

(From Captain CImide Seaforlh to a novelistfriend)

j\/T Y DEAR Man,_You asked me to tell you
iVlif anything very remarkable came my
way. I think I have a story for you at last. If
I could only write 1 would make something of it

myself, but not being of Kitchener's Army I

can't.

The other day, while I was clearing up papers
and accounts, and all over ink, as I always get,
the Sergeant came to me, looking very rum.'
"Two young fellows want to see you," he said.

Of course I said I was too busy and that he
must deal with them.

" I think you'd rather see them yourself," he
said, with another odd look.

" What do they want }
" I asked.

"They want to enlist," he said; "but they
don't want to see the doctor."



A Letter

We've ha,l s„„,e .,f these before- eo...v..„tiv..,
of the bulI-,:og breed, you know. .„„ of .lu,,;
Imt no mortal „«.; knocked out by ..h.rirKtoue
march. "

" Why don't you tell them that they must seethe doctor and have done with it.-', asked the
nerjreant.

Agai.. he smile,l queerly. "
, m,.,e ,,„. .,,

-therdoityoursehV'hesaid.
"Shall , send

tneni ni ?

S" I wished then, farther and said " Yes "
and in they came.

They were the prettiest boys you ever .saw inyour l,fe too pretty. One had red hair and theoter black „„d they were dressed like navvies.
Tl.ey held their caps in their hands

" VVh,u's this rubbish about not seeing a
:" /"''"' ^""'^"-"y'^.-uUlway

with \ r^''
'"''"'"

"
^""''' ""^ '"«p--iwUh, Re<l Ha,r said, drawing nearer to Black

"Of course it can't," I told them. "What
"se to the Army are weaklings who can't stand

^" !
""

• ^""^y- J"^t clogs in the machinery
Uon t you see that ?

"
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" We're very strong," Heil Hair said, "only ^"
" Only what ?

"

" Only " Here they looked at each other,
and Red Hair said, "Shall we?" and Black Hair
said, " Yes

; and they both came closer to me.
"Will you piomise," said Red Hair, "that you

will treat as confidential anything we say to
you ?

"

•So long as it is nothing dangerous to the
State," I said, rather proud of myself for thinking
of it.

"We want to fight for our country," Red Hair
began.

"No one wants to fight more," Bliek Hair
put in.

" And we're very strong," Red Hair continued.
"I won a cup for lawn-tennis at Devonshire

Park," Black Hair added.

"But " said Red Hair.

" Yes," I replied.

"Don't you believe in some women being as
strong as men ?

"

" Certainly," I said.

"Well, then," said Red Hair, "that's like us.

We are as strong as lots („ men and much
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A Letter

keener, and we want you to be kind to us and
let us enlist."

"We'll never do anything to give ourselves
away," said Black Hai. ; but, bless her innocent
heart, she was giving herself away all the time.
Every moment was feminine.

The rum thing is that, although I had been
conscious of something odd, I never thought they
were girls. Directly I knew it, I knew that I
had Deen the most unobservant ass alive; for
they couldn't possibly be anything else.

"My dear young ladies," I said at la.st, "I
think you are splendid and an example to' the
worl.l

;
but what you ask is impossible. Have

ycu thought for a moment what it would be
like to find yourselves in barracks with the
ordinary British soldier? He is a brave man
and, when you meet him alone, he is nearly
always a nice man

; but c.illectively he might not
do as company for you.

"

"But look at this," said Red Hair, showing me
a newspaper-cutting about a group of Russian
girls known as "The Twelve Friends," who have
been through the campjiign and were treated
with the utmost respect by the soldiers.
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On Bellona's Hem
"And there's a woman buried at Brighton/'

and lived to be a hundred. "

"And think of Joan of Arc," said Ked Hair
"And Boadicea," said Black Hair
"W-ell," I said, "leaving J„a„ of Arc and

Boad,cea aside, possibly those Russians and that
Brighton woman looked like men, which it i,
certain you don't !

"

"Oh
!

" said Black Hair, who was really rather
peculiarly nice. "Then wbv ,I- i -^

before .V
'"*'" ^''y 'l"'" t you spot us

One for me.

"I have no doubt I should have done so in amoment more," I said. "The fact is "-whatcowa^ls we are,-", was preoccupied when you

Wiiat would your people say > "

"We left wo«l," said Red Hair, "that wewere going off to do something for our countiyThey won t worry. Oh, please be kind and heTp
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A Letter

Here all four of their beautiful eyes ^rew
moist.

I could have hugged both of then., especially
perhaps Black Hair, but I kept an iron hand
on myself.

"Vou nice absurd creatures," I said, "do be
reasonable. To begin with, passing the .lootor
IS an absolute necessity. That shuts yo„ „„t
But even if you got through, how ,lo you think
you wouhl be helping your country.' All themen would be falling in love with you ; and
thats bad enough as it is after working hours;
't would be the ruin of discipline. And you
oould not bear the fatigue. No, go backand learn
to be nurses and let your lovely hair grow again

"

I bey were very obstinate and very unwilling
to entertain the thought of dru.lgery such -.s
"ursing after all their dreams of excitemeni

;

but at last they came to reason, and I sent foraeab and packed them off in it (I simply could
"ot bear the idea of other people seeing them
'" """ masquerade), and told them that the
sooner they changed the better.

After they had gone the Sergeant came in
about something.
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I said nothing, and he said nothing, each of us

waiting for the othe;-.

He move.1 alwut absolutely silently, and I

dared not meet his glance because I knew I

should give tnyself away. The rascal has not
been running his eye over youn? women all
these years without being able to tell them
in a moment, even m navvy's clothes.

At last I could stand it no longer. "Damn
it,"

: said, "what are you doing.? Why don't
you go.? I didn't send for you." But still I
didn't dare look up.

" I thought perhaps you had something to say
to me, sir," he saiil.

"No, I haven't," I replied. "Why should If
What about r

"

"Only about those two young men, sir," he
replied.

" Get ou., ' I said ; but before he could go I

had burst into laughter.

" Better not mention it," I managed to say.

He promised.

There—won't you find that useful .?

Yours, C. S.
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A Manor in the Air

T^HE stately homes of Englaiul have ever
-I- numbered some very odd names. Every

one remeiLliers that beautiful Southern retreat
whither, to the delisht of the wags, Mr. Bal-
four often journeyed for his week-end holiday—
"Clouds," the seat of the Wyndhams. Could
there be a much more fascinating name than
"Clouds".? And then there is "Wrest," the
late Lord Lucas's Bedfordshire home, aflerwards
transformed, how suitably, into a hospital for

soldiers. And there is that Midland paradise
which, in the days of placid, even life, the editors
of illustrated weeklies always recollected with
gratitude when they were short of other pictures—"Compton Wynyates."

But the new name which I have just dis-

covered, and which fills the inward eye with
joy, is a house on a smaller scale than these a
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On Bellona's Hem
manor-house rather than a n.ansion, perhaps one
of the smallest that can be .lesrribe<l as a
"gentleman's pkco," hnt assuredly that. Sonie-
where in Sussex, western Sussex.

It is not near the station, „n,l to reach it you
walk or .Irive along winding roads just now
sodden with rain, but smelling of the goo<l wet
Sussex leaves and mast an.l soil, with the Downs
rising not too n.any miles away in the South.
Then a turn into a narrow lane, with the bare
trees of a copse on either side and a scurrying
pheasant in front of you, and behold the white
gate

!
There is no lodge-the house is just too

small f.u- that, as you can now see for yourself
for there it is, under the protection of the wo.hI
that rises behind it, so ,,uiet and self-contained
that you almost gasp.

Very old it is, but good for many years more
The frame is of timber and plaster, and a Hors-
ham stone roof. These stones are a little damp
and moss-covered (for our ancestors insisted on
building in a hole, or where would Friday's fish
come from .?), and the place is as Tudor asQueen
Bess herself, in whose reign its foundations were
dug. The chimney stacks, all smoking with the
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A Manor in the Air

thin blue smoke of l„gs, are of tiny Tu..or bricks,
and the chimnoys are set not square with the'
house but cornerways. A long 'ov, f. va<le with
the central door in a square fK)rt-i ; the whole
grave but serene.

A path of more Horsham stone leads to the
door, with thyme and lavender springing from
the interstices undismayed by the feet of man,
and smooth lawns on each side, and under the'
d.am.md-paned win.lows a bed where in summer
would be night stock an.l lemon verbena and
tobacco plant and mignonette. On the roof a
few white fantails; a spaniel near the door; and
a great business of rooks in the sky. Through
the windows of the lower rooms you see the
greenery at the back of the house .n.d a sugges-
tion here and there of books and pictures-
everything that makes a house a hom'e.

Beside the house on the right are the stables

;

and on the other side is a dark shrubl>ery, and
beyond that are more lawns and gardens and
the fish-pond.

Do you see it? Perhaps you have already
seen it differently; for how could you help
forming some mental picture of it when in
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every cairiaKe on the L.H. & S.C.U. is posted
up the notice, " I'dssenj^era to Lower Winds '

?

To me "Lower Hlinils," whither all these
lortunate [wssengers are journeying, is just such
a manor-house as that.



Rivalry ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
UZ-HEN 1 .Ht down „„ tl.e seat facing the

in the f P n """^ "'"""^ "" " « -""-
" "7 ""''"' ''"'' <^'"thes. He had the redmoustache which inevitably leads to the nik
.-eof<.Gi„,er;-orpossih,,..Carj;

.;he was smoking a cigarette. By his side wire his
Jtehes After„m,n„te„rsoaverytali;;^
also „. blue, hobbled towards us a,„. took the
-^pace between Ginger and myself

i he freemasonry of arms has, I suppose, alwaysamong rankers, made any introductio^ n'eedleT;
but there has unhappily come in a new and a

o;-ilatio„. By reason o7l.?:;~Z
strangers were as brothei-s.

At first they talked hospitals. Then regi-
ments. Then Haig, of whom it has so finelland finally been ^id, by another British h"o

:
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" 'Afg e don't s«y much ; 'e don't, so to say,

say nothin' ; hut what 'e don't wiy don't nifan

nothin', not 'arf. Hut when 'e do say soniithing

—my Ciawd! " Then they came to grips and
mentioned the cause of their injuries— bullet or

shrapnel. Then the time and the place. Both

had l)ecn hit in the knee, and this coincidence,

operating like all coincidences, added to llieir

fricndhness. Their cigarettes finishing sinnd-

taneoiisly, (linger gave Six-foot-two one of his
;

and Six-foot-two offered his little packet to

Ginger in exchange.

" Oo you often come here ?
" Ginger asked.

"Every fine day," said Six-foot-two, "unless

there's a ride in a brake or a free matinee on the

tappy."

" I must look you up again," said Ginger.

" Do," said Six-foot-two. " When do you

expect to leave ?
"

"I can't say," replied Ginger. "There's no

knowing. You see mine's a very extraordinary

case." He smiled comjjlacently.

"That's funny. So's mine," said Six-foot-two.

"How do you mean— extraordinary.'" the

other asked a little sharply.
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"Why, the .loctom have had so much .lifficulty
with it. If, . unique, they say. How many
operations did you have?"
"How many .lid you have.' ' Ginger replied,

with the caution of the challenged.
"Go on-1 asked you first," said Six-foot-two.
Was it more than eight, anyway.' "

" It was ten," said Ginger.

"Well, I had eleve.i," said Six-ftrnt-two
proudly. "They went after those bullets eleven
times. But they're all out now. I h,„| every
doctor in the place round me."
"So did I," said Ginger, "and one of my

bullets isn-t out yet. Its right in the l,one
They're going to try again soon." He had quite
recovered his go<id-humour.

"What about your patella.'" Six-foot-two in-
quired after a pause.

" My what .'

"

"Your patella. Do you mean to say the
doctors didn't talk about that.'"

" I dare say they may have done, but I don't
remember. Still, our doctors don't talk much-
they act."

"Well, so do ours. There en't better doctors
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in the world than at our place, I can tell you.
It's common knowledge. Why, Su- Rashleigh
Hewitt is there every day—the great Sir Rash-
leigh Hewitt, the King's doctor."

"Well, the King has more than one. Sir
Frank Carver is another, and he's at our place
day and night. He's a masterpiece."

"I've always understood," said Six-foot-two,
"that Sir Rashleigh is at th^ very head of his
profession. The nurses say so."

"He may be for some things," Ginger
conceded. "But not the knee. Sir Frank
Carver is the crack knee man. Now if you'd
been at our place I dare say that one operation
would have been enough for you."

"Enough.? What rot! How could it be
enough, with all the complications? I tell you
it's a unique, my ease."

"Yes, it may be. But -hat I'm getting at is

that it might not be if you'd had Sir Frank
Carver, the great knee specialist, at it at
once."

« Oh, give Sir Frank Carver a rest. Sir Rash-
leigh Hewitt's good enough for me and for
anyone else who knows."
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The Rivals

^JAU right/' ^id Ginger. " Keep your hair

^^

"My hair's on right enough," said Six-foot-two
It s you who are getting ratty."

There was a pause, and both lighte<l new
cigarettes, each taking one ofj.is own

^^

" What puzzles me," Six-foot-two hegan slowly
.a no one saying anything about your patella.

Jtsfullof holes, like a sieve. There's never
been one like it before. The profession's wild

trtt;:-'.''^"^'^^"'-^-- --resting

"Where i, it, anyway.. " Ginger snapped out.
in theknee, of course."

" In the knee
! Well, if its in the knee mine

™ust be ull .f holes too. I've got everything
you can have in the knee, I tell you. Every

"Have they written anything about you inthe papers?" Six-foot-two asked. "No Ah "
he went on triumphantly, "they have abo,u me
There s a medical paper with a piece in it all
about my patella. I sent it home and they've
framed it. It's the most astonishing thing i„
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surgery that I should be able to be walkin<r about
at all."

'That's what they tell me," Ginger replied.

"But, anyhow, your bullets are all out. I've
got another one yet, and by the time that's
out I dare say I shall have had twenty operations
and a whole column in the papers. But as for
articles in papers, they're nothing. Have you
got your X-ray photograph?"

" No," Six-foot-two admitted.

"They ^ave me mine," said Ginger. «l
sent it home. It's over the mantelpiece, my
mother says. People come from miles to look at
it. It's a pity you didn't get yours. That was
foolish of you, if I may say so. Well, so long.
I'm having tea to-day with one of our grand lady
visitors in Rutland Gate. If you don't see me
here when you come again, the chances are I

shall be having my next operation. So long !
"

" So long
!

" said Six-foot-two.

Ginger on his crutches moved away.
« Extraordinary," Six - foot - two murmured,

either to me or to himself or to the Park at
large, '• how some blokes always want to be the
most important things in the world."
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A First Communion in the War Zone ^
PVERYONE who has made a stay i„ Paris
JL-or ,n any French town, and has been at all
observant, must have noticed, either singly or in
little groups, that prettiest of the flora an.l fauna
of Roman Catholic countries, a "first communi-
cant ,n her radiant and spotless attire-from
white shoes to white veil, and crown of innocence
overall. One sees them usually after the cere-
mony, soberly marching through the streets, or
flittmg from this friend to that like runaway
lilies. Pnnking and preening a little in the shop
windows, too

;
and no wonder, for it is something

to be thus clad and thus important; and never
will such clothes be worn by these wearers .gain
Meanwhile the younger children envy, and little
attendant bo.lies of proud re-ations somewhere in
the vicinity admire and exult.

*

If I write as if all "first communicants" are
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little girls, it is because it is the little girls who
are the most noticeable. And who cares about
little boys anyway? Yet boys communicate too,
and in their broad white collars and with their
knots of white ribbon they may also be seen,
although less frankly delighted ; indeed, often a
little self-conscious and ashamed. But the little

girls, who know instinctively that women are the
backbone of tl.a Roman Catholic Church, they
are natural and full of happy pride ; they carry
it off with style.

In the spring of 1<)15 it was my fortune not
only to know personally a bouquet of these eager
little French pietists, but to be present as one
of the congregation at the great event—their
premiere communion. It was not in Paris, nor in a
town at all, but far away in the country, in a
village where the guns of Verdun could be heard
in the lulls of the service. There were six little

girls in all, and I saw them pass into the safe
keeping of their new mother, the Church of
Rome, and in visible token receive from the
officiating hands a pictorial certificate so chro-
matically violent that it could not but satisfy

any childish eyes and, under such conditions of
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emotional excitement, must ever remain as a
symbol of their consecration. I heard, too, the
cure's address to these lambs, in which he briefly

outlined the life and character of Christ and of
certain of the disciples, coming to each with
much the same tender precision and ecstasy as a
fastidious and enthusiastic collector to the choicest
porcelain.

But what chiefly interested me was the form of
the vow which the good cure—one of the best of
men, who, in September 1914, saw his church
reduced to ruins and most of his |)arish destroyed
by fire by the invading Huns, and never budged
from his post—had himself recently drawn up
for such occasions. What the usual form rf such
documents is I cannot say, but in view of the
serious plight of France and the renaissance of
'triotic fervour in the brave and unconquer-

«.)le French nation, the cure had infused into
this one an element of public duty hitherto
omitted.

At the end of the "jolie ceremonie," as in

conversation he called it, and as it truly was, I

asked him for a copy of this admirable catechism,
and here are a few of its questions and answers.
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The title is "A Promise to be a good Christian
and a good Citizen of France "

:

Q. fVhat is (he road lo Heaven ?

A. That which my mother, the Holy Roman
Church, shows me. If I follow it, I am conv.-.ced
that, while gaining happiness for myself, I ,hatl
increase the glory of my family and the honour ofmy country.

Q. Does the Church commatid you to obey the
legitimate laws ofyour countri/ ?

A. Yes; t^d I must be ready, if needful, to give
my bloodfor her. (Poor little white peacocks ')

Q. On whom do you count to assist you ?
A. Here, on earth, on my parents and on my

instructors. Above, on God, on the angels and the
saitUs, and primipally on my guardian angel, on the
holy Saint Peter, and on the blessed Joan of Arc.

Q. Who are your enemies ?

A. The enemies of France, and those who, all
unenlightened, attack the Church.

Q. What is your ambition ?

A. To see France victorious and united in a bond
of love with the Church, to see her add to the tri-
colour lite Image of the Sacred Heart, and to see her
take soon her place at the head of the ,mlions.
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Young France

Is not that rather fine? It must be to the
good thus to blend religion and patriotism. I
know that, especially on that soil over which the
Germans had spread so devasUtingly, one could
not listen to these fresh young voices raised
together in such idealism without a quickened
heart.

i

h
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The Ace of Diamonds <> ^ ^
T^HE French, always so quick to give things
X names—and so liberal about it that, to the

embarrassment and undoing of the unhappy
foreigner, t^iey sometimes invent fifty names for
one thing—have added so many words to the
vocabulary since August 1914 that a glossary,
and perhaps more than one, has been published
to enshrine them. Without the assistance of this
glossary it is almost impossible to understand
some of the numerous novels of Poilu life.

By no means the least important of these
creations is the infinitesimal word "as"— or
rather, it is a case of adaptation. Yesterday
"as des carreaux" (to give the full form) stood
simply for ace of diamonds. To-day all France,
with that swift assimilation which has ever been
one of its many mysteries, knows its new meaning
and applies it. And what is this new meaning?
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Well "as- has two. Originally it was applied
stnctly to flying men, and it was reserved to
signify an aviator who had brought down his
fifth enemy machine. Had he brought down
only four he was a gallant fellow enough, but he
wa., not an «„s " One more and he was an aee
of diamonds, that card being the fifth honour in
most French games as well as in Bridge.
So much for the first and exact meaning of the

term. But later, as I gather from a number of
i« Baionnette devoted to its uses, the wonl has
been extended to cover all kinds of obscure
heroes, the men, and they are by no means
rare, who do wonderful things but do not get
into the i,apers or receive medals or any mention
in dispatches. We all know that many of the
finest deeds perfoi-med in war escape recog-
nition. One does not want to suggest that
V.Cs and D.S.O.'s and Military Crosses and
all the other desirable tokens of valour are
conferred wrongly. Nothing of the kind. They
are nobly deserved. But probably there never
was a recipient of the V.C. or the D.S.O. or the
Military Cross who could not-and did not wish
to-tell his Sovereign, when the coveted honour
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was being pinned to his breast, of some other
soldier not less worthy than himself of being
decorated, whose deed of gallantry was per-
formed under less noticeable conditions. The
performer of such a deed is an "as" and it is

his luck to be a not public hero.

The "as " can be found in every branch of the
army, and he is recognized as one by his com-
rades, even although the world at large is

ignorant. Perhaps we shall find a won! for his
British cor«eIative, who must be numerically very
strong too. The letter A alone might do it,

signifying anonymous. " VoilA, un as !
'

says the
French soldier, indicating one of these brave
modest fellows who chances to be passing. " You
see that chap," one of our soldiers would say

;

"he's an A."

That satirical child of the war. La Bdionnette,
every week devotes itself, as its forerunner,
L-Assielle an Beurre, used to do, to one theme
at a time, one phase or facet of the struggle,
usually in the army, but also in civil life, where
changes due to the war ste-<dily occur. In the
number dedicated to the g.^.y of the "as" I

find recorded an incident of tne French Army
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A Farmyard

M moving that I want to teil it here, very freely,
in English. It was, says the writer, before the'
attack at Carency-and he vouches for the
accuracy of his report, for he was himself present.
In the little village of Camblain-lAbW a regi-
ment was assembled, and to them spoke their
captain. The scene was the yard of a farm. I

know so well what it was like. The great
manure heap in the middle; the carts under
cover, with perhaps one or two American reapers
and binders among them; fowls pecking here
and there

;
a thin predatory dog nosing about

;

a cart-horse peering from his stable and now and
then scraping his hoofs; a very wide woman at
the dwelling-house door ; the old farmer in blue
linen looking on ; and there, drawn up, listening
to their captain, row on row of blue-coated men,
all hard-bitten, weary, all rather cynical, all

weather-stained and frayed, and all ready to go
on for ever.

This is what the captain said—a tall thin man
of about thirty, speaking calmly and naturally
as though he was reading a book. "

I have just
seen the Colonel," he said; "he has been in
conference with the Commandant, and this is
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what has been settled. In a day or two it i, up
to us to attack. You know the place and what
it all means. At such and such an hour we shall
l>eKin. Very well. Now this is what will happen
I shall be the first to leave the trench and go
over the top, ami I shall be killed at once. So
far so goo.1. I have arranged with the two
lieutenants for the elder of them to take my
place. He also will almost certainly be killed.
Then the younger will lead, and after him the
sergeants in turn, according to their age, beginning
with the oldest who was with m , at SaVda before
the war. What will be left by the time you
have reached the point I cannot say, but you
must be prepared for trouble, as there is a lot of
ground to cover, under fire. But you will Uke
the point and hold it. Fallout."

That captain was an "as."
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The Reward of our Brother the Poilu o
Vy-E often talk of the best jK,em which the
* » war has pro<luce<I ; ami opinions usuallyvary^ My own vote, so far as England is con-

cerned is still given to Julian Grenfells lyric of
the fightmg man

; but if France is to be include.1
too o„e „„,t consider very seriously the claims
of La Pa.uton de Noire FrCre le Poilu. by Marc
Leclerc, which may be had in a little slender
paper-covered book, at a cost, in France, where
t has been selhng i„ its thousands, of one f«„e
twenty-five. This poem I have been readi;^
w.th a pleasure that calls to be shared with
others for .t is not only very touching and ven.
b^«t.ful, but it has also certain of those cualitiZwh,ch are more thoroughly appreciated incompany. Beauty a„d tenderness can mak^
the.r appeal alone; but humour demands two
at least and does not resent a crowd, and the
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humour of this little masterpiece is very deep
and true.

Did I say I had been reading it ? That is to

use words with unjustifiabls looseness; rather

should I say that I have been in part reading and
in part guessing at it; for it is written in the
Angevin patois, which is far beyond my linguistic

capacity. Not that CapUin Leclerc is a rustic

;

on the contrary, he is a man of culture and the

author of several books, chiefly on and about
Anjou, one of which has illustrations from his

own hand; but it lias .-.mused him in this

poem to employ his native dialect, while, since

he, like so many French authors, is fighting, the

soldierly part of it is authentic.

It was a poor devil of a Poilu—it begins and
he went to the war, automatically enough, know-
ing without any words about it that the soil

which he cultivated must also be defended.

That was his duty. After suflering the usual ills

of the campaign, suddenly a 210 burst near him,

and he never rallied. He just had time to give

a few messages to the corporal before he died.

"You must tell my wife," he said, "but do it

gradually; say, I'm ill first. Give what money
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The Last Judgment

I have here to my pal.,," and so forth. Then,
after repeating his tesUment, he passed quietly

finds St^ Pete, beating the mats. "Wipe your
hoes, St. Peter says, "and Uke the right-handcomdor The Judgment Hall is at the end."

All trembhng, the poor fellow passes along the
corndor, at the end of which an angelin white
takes down particulars as to his ^e, his classand so forth, and tells him that he is expected
Entenng the Judgment Hall, the Poilu i,. be-wildered by its austerity and splendour. TheGood God is at the head, between Jesus Christand the Blessed Virgin. All the .ints are "he"and the Podu notices particularly the milita.y

r ~j
= .T'

^*- ""''^''' «'• Michael, StLeonard St. Marcel, St. Charlemagne, St. Martin,
St. Sulp.ce, St. Barbe, St. Maurice, and StJeanne d Arc. Seeing all these famous soldiers,he exclaims, «Ifs a Conseil de Guerre
Perhaps I can slip away." But escape is im-

tells him to begin nis history.

" ^'"" ^^ y°" do before the war.^ " He asks.
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The Poilu replies that he was a farmer in a very
small way

;
he worked on the land, and he had

some stock—two oxen, a horse, a cow, a wife,
some fowls, "and, saving your presence, a pig."
"Ah!" exclaims St. Anthony, "a pig! That
reminds me! Pigs! Sois b6ni, men frire." But
the Good God frowns, and St. Anthony makes
himself very small.

And then, the Poilu continues, he became a
soldier, which leads to the awkward question,
had he always behaved himself as such.' Alas!
it appears that he had not. For one thing, he
has not always been sober, he is confessing, when
Noah interrupts with the comment that insobriety
is not such a very serious affair. In fact, he him-
self once ... and by this time the reader begins
to get the drift of this joyous humane fantasy,
the point being that the hierarchy of Heaven are
all on the side of the brave simple soldier who
has died that France might live. As how could
they not be .' Another time, the Poilu continues,
he was sent to prison for cutting a piece from his
coat iii order to mend the seat of his trousers—in
other words, for injuring Government property;
and here St. Martin breaks in with indignation
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And

Saint Martin

at the punishment. "Why, when I ,1

much the same," he says, "and cut my c
cover a paralytic, I was canonized for it

!

'

so on.

Then comes a graver note. The Poilu, feeling
an effort to be necessary, for the Good God has
never relaxed His sternness throughout, becomes
eloquent. Not only was he killed, but before
that, he says, he suffered much. The hardships
of war on the Western f«,„t are terrible. He
had been famished, he had been frozen, he had
been burned by the sun He had been sleepless,
he had been footsore, and the sweat had poured
from him under his heavy burdens, for often he
had carried not only l.is own haversack but those
of h.s comrades. In short ... But here St
.Simon, speaking softly to Christ, says, " Like vou
Lord, at Golgotha." la my prose this is, o,'
course, too crude; but I assure you that in the
poem It IS a great moment. And another follows
•t. for as the Good God still says nothing, the
Poilu points to the blue robe of the Blessed
Virgin, and to the great white beard of the
Good God himself, and to the re<l cloak of our
Lord, and exclaims, « Voild mes trois couleurs.
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The three colours of France. It was for them
that I have lost my life; fighting for them has
brought me to this Judgment Hall

! ""

That is fine, is it not ? Only the French genius
is capable of just such a splendid blend of naivete,
emotion, and the best kind of theatricalism.'

And at these words at last the Good God smiles,
and behind Him Heaven opens for the Poilu to
enter.

There is a little more—for it seems that Heaven
is full of, Pnilus with blue caps, and golden
helmets, and wings that remove the possibility of
getting wet feet or weary feet any more for ever
and ever. And our Poilu joins these others, who
look Iiappy and are happy, and sings with them
" Glory to God in the highest," while the angels,
not perhaps wholly without irony, answei, " Peace
on earth and goodwill to men."
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Note o o ^ ^ ^ ^
Vy ITH the exception of a few pages, theV*' longest essay in this book-that which
gives .t its title-is now published for the fi„t
t.me. The papers grouped under the headings
Diversions and "On Bellona's Hem" which

and The Sphere, but in their present form have
been always revised and often extended.

I
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